
Eschillion Key 

 
Frederic Topesz, 

 

I know there is nothing I can say to ease your loss. All I can offer you, at this point, is a feeble apology. I have not found 

your daughter. I have tried. God knows I've tried. 

 

I believe Lisa is alive, wherever she is. As of now, we have no evidence to the contrary. 

 

She and her girlfriend Sara have been spotted throughout the city with two teenage boys. Those boys, too, seem to have 

disappeared. Maybe they've all fallen in love and run off together, fearful of being separated. In any case, none of them have 

been seen for over a month. 

 

I'll fax you what we have on the boys. Their parents have been completely cooperative. Everyone is as worried as you, Fred. 

 

I found a few pages of your daughter's diary hidden beneath the dresser in the room she was staying in. Don't care to 

speculate on why Lisa left those particular entries behind. The greatest clue to Lisa's whereabouts comes to me from the 

words, "Something happened to me tomorrow." 

 

Hotel staff located a few of Lisa's personal items before I arrived, all of which I'm sending directly to you. 

 

It doesn't look good, Fred. But then, at least, it doesn't exactly look bad, either. I'll keep searching. 

 

Yours until eternity, 

      Joseph Cooper 

 

 

Book 1: Killing Clocks 
 

 

 "It's just a pen Eddie," Ben said. "And if it was a sword, I'd say the same." 

 Who thinks like that? 

 I stared at Ben's black Ghost Rider shirt for a second, considering. "It's just a pen," he says. This pen I planned on 

using to beat down Father Time and rob his house. This pen I planned on using to sneak into Death's lair and rescue my 

father. 

 "He wasn't crazy, you know." By the time I said that, I was looking him in the eyes. At least I think I was, through 

those silk curtains of hair and that dark pair of silver-rimmed sunglasses he always wore. 

 "Eddie," he said, "Your dad was a magician." 

 "And?" 

 "And. Right, you're right. He wasn't crazy." 

 What more could he say? I nodded. 

 Ben had come over that night to hear something important. Something private, to be told behind closed doors, 

beside the bookshelf. Something to be said uninterrupted by video games or my blaring stereo system. This went unsaid, 

understood by both parties after our telephone conversation. 

 What reason did he have to accept this time travel shit? 

 "I realize it all seems pretty far-fetched. Some of it really doesn't even make much sense to me." Like the chapter 

on Marco's Paradox. To this day, utter chicken scratch. 

 "I'll admit, that book's pretty crazy," Ben said. "When did your dad give it to you?" 

 "I got it after... He left it in an uncle's care, and Uncle Timmy passed it on to me." 

 "Oh. It looks pretty crazy..." 

 "But Dad was a magician," I said. "A performer. The whole thing's just for show." 

 It was Ben's turn to nod. He either missed or ignored the venom sarcasm drenching my voice. 

 I was making him uncomfortable and I knew it. I was trying to use tension and guilt to manipulate him, force him 

to open up his mind a little. I could be a real bastard sometimes, back then. 

 Ben wouldn't budge. Short of going back in time and stealing a dinosaur, there was nothing I could have done to 

convince him. He would have to see to believe, and that was that. 

 Maybe we would have gone on to talk about school. Maybe we would have cranked up the stereo and played a 

little Battle Tanks on my new Nintendo 64. We could have even gone a little old school with some Street Fighter Turbo on 



the Sega. Instead, a voice screeched up at us from downstairs. 

 "Edward! Time to eat! Will your friend be staying for dinner?" 

 "The Banshee," I muttered. Then: "Yeah, Mom. Set a place for Ben." 

 

 I don't like complaining about things. Keep this in mind when I tell you what you should already know: high 

school's a bitch. A mean, slutty bitch just as likely to fuck you as she is to look at you. She looks often enough, too, only 

when she does you have to look the other way because you're afraid of the attention. I think maybe I read that somewhere. 

 You have to go, though. You need the experience. You even enjoy it at times. Some of your best and worst years 

will occur simultaneously in high school. 

 Now picture a great big lunchroom with two rows of tables. Picture about eighteen tables, roughly twenty 

chattering teens to each one. Zoom in a little, until you see my friends and I, isolated somewhere near the middle, a table of 

five. 

 Dustin is there, the chubby, vulgar-mouthed white guy with a buzz. John Harris is the skinny, girly-voiced black 

guy that won't look anybody in the eyes. Ben is the pale six-foot freshman leading the conversation, laughing at us all 

behind his groovy indoor shades. And Curly is the red head with the dark complexion. The one with the perfect legs and the 

grin that makes you feel insignificant. The one you've known for over a year and still have trouble talking to, because she 

makes you nervous. You try, though, because how wonderful it is to be made to feel nervous! 

 Now look over on the far right. There I am. Skinny, pale, black hair. Perfect 20/20 blue eyes, but people see the 

freckles and hear the voice of a timid intellectual and think, "He's forgotten his glasses today." Sitting at the edge of the 

group, just like I always did, because I hate feeling obligated to talk. And Curly always used to sit on the edge, too. 

 We were the `98 crew, I guess. It was different every year, who I would hang with at lunch. This year, the table was 

particularly barren. Kind of surprising, I thought, since it was the first year I was really hanging with people outside of 

school. 

 As you watch us, we talk about politics. We complain and talk about how things should be. You watch for five 

minutes and realize none of us really has any idea what we're talking about. 

 "We're going to Chrystal City next month," I say. 

 Sometimes, people simply don't hear me when I say things. I don't get much attention because I'm not expected to 

participate too much in conversations. Other times, the shock value inspired by the rarity of my electing to share divine 

wisdom with peers wins a few ears. At that moment, my voice had simply faded into the cacophonous cafeteria background. 

 "I'm going to Chrystal City!" I said again. This time, everyone heard, everyone looked at me. All four of them. 

 "What the hell does that have to do with the Middle East?" asked Dustin. 

 I ignored Dustin, as did everyone else. Something about the moment had us looking down on him.  

 "My mom's got some kind of business deal up there," I said. 

 "All summer?" asked Curly. 

 "Yeah. We're staying with an uncle." 

 "Cool. I've never been farther than Pennsylvania," Curly said. Casually flicking back her perfect rose-tipped 

fingers, she cast a wildfire tendril away from one of her flawless jadestone eyes. I thought I saw something in her expression 

right then. Maybe... Maybe. 

 "Ever gotten fucked before?" Dustin asked. He was fidgeting. 

 "Me neither," I said, shaking my head momentarily to free my eyes from a stare. "I don't think I've even been that 

far." 

 The `98 crew in general were losing interest quick. I could tell because I was making even myself a little anxious to 

finish. 

 Dustin said, "I like fucking small breasted women because they remind me of chil--" 

 "Shut the hell up," Ben said. "You've never fucked anybody and you never will because you're one damned ugly 

idiot. Anyway, I wanna hear more about this glimmering vacation." 

 Ben's word was law. 

 "Well..." I stammered. "We're staying in what's supposed to be a pretty shitty part of the city. Free, though. And 

there's room for a friend, if I can find somebody who'll pay for their own plane ticket." 

 "I've got a cousin there." 

 "I don't have any plans this summer." 

 "I hear the women over there have hairy pits." 

 "That's France, jackass." 

 "Fuck you, John." 

 "I'll bet New York'd kick ass." 

 "Yeah, any city that gives you the Velvet Underground is alright with me." 

 "Chrystal's got some big wigs too, man. Remember Leper Colony?" 

 So went the talk for quite a while. I wasn't even listening. I had better things to think about than John and Dustin 

bickering. Hell would freeze over before I'd take my old pal Dustin with me, and I really didn't know John very well. 



 After everyone realized I was daydreaming, I suppose the conversation moved on to less relevant but more 

entertaining topics. By the time I started listening again, a bell rang and the usual mass evacuation of the cafeteria began.  

 

 Tuesday, right after Monday, I got together with Ben, Curly, and this little guy we called Gremlin. We gathered in 

Ben's back yard to play basketball. Being such horrible athletes all (with the exception of Gremlin), "playing" consisted of 

smoking pot and clowning around. 

 I'd only smoked up a couple of times before, always awkward and embarrassing and ... I'd rather not relive that 

now.  

 Anyway, this time I was going to get it right. 

 "Not like that, silly bitch! It's a bong, not a cock. Put your lips inside." 

 Oh well. At least my pothead newbie status got a few chuckles. And if I ever decide to go gay, at least I'll have a 

sliver of experience sticking wide objects in my mouth. 

 We had a blast after that. I just kind of chilled out on the deck with Ben while Curly and Gremlin made with the 

hook shots.  

 I started talking about time travel again. Ben just kind of nodded and rubbed his chin. "Yeah," he would say. Then 

he'd follow it up with something brilliant that I've since forgotten about. But it was always brilliant. 

 We started talking about politics, I think. Maybe it was the Smurfs. Remember that show? Whatever it was, as 

interesting as it was, it was interrupted by something that can only be described as FABulouuuuus. 

 "Watch this!" Curly shouted from the padded dirt basketball court. She threw the basketball up into the air and, I 

kid you not, Gremlin did a forward handspring/ kick thingie, scoring a basket (with the heels of his shoes!) from the three-

point line. It was one of the craziest things I had ever seen. 

 Gremlin was a great guy. This vicious, determined, skinny little pimple-faced white kid. I wish I'd gotten to know 

Gremlin earlier, before the Shenanigans Incident. And the Summer. 

 Naturally, we were all astounded by the trick. Ben even took off his shades for a second, to blink over and over 

again. Me, I couldn't believe my eyes either. 

 Eventually, shock faded, talk resumed, and we all went back to having a fantastic time.  

 Later, Curly said, "I gotta see Mike in like half an hour and none of you assholes can drive yet. So Eddie, need a 

lift? I'm already giving Gremlin a ride anyway." 

 One of the reasons Ben and I got so tight so fast was because we lived so close. Between our houses, there's just a 

hop, skip, and a neat little creak. So naturally, I said, "You know my house is like right there, right?" 

 Curly shook the lava streams flowing hotly from her head, spinning around. "Whatever. We're off then, Gremlin." 

And so they were. 

 Ben looked over at me and said, "Can I shine the crystal?" 

 I started laughing. It was funny how he said it. "Sure," I said. 

 

  Most of my first year in high school went pretty slow. The last week shot by like a bullet.  

 Final Exams... And that was it. Two today, two tomorrow, two Thursday... and Boom! No more school for another 

three months. 

 Lots of kids get stressed about those exam things. Long, boring, multiple choice tests. The borderline kids think, 

"What if this damned test fails me for the year?" The smart kids think, "I've got to waste four hours of my life on these 

damned tests?" Me, I think, "Because of these damned tests, I only have to waste four hours of my life today! As opposed to 

the seven hours stolen from me every other school day in the year." 

 Thursday began with an English exam and ended with a study period. Teachers handed out this form to get signed 

so that we would be exempt from the study period. I got mine signed. What a way to end the year, huh? 

 Only, I couldn't get a ride home. Rather than go on to the fucking study period (what idiot schedules a study period 

at the end of the last day of school?) and waste my time, I met up with Gremlin at lunch. We decided to just sort of loiter in 

the cafeteria after everyone left. Maybe we'd shuffle around inside the school a bit, if the teachers got hostile. 

 Things got boring really fast. I mean, we were just sitting there talking. We didn't know each other that well so we 

really didn't have that much to talk about, and I'm not much of a conversationalist anyway. Gremlin saved the day by 

coming up with an ingenious plan. 

 We weren't the only ones stranded in the cafeteria. There were a whole bunch of rednecks chilling out in the far 

corner.  

 "See those rednecks over there?" Gremlin said. 

 "Let's go talk to them," I said. "I'm bored as hell." 

 "Nah," Gremlin said. "They look like real pricks. I know the skinny guy... An asshole of the highest order." 

 "Why are we looking at them, then?" 

 "You're bored, right? I've got an idea. We'll tip toe on over, all conspicuous like. We'll act so sneaky that every one 

of them will see us. And when we get real close, we'll yell out 'Shenanigans!' and punch the skinny guy in the face." 

 "Brilliant," I said. "Two little nerds against a bunch of big rednecks. I don't think I want the shit kicked out of me 



today, thanks." 

 "I've thought of that," Gremlin said. "Most of those hicks are fat, and hence also slow. The skinny guy'll be 

incapacitated, if everything goes according to plan. If we move real fast we can be out the doors, across the parking lot, over 

the fence, over the train tracks, and hidden in the woods before anybody knows fuck for fuck. I know a path from there that 

should get us to your neighborhood in about forty-five minutes." 

 I blinked. "You really hate that skinny guy, don't you?" 

 Gremlin laughed. Maybe you can guess what ended up happening? 

 Sneaksneaksneak. Hey Eddie, they see us. Shhh. Sneaksneaksneak. What're y'all doin' `round hair? 

 Bam! Bam! "Shenanigans!" 

 "Run, Eddie!" "Run, Gremlin!" 

 And so I did the only thing my legs could think to do and that was run.  

Dirty fat people in Rainbow Warrior shirts run surprisingly fast for fat fatty fatty fat fat fatty fat guys. Little 

pimply-faced athletic guys in Lucy Loves Me shirts and ripped jeans run surprisingly slow for athletes. 

 Gremlin fell. I looked back. The pricks were all kicking. The skinny guy started swearing and kicking him in the 

crotch over and over again. I fought back the queasy feeling in my stomach, ignored the "help your friend" voice in my head 

and ran straight out into the parking lot. No cars coming. I was greased lightning shooting over the fence and into the 

woods. I was greased lightning shooting through the forest. 

 I was the Flash, uncatchable. Untouchable. Fuckers could eat my dust. They were probably still inside pounding on 

Gremlin. I was safe. I was ahead. I had escaped. Pounding on Gremlin... 

 Shit, I thought, still running. And that was when I fell down the steep little cliff. Tumbletumbletumble.  My right 

leg caught on a rough spot on the way down. I felt a kind of twist. Tumbletumbletumble. 

 "My fucking leg!" I said. "Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!" I said. "I fucking hate you fucking hillbilly cunts! Come on down, 

fucking prick hicks! I'll drive a fucking switchblade through your shriveled cocks! Agh! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!" I said. 

 What I didn't see was Mrs. Pilchard in the parking lot, watching four dirty rednecks chasing skinny freckle-faced 

Eddie with the straight A report card and surely he must have health problems, being so pale and frail. She stopped the 

brutes chasing me. She would send someone to check on poor Eddie, who was likely to have a heart attack at any moment. 

 And she did. And I didn't. But my leg hurt like hell. 

 So I was on crutches all summer long. There was also a slight delay in the trip to the city, postponed to 

accommodate my stay in the hospital. 

 Can't say I felt all that sorry for Gremlin, even though he did get off a little worse than me. 

 

 Planes are fantastic. Jumbo metal birds shooting through the air like comets. People and statistics say they're safe. 

Who can know except the pilots? Who anywhere can know for sure? 

 I love the whole classes thing. Pay a little extra and you're royalty. First Class. Don't pay the extra and you're 

garbage. Gutter class. Like we were. Always. 

 "Don't eat the brownies," I said, peaking over a seat to look at the top of an old man's head. 

 "We aren't being served any brownies," he replied. I sank back into my itchy velvety seat.  

 Ben was already asleep. We'd been flying for like half an hour, and he was already asleep. It was just me and my 

popping ears and the Banshee. 

 I probably shouldn't have nicknamed my mom after a morbid Celtic spirit. She's nice enough, just misguided. She 

has a shrill, eerie voice, though. And when she yells, it sounds just like a banshee wail. "EEEIIIIeeiiiii....... A rat! 

WAAEEeeeEEiiiiii..... You stayed up how late? GAaeeiiIeIIEe.... Look at this water bill!"  

 I didn't talk to my mom any on the plane. Maybe what happened with my dad should have taught me to develop a 

better relationship with my parents. Maybe I wanted to talk to her and couldn't because I had to study my father's book. 

 Oh, Chrystal City was going to be fun. 

 

 Worked up an appetite for mighty mystery magic on the plane. By the time we landed, I was ready to try some shit 

out. By the time we were unpacking in Uncle Clay's dingy little flat, no Uncle Clay in sight, I was itching with obsession. 

Just leave me alone, Ma. Just give me a minute alone... 

 "I don't want you boys going off alone all the time," the Banshee was saying, vigorously attacking a pile of dishes 

left by our generous uncle. "We don't know our way around yet and I don't think this neighborhood is safe." 

 "Right Mom," I said. "We'll hang out inside tomorrow when you're off on your business." 

 "Just until Clay's here to show you around. He left a note on the refrigerator. He should be here tomorrow 

afternoon." 

 We ate peanut butter sandwiches for dinner, nutty buddies for dessert. We talked about the "rules of the house". 

Mom apologized about accommodations, saying it was necessary but if things went well finances wouldn't be a problem in 

a few weeks. The unnamed wonder job. 

 Finally, things settled back. It was me, Ben, two cots, a minilamp on a night table, and a tolerable amount of 

roaches. I thought, where the hell am I gonna keep my clothes? Then, fuck it. I'm gonna do a magic trick. 



 "Hey Ben, lets walk." I said this digging around in my bag for a certain pen. I had already memorized the important 

parts of the book... 

 "It's late," he said, taking off his skinny silver-rimmed red shades. "I'll sleep now." 

 "You slept the whole fucking way over here. Anyway, I brought a little treat." I slipped the pen into my pocket with 

my left hand. I slipped out a little plastic baggy with my right, flashed it in front of him. His nostrils flared. He smiled. 

 "How do we get out?" He was putting his glasses back on. Wasn't even curious how I smuggled that one overseas. 

 Don't worry, I didn't have to "suitcase" it. 

 "The Banshee sleeps deeply, me brother. By now, she's out for the night." 

 So we walked. 

  

 I stumbled through some steamy alley, taptaptapping crutches against wet pavement, smoking my cannabine 

cigarette, happy as seemed possible. Ben was there with me, escorting a cripple or laughing and chattering with a friend. He 

didn't know he was also there to believe. 

 We wandered around the big city, America's city, our city, city of riches and blessings. We wandered. It was very 

easy for us to find ourselves quite lost. 

 "We're fucked," I said with a chuckle, looking up at some bar sign, reading Your Mom's Milk. 

 "We're fine," Ben said, sucking on a roach between a penny and a dime. "Everything's fine." 

 I looked at the bar sign again. There was a flashing picture of what might be breasts spraying what I assumed to be 

milk. The thing took me by surprise. Had a sort of Clockwork Orange feel to it. 

 "Let's go there," I said. 

 "No IDs," Ben said. 

 "No need," I said. Then I did a magic trick. 

 

 My hand sought might in my pocket. The pen, procured, was swung round and round. Click as I pressed the button 

on the back and sprayed ink everywhere. Ink that landed nowhere, absorbed in air. Earth spun long after I stopped. The pen I 

put away. Magic words flew rhythmically from somewhere, then from my lips. 

 Ben said, "Wow..." 

 The city never sleeps, but she snores. There are always noises, little and big, constant, so most of the time you don't 

notice. We noticed then, because it sounded like a tape playing, slowed down as far as it could be. Ben and I, we could 

understand each other just fine. Anything else, too slow for us even to tell where it was coming from. 

 "Let's go inside," I said. 

 Ben nodded. He didn't know what else to do. He asked, "How much did you pay for that herb? DAMN!" 

 People were moving, slightly. Too slight to make any difference. A leak in the ceiling dripped water so slowly I 

could walk back and forth under a droplet without getting hit. A bartender had started sliding a mug across the bar. Took me 

a minute to figure out the mug was actually moving. 

Something was playing on the jukebox that didn't sound like music. It sounded like Bruce Springsteen from 

outside, before I slowed things down. Even then, it didn't sound like music. 

Ben reached out to grab the mug that was sliding. It very suddenly slid past his hand, kept moving, and crashed 

into the floor. "Sorry," he said to the guy who had started to stick his hand out to grab the mug. 

"You bring solid and liquid objects into our time by touch," I said. "Right," Ben said. 

"How long do we flash?" Ben asked.  

"About another two minutes. Let's get some drinks." I gingerly hopped over the bar and grabbed a few choice 

bottles. Fun, with crutches. Ben did the same. We were out of there with seconds to spare. 

Finding our way home was fun when it meant sneaking in a pissload of liquor. I gave a bottle of vodka to some 

homeless guy. His name was Sam. We ended up hiding the rest in Ben's clothes bag. 

Sleep was peaceful 

 

 We met Uncle Clay, next day. We were chilling out in his living room/kitchen, high off our asses, watching the 

fuzzy picture on the television. I was casually playing with the stuffing from one of the velvety couch's many rips. And in 

walked Uncle Clay. 

 "Hey guys!" he said, half-charred lips melted into the right side of his face, smiling at us. "Word is y'all get to hang 

with ol' Clay for a while." 

 We nodded. Mom hadn't said anything about tender, twisted flesh.  

 Clay threw a crinkling plastic grocery bag full of beer and ice cream onto the counter. He whistled as he threw 

things in the freezer, other things in the fridge.  

 "Anything on?" Clay asked, looking over his filthy countertop to the television.  

 "Don't know," Ben said. "Your reception's a bastard." 

 Clay nodded. "Mostly, when I'm home, I fuck and I listen to music. Not always at the same time. Don't want y'all 

bringing in any chickies, though." He winked. "You kids're too young for that shit. Anyway, Suzan would slit my throat." 



 My mom's name is Suzan. Funny I haven't mentioned her by name up to now. 

 Uncle Clay turned out to be a pretty cool guy. He pulled a Bud from the fridge and slipped a Bach tape into his 

stereo. We dug into his ice cream with shovels. We turned off the damned television and talked a little bit. 

 Clay showed us his side of the city, little pieces at a time. Prostitutes and people with spiked shoulder pads and 

sidewalk guitar players and club bartenders, they all tended to know the guy by name. From what I saw, they respected him. 

 If you're ever in shining Chrystal City and you see a skinny middle-aged man with wooden shoes, ripped orange 

pants, and a plain, clean white tee shirt, Highlander ponytail hair, face like a hamburger, voice like a Southern gentleman but 

not quite Southern, say hi to Uncle Clay for me. Ask him how's work. He'll say, "Work?" Then he'll laugh at you. 

 So we found out about all these cool places right around the block. We found out who to talk to for what and when. 

We saw plenty of sights without ever ascending Lady Liberty. We could get away with almost anything, too, long as we 

didn't tell the Banshee, and long as I didn't call her the Banshee. Uncle Clay didn't like that. 

 

 A week went by before Ben got around to asking me, "What the hell happened at that bar?" 

 "Your Mom's Milk?" I asked. 

 "Of course," he said. 

 "I read my father's book," I said. "It was a magic trick." 

 "Magic! No, bullshit. What I should have asked... What the hell were we smoking?" 

 "Same shit we've been smoking," I said. "Same shit we just ran out of. Let's go for a walk." 

 Ben grabbed his shades. I gathered my crutches under my arms. We walked. 

 "Pull your rabbit, Eddie," Ben said. 

 I pulled my pen and spun and spun and sprayed the ink, danced the dance, sang the song. This time, the spell was a 

step up. Instead of slowing time, I altogether stopped it. 

 It was raining. You could see the droplets, suspended midair. We passed Marv the sidewalk guitarist. A quarter had 

landed diagonally in his guitar case. Everything was quiet. A car was stationary over a firecracker explosion of a mud 

puddle. 

 Ben said, "Groovy. Let's steal shit." 

 I said, "Let's not. We already ripped off a bar. From now on, we use our powers for good. And to impress the gals."  

I was looking at two in particular, trying to figure what to do, calculating out how much time we had... 

 The spell fizzled. 

 Bump! "Where the fuck did you come from!?" 

 Ben bumped into a suit in a hurry. I was safe. I laughed at both of them. 

 Ben honked the guy's oily nose then walked around him. He was too late for an important meeting (or something) 

to do anything about it. We both laughed at him. 

 One of the girls I'd seen, she was leaning on a glass window, head resting on a circular stick-to advertisement, 

wavy, creamy blond hair wrapping around her thin tanned neck. She and her friend, a pale pretty with short dark hair, was 

watching us go by, talking, giggling. Ben smiled at the blond. 

 "Hi." "Hey there." "Let's all get some coffee." 

 It was still early. Coffee made sense. 

 "I'm Eddie and that's Ben," I said to the girls, sitting down, dipping my upper lip in whipped cream, letting nostrils 

flare in waking delight. Ah, the aromas of the cafe. And I said, "We're vacationing here." 

 Ben was pushing money across a counter, paying for our coffee. Then he was on his way over, sipping nothing 

himself. Said he wasn't thirsty. He'd suggested coffee and he didn't want any. 

 "Sara Rose," said the blond. Lazy and weary, her voice. "Lisa," said the brunette.  

 "I see a stem," said Ben to the blond. "Don't know yet if there's a rose." 

 The conversation drifted. Ben kept it smooth without saying anything a normal guy would say. Masterful, how he 

got away with that kind of thing. Half the time, I wonder if he isn't just sticking random words together to sound clever.  

I caught a few smiles and some eye contact from the brunette. Pity maybe, for me crutches. Whatever, she seemed 

smart and she had good eyes. Nice little boobies, too. 

 They were visiting too. They were from the suburbs too. Oh yes, they were nearby. We should hang out, shouldn't 

we? Of course! Today? No, we're not doing anything, really. Sure, we could walk. What happened to your leg? 

 "A minor altercation with a cliff," I said.  

 "Poor thing," Lisa said. "Fucked mine up in a car accident a while back. Can you do any tricks yet?" 

 I blinked. "Huh?" 

 "Let me see your crutches." She tucked them under her shoulders and pushed down. Her booted feet lifted up. She 

walked around the cafe without touching the ground. She could also jump with the crutches, hop twenty times without once 

putting her feet down. 

 I was impressed. So I said, "I'm impressed." 

 She said, "Strong arms and balance." And she handed me the crutches. 

 We went for a little walk, the four of us. Not really to anywhere, just down the sidewalk aways, round the block, 



over the river and through the woods. Took the girls back to their place. Their pad was nicer than ours. 

 Lisa turned around as we were walking away. She pushed open the door and looked on down the hall. "Come by 

tonight!" she said. "We'll dance or something." We turned around and nodded and she slipped back inside. 

  

 It's nine that night and we're wandering up to the building trying to remember room numbers. Maybe they're out. 

So we'll find out and maybe go away. 

 We talk to some people walking out the door. Of course they don't know. We walk inside and find somebody with a 

computer. I nearly slip on the polished red bricks. Computer man asks, am I okay? I say yes, could he please tell us where a 

room is? 

 "I'll need a last name," he said. 

 I scratched my head. Ben scratched his head. We thought. They had both given different last names, but what were 

they? Ben remembered first. 

 "GibsonGibsonGibson... No, sorry sir, no Gibson." Computer man kept tap-tapping behind his waist level wooden 

wall even after the search had ended. 

 "Try Shirley then," Ben said. 

 "Room 718. We are having a bit of trouble with the elevator, so I'm afraid you'll have to take the stairs." 

 I groaned. I wanted to fucking choke the bastard, even though he probably had nothing to do with the trouble. I 

wanted to hit something. I didn't want to take the stairs.  

 Seven fucking flights... How easily I could fall. Seven fucking flights... My arms, damnit, can they take that much? 

And what if nobody's there? Seven fucking flights... Then back down again. No matter what, back down again. 

 "Easy Eddie, I'll go." I thanked Ben, over and over again, and waited in the lobby. They had the most comfortable 

red leather couch. On a round table was a magazine about Hollywood. Ten minutes dragged on longer than they should 

have, with me trying to sift through that crap. Entertainment my ass. 

 Ben brought the two pretties. Lisa was wearing this tee with pictures of Garfield all over it, this kind of thin 

material tee. She had on this cute tight leather skirt and a dirty old pair of boots and, That tee, man. 

 I asked, "What took so long?" 

 Ben said, "We talked for a minute. Ten's not that long." 

 I threw my magazine on the table and pulled myself to a stand. We all walked out to have ourselves a time. Fun we 

would find aplenty. 

  

 Man, me and Ben really should have talked about the Cat in the Bag. My tricks were my tricks, after all. I 

understood and felt the same way he did and anyway, many kinds of confusion sparked violently and, deep yet beneath the 

surface, passionately between four bodies.  

 We were just chilling on the couch listening to some of Clay's crazy tunes. 

 I had a flash of a vision, myself at rest, a little brown spider crawling towards me, a mirror and my face chanting, 

"Show me your face, Anansi." 

 We were sitting on the couch and the music was low so we could talk. Ben said, "A sword mighty enough to rend 

the binding threads is his, and Eddie's the cloak of invisibility. Perhaps, this moment, he might share these gifts?" 

 I felt at first like a one trick pony. Then I realized, that's right, the girls haven't seen this trick yet. And after all, it 

was such an impressive trick… 

 Fwoosh! My pen so boldly revealed to female eyes. Splursh! The ink did rain upon their shirts! It bothered them 

not, for the ink was to be consumed by the magick of the spell. 

 The music we noticed first, as peculiar a sound as we had ever heard. And yet parts of the composition seemed to 

be playing at an almost normal rate… That Uncle Clay was a peculiar bird. 

 The Banshee was in the kitchen washing dishes. I stood and approached the kitchen, motioned for my friends to 

follow me, and said calmly, "But don't touch anything." 

 It took a greater power of concentration than mine to perceive the movement of water sprayed by the Banshee at a 

soapy spoon. 

 I felt a faint pulsating creep up the back of my skull, the beginning of the headaches Dad's book warned about. 

Harmless physically, So he wrote, but increasing in intensity with every further use of the pen until a time when the body 

becomes as hell, then a time when the pain becomes pleasure, then a time when there is nothing at all. 

 "Let's go back to the couch," I said in a voice slightly queasy, and so my friends followed me, and there I cancelled 

the spell. 

 "You all right?" Sara was the first to ask. 

 I said, "Just tired I guess. The magick is starting to get inside me." 

 Lisa said, "That was wild, man. I seen some crazy shit, let me tell you. My brother used to sell windowpane… I 

seen some crazy shit! But that, that was wild!" 

 All the attention in the room was on me and somehow, even when I closed my eyes, I could feel the tension. That 

night was my initiation into the world of the good vibrations. And the vibes, the vibes coming from Lisa were of an unusual 



intensity. All kinds of impressions and dirty fantasies shot through my head, and Lisa was at the center of all of it. 

 What I didn't realize at the time was, Lisa was hot to trot that night. She got off on all that energy I tapped into with 

my pen, and I was vibing off that heat, directed after all at my pen.  

 I said, to change the subject, "Did y'all hear it? There's something strange about Uncle Clay's music…" 

 Ben said, "A finer piece I'd never heard, even before the clocks got their Ritalin. Oh, but after… Stranger sound 

waves than ever I've ridden before." 

 Lisa said, "I bet that music would go good with some windowpane. . ." 

 Lisa was even more in tune, then, with the good vibrations than I was. Just as I was thinking something rather 

perverted, inexcusably naughty actually, staring at those perfect legs out the corner of my eye… She turned her head and 

winked at me. I don't think Ben or Sara ever saw that. 

 Times are strange. 

 

 We were eating dinner with the girls next time I felt the vibrations. We left Clay's house and went out for pizza. 

Minutes after we sat down, It came, spontaneously. 

 I could feel what my friends were feeling. I don't have the slightest idea what we were talking about, but… But I 

was jealous. I remember that. 

 Ben and Lisa were behaving as if they were the only two people in the room. I don't know what they were talking 

about because, because… I… I was dazed, transfixed, confused, pinned in, I was… 

 Why? Such moments plague my past like a recurring rash.  

 Sara, compassionate, drifty, looked at me and asked, "Is something wrong?" 

 I shook my head a single time and looked into her eyes. I quickly looked away before answering, saying, "It's the 

magick of the pen. I can feel my spine tingling." I told a truth without telling the truth. 

 Sara said, "I don't care how powerful that thing is, if it's making you sick, you shouldn't trust or use it again." I got 

something of a rush, soaking in Sara's compassion… Very real energy, directed into me. 

 "My Dad gave me this book," I told her. "He gave me Eschillion Key. I don't quite understand the title, something 

about a golden city… But he said the pen was the key to the city, and the city was the key to everything. All my hopes and 

dreams, my own Father tells me from beyond the grave, will come true if I use this pen properly, to unlock the golden city." 

 Sara asked, "Does your father's journal mention anything about being sick?" 

 I said, "Well it isn't a sickness exactly, but yeah, it does." 

 Sara asked, "Does it ever go away?" 

 I smiled and said, "After a spell." 

 Sara was cute. The moment she had me in those pale blue eyes, I was hooked. 

 

 When I got home, much later that night, I was alone. Mom was asleep, I assumed Uncle Clay was asleep since his 

door was closed, and Ben had volunteered to walk the girls home. I was a little on the pale side all night, and truthfully 

feeling kind of worn out, so I excused myself from the group a little early. 

 I reread the first page of my Dad's book: 

 Dedicated to my son Eddie, 

 Because we will meet again. 

 I was looking for a particular passage before my heart froze. It wasn't my first reading of the dedication but it didn't 

matter. When I read those words, all the clocks in the universe exploded. I couldn't describe to you what happened to me, 

what still happens to me, when I read those words. 

 Some would say my Father was talking about heaven. Well, he called heaven Eschillion, and he said the pen was 

the key to that. 

 Dad said a lot of things. The passage I was looking for read, 

 The city is the key to the City. Thou art the City. 

 There will come a time when the pain will seem so hellish, that any but a perfected will shall bend. Temptations will 

plague thee, true offers of great power and no responsibility, and an end to the pain. Succumb to temptation so close to 

success, and yea shall suffer certain death. 

 Endure, for therein is the key to eternal life. 

 There was a great deal in that book I couldn't understand. If Dad had found the key to eternal life, how could he 

have left me alone with Mom? Alone… with Mom. 

 I worshiped my parents when I was growing up. They were invincible heroes to me. They had this aura about them, 

they radiated a feeling of security and warmth. Their mere presence was like a blanket to me. When I was very young, I 

couldn't fall asleep without my blanket. 

 Time is change, I have heard. Time is friendly and merciless, in that sense.  

 

 Ben was walking into a room full of spider webs. He couldn't understand how any single one room could be so 

shallow as all that. 



 I was weaving the web, calling the spiders. Understand, I wasn't doing it intentionally. I was on a spiritual journey-

everything forgivable, so long as I kept growing! Every sin erased of all guilt because, I'm better than I was when I did that, 

I'm a new me every day. Hell, every moment. And determined not to stop until, by destroying every aspect of my own 

consciousness serving to mask or hinder my true self, I might really discover that self! 

 At least, that was what I tried to explain to Ben. Eventually to Sara too. I could and couldn't make them understand. 

 I was meditating daily, because instructed to do so by my own Father. Within his journals was outlined a very 

specific program of meditation, to commence as soon as I started to feel the magick. 

 And the more I read that book, the less I understood. It was a subtle document with secrets buried behind every 

line. There were furthermore no safeguards against the dangers I would eventually unleash. 

 I have no idea how many times I have rewritten this journal. 

 

 There are things certain hearts long for. A heart big as the sun drums within my chest, expanding in hopes of 

magnetically attracting another star.  

The first star I ever saw I shed a tear. Hers was a beauty unlike any other, and I will take it with me to the grave. 

 I know that I am young. It is a sign of my own weakness that my longing, even now, becomes too heavy a burden 

for these fragile shoulders to carry. I have the Goddess in my sights and know that I am not worthy, and for that reason she 

will pass me by. 

 Yet how, retaining the slightest shred of humility, how could I possibly imagine myself beside Her? Sara Rose, the 

Rose in the Cross, the Rose God in Heaven wept for on the day of His Great Loss. 

 It happened in an instant, and in that instant everything less than that instant became meaningless.  

 When I was very, very young, I heard a gorgeous little girl sing a hilarious little song about country life. The humor 

was entirely lost to me, so beautiful was her voice it conveyed to me naught but the essence of Her. 

 That was my first glimpse of the Goddess. 

 "As above, so below," a wise man once told me. But although I know the Goddess lived first within me, I cannot 

acknowledge the reality of this statement when in Her presence. 

 Sara Rose has me and I'll do anything she tells me…  

  

 Ben was the leader of the pack. Up front with Lisa at his side. Even when his head was down it was up, and therein 

was his magnetism. 

 By default, Sara walked beside me. That was always the way of it. 

 We four found ourselves in a place where the sidewalk deteriorated with every step forward, until there was naught 

ahead but a pile of rubble. Vagrants lived like animals in cardboard cages lining two alleys, alleys dim despite the sun's high 

throne. 

 We were near the end of Bobble Street. Clay had warned us about that part of town. 

 "Ain't never been," said Clay, "without a gun. And all the guns in the world wouldn't give me the courage to walk 

that street again. You kids keep off of Bobble Street." 

 When a crazy bastard like Uncle Clay tells you something serious as all that, it is best to pay attention. But we 

crazy kids and our adventures. 

 It was stupid of us, immature and pointless. We wanted nothing more than to satisfy some idle curiosity concerning 

the Forbidden. I think, also, Ben wanted to impress Lisa, scare Lisa, and cause Lisa to cling to his person for security… or 

something. That all being said, I've sworn off the temptation to regret a moment of it. 

 "A bad turn," Ben had said earlier. "Excitement in excess." 

 Said Lisa in reply, "That sounds perfect." And she clung to his arm. 

 Sara smiled at me and I smiled timidly back at her. And we four walked the deadliest path. 

 I've never seen a street like Bobble Street. The street itself, the buildings, and even the inhabitants, seem to suffer 

from some decaying disease, all the more pronounced the further one walks. 

 Well, the filthy primate junkies were stirring in the alleys, mumbling low and garbled threats, and gathering fast. 

When they had us surrounded, Sara clung to me. I don't know whether the explosion in my chest, bringing me to my knees, 

forcing shivers up and down my skin and through even to the tips of the hair on my head, was a response to the encroaching 

danger, or a shockwave caused by the proximity of the goddess. 

 In any event, as my crutches clattered against the pavement, skinny Sara held me, and saved me from the harshest 

kind of crash. She pulled me to a stand and she whispered, "The pen, Eddie." 

 I retrieved the pen, sprayed ink high and wild so a black circle surrounded us, falling. I chanted to the drumming of 

mine heart.  

 I could hear glass breaking somewhere. My perspective of time became as the perspective of a man trying to slice 

the thinnest slice of a cucumber, and every layer was its own reality, both united and separate from the rest. 

 My perception was beyond that of Lisa or Sara or Ben. I cannot describe the what of it. We four all had an edge of 

course, we four being well beyond the primates from the trashcans. We must have seemed to them a blurry river of color, 

now here, now gone. 



 My arms became so heavy… I came stumbling out of the blur well after my companions, much to their surprise. 

My eyes flashed like unto the sun, and some foreign force held me aloof and walking, crutches momentarily forgotten. And 

when I remembered it was too late, for it had been established firmly that I needed the crutches not at all! 

 A power like unto divinity. And I was the focus. The Pen was Wand, a focus for my Will. 

 I felt invincible! And I had to kiss her. I was driven by an impulse. The magick sizzled out my lips and paralyzed 

her muscles, and she collapsed into my arms.  

 It was the pen. What I didn't realize was what I was really tapping into. Even now, if I fully realized That, I would 

be beyond pen and paper. 

 

 It was an agreement with the Goddess, and a consent to participate in the Great Illusion. 

 My Father made reference in his Eschillion Key to the works of other illuminating writers. In particular, I found the 

scribblings of ancient Hindu sages an invaluable, inexhaustible resource. I found a name, Kundalini, for the constant 

tingling in my spine. 

 Certain Tantric Adepts worship a goddess known as Kali, and she is everything feminine in the Is, from the 

destructive and the severe to the merciful and nourishing. I took to vibrating her names on a daily basis. I took to 

worshipping Kali, as a symbol and a manifestation for my deepest desire, the only desire I have ever had which outweighed 

my desire for attainment. 

 Such was the illusion I had chosen, to keep me in this particular game. 

 Kali came to me in dreams and offered me one boon in return for my ever-growing faith in Her. 

 Kali Kalaratrisvarupini, the True Form of the Night of Time. 

 I requested a night of Tantric ecstasy with Sara Rose, the Lady of Love, the lotus opening in my heart. 

 The Goddess, by whatever name, granted my request. 

 There are often times in our lives when we wonder what would have happened, if only we had acted thusly.  

 

 But after all that. Coming out of the blur… I had to kiss her… And she collapsed into my arms. 

 Sara came to and said, "You're walking again." 

 "Without crutches," said I, smiling, a glimmer to my eye catching her eye. 

 Sara stood her ground. Sara stood up straight. 

 Sara kissed me. 

 Time like a river drifting by. Time like a stream slowly trickling in the distance. 

 We were smoldering within white fire. I don't know if Ben or Lisa could see the flames because I was unaware of 

them, or of the rest of the world. It was more sexual than any kiss before or after, because it was Unity.  

 Meanwhile, for whatever reason, Ben was falling genuinely in love with Lisa… And Lisa melted every time she 

looked into his eyes.  

 A voice, faint and fading, Because we will meet again. 

 We walked back to Uncle Clay's place for a late lunch prepared by Mom. 

 

 Sara made me wait another 14 hours for the pussy.  

 Ben and Lisa were moving along… somewhat quicker. 

 I think the sex acted like a trigger. 

 "My FUCKING GOD! MY FUCKING GOD!!!" 

 

 My spine felt like an antenna picking up strange frequencies. I walked around in a bit of a daze the next morning. 

 It was a nice day, air crisp with the aroma of toxicity, wind breezing through the summer heat, waves crashing 

somewhere miles away. Anxiety tickled my chest as I walked and breathed, breathed deeply, and eventually chased the 

anxiety away. 

 I sensed a peculiar danger. I don't know how to explain the sensation. 

 I had to find Sara. I wanted to go to the beach. 

 I needed a fucking cigarette. I'd never smoked in my life but I needed a fucking cigarette.  

 Colors were not colors, matter was never still. I learned through meditation to unlock a constant hum drum within 

the system. 

 As if erased from the system… 

 "Thou art deleted from thine system!" 

 Staring into glazed black screen, purple buzzing letters. 

 I found Sara, Ben and Lisa in the same spot. They were next to the soda machine talking about Mr. Pib.  

 "Let's go to the beach," I said. 

 We all went to the beach. Such was the growing power of domination attaching itself to my voice. Or so it bemuses 

me to record. 

 Chrystal City comes with its share of litter. The sands are beautiful, warm, orange like a mild blaze. Paper bags and 



plastic wrappers drift along in the wind, eventually sucked into the endless sea. 

 I held Sara's hand because there was something of me within her, and something of her within me, and any physical 

manifestation of that connection brought much comfort. When we were together an ecstasy born of a place near to the 

center of my chest filled me, inside and out, so that I was prone to outbursts of laughter at the slightest provocation.  

 Lisa asked me, "Are you high?" I almost didn't think the question was fair because Love, my affliction, peaked out 

from behind her eyes as well… The only ingredient missing was the energy, and that's something I can't quite explain… 

 Because it was real. I could not have seen it then, but what Ben and Lisa had was more real than anything I've yet 

to experience. I'd have laughed or spat on you, back then, if you told me that. 

 "No, Lisa," I said. "At least, I'm not on drugs. But we should get some weed. It's been a few days." 

 "We both know who to talk to," said Ben. 

 I said, "I know Clay could get us some good shit, if we asked him nicely. But I have a better idea." 

 Basically, the idea was to find the most disgusting, evil-looking pot dealer in town, and steal his weed. It was a 

damned idiotic and superficial little plan, looking back, but it won the group's consent.  

 And boy did we get fucked up. 

 I saw a halo above Lisa's head. 

 

 I said I said, "There is a statue in the Prince's Palace. The statue is priceless, but if we stole it, we could finance the 

rest of our lives, together." 

 "Fucking groovy," said Lisa. 

 So we came upon the place as fleas on mice, ready to spread a plague of destruction and anguish, and we knew it 

not. 

 There were guardians at the gate. I used the pen on us four. We slithered and we climbed, and all four felt the vibes 

of the palace as we invaded. None so strongly as I. 

 I was the last to enter the door as it opened.  

 I was hit by the light. A hammer to my head. A fucking brick smashing my skull into pieces. 

 And a yellow tentacle tickled my nose, the terror of the CRAWLING CHAOS! 

 This palace was guarded well against intrusion. 

 

 It took me a long time to piece these things together, after that. 

 

Part 2: Escape From Paradise 

 

 Chapter 1: Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

 He was born under the knife. Painful for his mother, an easy slicing for the doctors. 

 He wouldn't cry on his own. They slapped him twice before the tears came. 

 He was born without a fatherly witness. A brother was there. There had been a brother just old enough to drive his 

mother to the hospital. His brother's name was Peter. 

 He was born during a storm. The people who knew him when he was older, had they known him then, would have 

called the storm a sign. The people who knew him never could get around to understanding him. 

 He wasn't me. Not the me in existence now. Still, I don't pretend to have been an idle observer here. I was inside, at 

the bottom. Even then, I was waiting to rise up. This story, then, is about my ascendancy. 

 Simon Sade was born in Oakland, Oklahoma in a year I will not reveal. His mother was a good middle-class 

Protestant woman, as far as being a Protestant meant going to church, occasionally saying a prayer, occasionally 

proclaiming thankfulness for the boundless grace of Him in heaven, and occasionally committing a sin to be forgiven at a 

later date. His brother was a Protestant in a similar sense. 

 Simon Sade was born of a well-respected, hard-working father who happened to be one of the last evil men in 

America. Marcus Sade was a secret drunkard, a secret spousal abuser, a secret lustful male, and foremost a secret sinner. For 

this, Simon despised his father. For this, Simon would eventually come to admire his father. 

 

 It was the fifth grade. Simon wasn't performing to the expectations projected for him by the federal school system. 

He had tested high in some areas. He had refused to concentrate on some of those areas in which he had tested high. 

 It was the fifth grade. At the completion of a quiz, when everyone finishing early was expected to sit quietly or 

begin on homework, Simon was caught reading an old children's book. Not against the rules, Simon having caused no 

disruption, but it was irregular. Simon's teacher, Mrs. Peach, deemed the book and books like it a possible source of Simon's 

ineffectual study habits. Parents were informed, as school policy demanded. 

 "Reading is all fine and good if the time and the material is right," Mary was saying later that day. "Books are 

bastards," Marcus was saying at the same time, from the couch. "Magazines are bastards, television's a bastard, the 

material's all a fucking bastard." 

 Mary's hand trembled slightly. She sat in a chair, next to the couch. She said, "Reading is fine and good. Learning 



is good. Just, learn from the right material, Simon. Learn what the school is teaching you. Think of your future. You will 

never grow up to be a lawyer if you don't learn to learn the right way." Early tests had revealed that Simon would be 

performing to the best of his abilities if he became a lawyer. 

 Marcus said, "Dear God. My damned wife's an idiot. It's no wonder she birthed a damned ass of a son. It's all crap, 

Simon. Avoid the flow and you'll end up in a bloody gutter." 

 Mary said nothing. Her glossy lips trembled then, too. Why had she still bothered to wear lipstick, at that point? 

 Simon agreed to nod his head to everything he heard and then to retreat into his room. In the morrow, he would 

politely request Mrs. Peach return to him his favorite book. His request would be politely denied. 

 How had he discovered Lizard Music? Oh, it had fallen out of the heavens, into the vintage collection of literature 

kept in his brother's room. Peter liked keeping books around. Peter had read many of them. 

 It was the seventh grade. Simon started and finished a fight with an older child. The older child had called Simon 

an outsider. From some arrogant, accusing mouths, the truth is wrong. Correcting an accurate wrongness got Simon into a 

special school. 

 It was nearing the end of the seventh grade in special school. Simon had a supervisor. The supervisor wrote of 

Simon: 

 

Simon is an extremely gifted child. That his performance in a classroom environment does not reflect this fact is 

unfortunate. That our educators have failed Simon up to this point is unfortunate. It would be a terrible loss for 

America were this child to slip through the cracks. I am optimistic about our facility's influence on this child's future. 

 

Today, Simon flatly refused to complete a vocabulary quiz. When politely asked by his teacher, "What is the problem, 

dear?" Simon utilized one of the vocabulary words for his reply, saying, "My problem is apathy. I can't care." He then 

balled up his quiz and flung it into the waste paper basket. 

 

Simon requires serious psychiatric help. On-campus instructors are not sufficiently equipped to deal with the many-

faceted problems of this problem child. 

 

The other students are drawn to Simon's natural, passive charisma. He begins to adopt a leadership position to fulfill 

an inner need to belong, a need likely unfulfilled at home, and certainly a need unfulfilled with all Simon's previous 

schools.  

 

Simon's influence on the other children has begun to hinder their progress. Classmates seek to flatter Simon with 

imitation. Work ethic is falling. Cindy Hooper, Harry Giger and Thomas Charnel were discovered drinking vodka with 

Simon in the bathroom. Since disciplinary actions have been taken, word of the incident has spread throughout the 

school. It seems other students are beginning to drink. 

No idea where the bottle of vodka originated. Simon will say nothing, and the other students are too magnetized by 

Simon to betray the secret. 

 

 It was the tenth grade. Simon was attending a standard public high school. His grades were less than optimal, but 

passing. Teachers and a mother that cared harassed him for performing below the best of his ability. This was already a 

recurring criticism. 

 It was the eleventh grade. Simon rejected a girl he was shocked to discover was attracted to him. Simon thought the 

girl was very pretty. He was not sure why he rejected her. He told himself it was because the girl had not been very smart.  

 It was the summer after the eleventh grade. Simon had his first serious run-in with the law. He drove his car 

through a convenience store and repeatedly honked his horn, shouting through the window, "I want some damned cigarettes 

and I don't want to wait in line!" Cigarettes, incidentally, were not carried in any American convenience stores at that time. 

Society frowned on smoking, so the majority of the American populous didn't smoke. It had long been established, after all, 

that smoking is not only unhealthy but also disgusting. 

 Of course, a variety of small-scale riots erupted when grocery and convenience stores quit selling tobacco products.  

 It was the end of the twelfth grade, the time for Simon to graduate from high school. To the ridiculous shock and 

disgust of all, including his mother, rather than go to the graduation ceremony, he went to an outdoor concert. The only funk 

band within one hundred miles, Chest of Rainbows, was playing. About fifty spectators attended the concert. 

 Simon was twenty years old when he graduated from high school. Immediately after, he got it into his head that he 

was to be a hobo. He left the home of his parents with a sack of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, the clothes covering his 

skin, and a bottle of vodka stolen from his father. He traveled. 

 

Tramp Abroad 

 Trains at that time were far too fast to support the traditionally observed state of hoboism. Rail riding had died out 

in decades past. As well, other factors came into play. 



 

 Simon tried to get his first job in Georgia as a knocker. It is the knocker's job, Simon had learned through his 

readings, to strike the cow a killing blow upon the head. It sounded like the sort of job that would not require a great deal of 

previous experience. It would have been perfect work for our hero. 

 The problem was, the job no longer existed. Killing of cows, so the cow farmer informed Simon, was a job for the 

machine. The machine was much more efficient at killing and processing than could have been any human. "And anyway," 

said the farmer in parting, "you're dirty. Who wants a dirty employee? And why the hell would you want to kill anything, 

boy?" 

 "Who wants a dirty employee?" thought Simon. In the months to come, he found out. Nobody. While there were 

plenty of people willing to get Simon on his feet, to clean him up, provide him with a home and a starting income, there 

weren't any people willing to hire him as-is. Nobody was looking for a temporary manual laborer.  

 Onward Simon tramped, fishing through back-alley trashcans, scrawling pleading messages, messages like, "Give 

me money and I'll give you a sloppy kiss," on cardboard, and drinking from polluted streams. He didn't run into many other 

tramps. This was probably due to the ease with which one could have obtained a job at that time. If you were willing to just 

settle down a bit, just clean yourself up a bit, you would be cared for.  

 Simon Sade could not be made to settle down. For years, he traveled. For years, his health dwindled. For years, 

suffering from malnutrition and minor dehydration and stink, he was happy. Then the coughing started. 

 Simon was a seal ejaculating a mating call. With the call came blood and swords to pierce his throat. He could feel 

his brain thumpthumpthumping inside his head like a heart. The ache in his stomach was more prominent than usual. He 

waited three weeks to check himself into a hospital. 

 

Hospital 

 American citizens were guaranteed efficient attention for any treatable medical conditions, should they so desire 

the attention. When Simon decided he desired the attention, he got it. 

 A nurse shoved Simon into a warm hospital shower. When he came out, clean, glossy white sack of bones, 

coughing, the nurse forced a green gown into his arms. She left the room without showing a bit of the disgust she felt for the 

patient's condition. 

 After Simon got his gown on and kicked up his feet on the hospital bed, then stained red the chest of his new gown 

with his coughing, the doctor walked in. 

 "I am Dr. Bob," said Dr. Bob. 

 Simon and Bob talked. Bob walked Simon to a room full of moving metal. Once Simon was inside, Bob shut the 

door from outside. Bob walked off to see his next patient. 

Dials alighted, flashes flashed. Cold metal probed Simon's cold flesh, slipped under his gown in places. Beams 

shined into his eyes. Something pricked one of his fingers. He heard the drip onto glass. Finally a voice, mechanical as 

everything, said, "Wait here please." The voice came from a suddenly illuminated door. 

 Simon opened the door. Simon coughed. He walked into a small white room with a bed. Another waiting room. He 

rested upon the bed. The door closed. 

 Was there another door? By the time he thought to look it was too dark to see. 

 Time passed. Lights ignited. A human voice said, "Wake up." 

 The first thing Simon saw when he opened his eyes was Dr. Bob standing at the foot of the bed. The second thing, 

after he blinked, was Dr. Bob standing at the foot of the bed. Simon pushed down, sitting up. He coughed warmth and 

mucous into his hand, wiped it off on his sheet. 

 Dr. Bob yawned lazily. He said, "You're to take one of these every six to eight hours. You're to put these on, after 

you've slipped off your hospital gown. You're also to get some rest. An attendant will wheel you to a taxi, which will drive 

you to your new home." 

 "My legs are fine," Simon was saying as he was being pushed down into the seat of a wheelchair. He also wanted 

to inquire more deeply into the matter of his "new home" but was sent wheeling through the bright white halls too swiftly to 

formulate the inquiry. He could have asked the attendant, who wouldn't have known. He also could have asked the cab 

driver. 

 Simon's house wasn't luxury. There was a freezer, a kitchen, a bed, a fully equipped bathroom. It was a house.  

 He was to live in a house. His shoulders slumped at the thought. He coughed. He popped a pill. He rested above the 

covers upon the bed. 

 

Working Girl 

 A woman carrying a briefcase was, to the best of Simon’s knowledge, the first person to use his doorbell.  

 Three days had passed since Simon had gone to the hospital. The coughing had ceased. His prescription had run 

out. He had found a Bible somewhere in the house, a recent translation, and he had begun leafing through it for the first 

time. He was reading when the doorbell rang. 

 The woman could be observed through the front door window. 



 Simon shouted, "I don't want any, damn it! Unless you're a prostitute." 

 The woman knocked on the glass through which Simon had observed her. She waited. She rang the doorbell again. 

She knocked on the window again. 

 Simon tossed the Holy Bible to the floor. He walked the few paces separating his bed from the front door and 

began undoing, slink, slitch, crysh, all of the locks. When he opened the door, he said, "So you're a whore, then." 

 The woman's ring drew blood as it slid swiftly, with a palm, across Simon's face. She said, "No, but I am here to 

fuck you." She stepped past Simon and into his kitchen. 

 Simon closed the door and redid all the locks. He turned around, leaned into the splintery frame of the door, slipped 

his hands into his pockets, and crossed his ankles. 

 "I am Mrs. Brown. You will address me as Mrs. Brown. You will listen when I speak. You will do as I instruct. I am 

authorized to exert a great deal of pressure should you feel the need to dance with me." 

 Simon said, "So you're a whore, then." 

 Mrs. Brown dug her fingernails into her palms. She said, "The Poverty Act of 2013 authorizes the use of certain 

forces in case of individuals refusing personal care to the point of the severe degeneration of their own health. Said 

individuals, if refusing to comply with instructions from a federally appointed overseer, may be detained by the designated 

local facility.  

 "I am your overseer, Simon Sade. Here, 'designated local facility' amounts to the Hanover County Human 

Utilization Center. Unless you wish to spend the rest of your days within the confines of a quite luxurious labor camp, and 

many men in your position find this option preferable, you will do as I say. You've insisted on being a drain on your country 

long enough." 

 "In point of fact," said Simon, holding up something thrown to him by Dr. Bob, "the contents of this empty pill 

bottle is the only thing I have ever taken from my country." 

 "You were born here," said Ms. Brown. "Nobody forced you to stay in America, in the country that birthed you. 

You have lived off the land all these years, perhaps? American land. You owe a debt to your country. More importantly, you 

owe a debt to yourself. 

 "Do you have the slightest sense of self-worth, Simon Sade? You have been living in this house for three days. 

Have you changed your clothes since you left the hospital? You smell." 

 "Well yeah," said Simon. "I'm a tramp by trade." 

 "Not anymore. You've been tramping over American values long enough. I have here a list of possible jobs..." Mrs. 

Brown placed a briefcase upon the kitchen counter. She clicked it open. She sifted through the many yellow, the many 

white, the many blue papers. She pulled a white page and handed it to Simon. 

 Simon trailed his finger down the soft paper list. He looked up, over it, to Mrs. Brown, and said, "Rocks make 

excellent pets." 

 "Yes," Mrs. Brown said. "Those are in high demand right now. Sale of the old rock albums has spiked considerably 

in recent years." 

 Simon balled up the list and looked around for a trashcan. Where had he been throwing all the vanilla cheese 

wrappers? Ah! He had slid the trashcan beside the bed. 

 "I wish you hadn't thrown that away," Mrs. Brown said. "Unless you've decided what you want to do, you're going 

to have to dig the list out of the trashcan." 

 "I want to make music and voting cool again." 

 Mrs. Brown shook her head. She crossed her arms and looked cross. "You're certainly sarcastic enough to be a rock 

star. Do you want an application, then?" 

 "Fuck you. I'll be a cookie factory button pusher. It'll be more fulfilling." 

 Mrs. Brown said, "More sarcasm, Simon Sade?" 

 Simon said, "No, Mrs. Brown." 

 "Very well." Mrs. Brown again went digging through her briefcase. She handed Simon a yellow sheet labeled Kirby 

Cookie Conveyor Processor. She pulled from her breast pocket a blue pen.  

 Mrs. Brown gazed down at Simon as he filled out the application. She smiled when he was finished. She snatched 

the application from his hands. She said, "You will be contacted via phone about starting. Expect the call tomorrow 

afternoon." 

 Simon said, "Why did I have to fill out the application?" 

 Mrs. Brown said, "For the Kirby Company records. A formality, really. A machine could be a button pusher. The 

position only exists as an opportunity for unemployed slobs such as yourself." 

 Mrs. Brown packed up her briefcase and left the building. She had a nice ass. And Simon never saw her again. 

 

The Technological Society 

 Simon started working in a factory. He stood beside a leather conveyor belt and hit a button to make cookies move 

further down the conveyor belt. Inside, the factory smelled like rubber. It was an easy job. 

 He didn't have to interact with anybody in the factory. He was the only button pusher. He punched in and started 



pushing the button. Before he punched in, the conveyor belt was fully automated. After he punched out, the conveyor belt 

became again fully automated. 

 Simon wondered once if his position at all hindered production speed with the Kirby Cookie Company cookies. 

Without him, the cookies would never have to stop at some random spot and be pushed on.  

One day, arriving early, Simon followed the conveyor belt before punching in. The belt went in a circle. Another 

day, Simon decided it would be fun to count the cookies. He marked one of the cookies by placing a small yellow bead atop 

it. He counted cookies until the one with the yellow bead circled back around, then stopped. There were only one hundred 

cookies. 

 He wondered if working was supposed to grant the worker a sense of pride. 

 Simon began showering regularly. There weren't any other button pushers, or people at all that he had seen, at the 

factory, but Simon had found the local public library. They weren't letting stinky people check out books. Also, what with 

being employed and all, he was receiving great paychecks. He had found a decent enough local bookstore. The bookstores 

had the same policy regarding filth as the libraries. 

 Simon would have liked to buy a chip player. He had the money for it. The only problem was, there wasn't any 

good music in any of the local stores. The best he'd been able to dig up was some dusty remastered oldies chip of Will 

Smith. Will Smith was almost as good a singer as Tommy Totem. On the other hand, nobody could beat Tommy's witty 

lyricism: 

 

I'm Totem, 

Tommy Totem! 

Having a hard time busting 

A fresh rhyme 

So I'll address and assess 

Jiggidy B. 

I'm Tommy, 

Totem comma Tomma-e! 

Got me a motto 

That I sometimes follow 

When pigs, 

I HATE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS yeah! 

DEFIANCE yeah! 

Don't step on my toe, 

Ouch! 

Guns in school ain't cool 

But we gonna trust the cops to puts a stops to at? 

Don't be fools yo, They drool! 

It's hip hop that's gonna rule 

We gots, What? 

Bitches and hoes! Bitches and hoes! 

Listen to this fission of words and my genius 

I got a girlfriend and people, they have seen us 

They get horny 

Who wouldn't? 

She's hot they're not 

Bitches and hoes! Bitches and hoes! 

Oh, I'm Totem! 

Tommy Totem! 

Yeah, Totem! 

Tommy Totem! 

 

 So Simon refrained from buying a chip player. 

 A computer would have been nice. You could do everything on computers. Screw up other peoples' computers, 

look at dirty pictures, start lucrative internet businesses, type crappy anarchistic novels, download games, download music, 

download movies, download, download. Everybody had a computer.  

  Simon saved. He decided, Yeah, I'll get a computer. He didn't have much else to spend the money on anyway. 

 Simon got a computer. He thought again of all the things he could do with a computer... And he just looked up 

porn. He was becoming a model citizen. 

 This lasted for all of three years. For three years, Simon drifted to a greater extent than he had when he was a hobo. 

Mrs. Brown was quite proud, she informed him over the phone. Simon had heat and nothing to burn. He was burning 



himself. 

 All of three years. Three years was enough. 

 

Rebel Without A Cause 

 Some people need to fight things. Some people need to be hurt just so their hate has a target. The concept here 

being defined can't be defined, and hasn't been properly. You can't focus in on it. You can only experience it. By trying to 

define an indefinable I am only misleading you, which is fine. 

 

There's a race of men that can't fit in, A race that can't stay still; 

So they break the hearts of kith and kin, And they roam the world at 

will. They range the field and they rove the flood, And they climb the 

mountain's crest; Theirs is the curse of the gypsy blood, And they 

don't know how to rest. 

 

- Robert W. Service, from The Men That Don't Fit In 

 

 When totally lost, smash shit. Simon bought a baseball bat and did just that. Store windows, car windows, the 

windows on the neighbor's house, the windows on Simon's house, windows. If he would have started with the stores, he 

could have saved himself the trouble of smashing all the others. His baseball bat was taken from him soon after he got to 

Hank's Hamburgers. 

 

The Stranger 

 "Simon Sade, do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help you God?" 

 "No." 

 ... 

 "Dr. Eloisa, please answer the question," said the honorable Judge Turner. 

 "I am not sure," said Dr. Eloisa. 

 "In your professional opinion as a psychiatrist, Dr. Eloisa--" 

 "Objection, Your Honor," said Prosecuting Attorney Herx. "Dr. Eloisa has already expressed ambiguity of opinion." 

 "Question withdrawn," said the Defense. "No more questions." 

 .... 

 "I have here the public records of--" 

 .... 

 "It seems to me that--" 

 ... 

 "...a most difficult decision..." 

 ... 

 "We the jury... guilty." 

 

Cool Hand Luke 

 "I said what're you in for." Mike. A big hairy white guy with glossy teeth. He was chewing on a piece of fried 

chicken while he was talking. 

 "Smashing," said Simon. 

 The other nine people sitting at Simon's table laughed. "Real hardcore," Mike said. 

 Simon shrugged. 

 "What had you so pissed off?" Mike asked. Mike was doing all the talking, even though Mike was a few seats 

separated from Simon.  

 Simon shrugged. 

 "You don't talk much," Mike said. "The strong, silent type. Well, that's fine when you're trying to bullshit little 

pricks into thinking you're tough. It doesn't work with me, boy." 

 Simon chewed on his fried chicken. It was delicious. 

 "I might make you my new bitch. Skinny soft-skin little thing like you. And that long hair... Don't ever cut your 

hair, boy." 

 Simon went on chewing his yummy chicken. He sipped his milk.  

 

 My prison, Simon's prison, came equipped with a recreations room. He had a clean cell with comfortable 

mattresses and an actual walk-in bathroom in the corner. The prison food was quite good. Showers, however, were done 

pretty much the same as always. 

 Simon's prison, playtime in the recreations room. Simon sat at the card table. Mike didn't like cards, but he sat at 



the card table, too. After Simon. The dealer was chatty, until Mike sat down. 

 The dealer dealt. His name was Harry. So Simon, Mike, Sam and Harry played poker. They wore poker faces. They 

were all pretty good. 

 The stakes were high. They were playing for meatloaf. Meatloaf like you wouldn't believe, unless you've tried it 

yourself. Sunday meatloaf. Three Sunday's worth.  

 Sam folded. It was Mike, Simon, and Harry. Mike stared at Harry. Harry folded. 

 Mike looked at his cards. He had three ladies. Pretty, pretty ladies. When he'd gone for four, he'd gotten nothing. 

Still, three pretty, pretty ladies. 

 Simon put down his hand. Mike put down his hand. Simon had a royal flush. Simon grinned. 

 Mike was the sort of tall muscle man to pop veins out of his neck when he got really angry. He was also the sort of 

person to shout profanities and accusations and stand up, bang his fists down on the table, shout more profanities and 

accusations. 

 Simon sat quietly and waited. When Mike grabbed his shirt collar, Simon stood. The little round wooden poker 

table went flying. There was more shouting and accusing. Simon's foot made contact with Mike's throat. The confrontation 

ended there. 

 

Scarface 

 You'd think, being a thinker, psychology as a science would advance with the years. Yeah, thinkers think. 

 Simon let two gorilla-men hold his arms and walk him down a hallway. It was a Friday. It felt like a Friday. Man, it 

felt like a Friday! 

 The two men released Simon's arms when they had come to a door. The letters on the glass said Dr. Angles. A 

speaker above the glass said, "Come on in, Simon." 

 Simon opened the door. The gorillas stared at places on the wall to either side of the door. Their knuckles dragged 

when they didn't have anything to hold on to. Simon wondered if his knuckles would ever drag. 

 Now it wasn't a speaker that said, "Come on in, Simon." 

 Simon walked on in. Right on in. He had a seat without being invited to. The couch was nice. Leather. The door 

closed behind him automatically.  

 "Are we on a first name basis, Dr. Angles?" 

 Dr. Angles said, "Would you rather I called you Mr. Sade?" 

 Simon smiled. He didn't show any teeth, though. He said, "I'm impartial." 

 Dr. Angles nodded. He asked, "Is that common, Simon?" 

 Simon shrugged. Dr. Angles, beings a psychiatrist, took the shrug as a confirmation. How else could he take an 

impartial answer? 

 "What are we going to talk about today, Simon?" 

 Simon asked, "Why is it so dark in here, Dr. Angles? I think I would've tripped if I hadn't made it to the couch 

before the door closed." 

 Dr. Angles said, "I am not a very attractive man. It is best patients aren't shocked by my appearance." 

 "And," Simon said, "mystery is power." 

 "Do you think I wish to control you, Simon?" asked Dr. Angles. 

 "I don't think you wish anything," Simon said. 

 "Now I'm the one that's impartial, aye? In my profession, Simon, we have a word for what you just did... 

Nonetheless, in the interest of trust, I give you light. Lights, level 3, gradual rise." 

 The room began to brighten. Dr. Angles was indeed grotesquely disfigured. Some of his face looked like it had 

been burned, and his cheeks were scarred from deep cuts of some kind. The thing that repulsed Simon the most, though, was 

the striped green suit and yellow tie. 

 "That is one ugly suit," Simon said. 

 Dr. Angles laughed. "Yes, well, we don't all get to wear orange prison clothes. Do you know why we pulled you out 

of your cell, Simon?" 

 "Yeah," he said. He said. "I committed a murder. Also, you're not sure yet if I'm sane or crazed. Now that I've 

committed a murder, I have to be charged again, and this time Uncle Sam needs to know in advance whether I'm gonna be 

caged with bars or blue padding." 

 "You confess to murder then, Simon?" 

 Simon said, "I confess to killing where killing wasn't necessary." 

 Dr. Angles crossed one leg over the other and leaned back in his chair. He made a triangle, or a pyramid, in front of 

his face with his fingers. He raised an eyebrow. He looked quite intelligent. He said, "I saw the videotape. Michael Mullatti 

was a very powerful man. He was clearly threatening you. Judging by the videotape alone, it would seem justifiable to call 

your reaction to the situation self-defense." 

 Simon said, "Mike was strong but I'm quick. I think clearer, too. I could've disabled him without killing him. I also 

could've stalled until the guards came around." 



 Dr. Angles said, "Indeed? Have you considered the possibility that a guilty conscience is running away with you?" 

 Simon said, "I feel no guilt. I acted." 

 Dr. Angles said, "Yes. Well, we're done for now. Lights, out." Dr. Angles pushed a button on the top of his desk. He 

said, "You may see yourself out as soon as the guards arrive." 

 Simon asked, "How is that seeing myself out?" 

 Dr. Angles said, "Yes." At that moment, rectangular light streamed into the room. The guards had been prompt. The 

door had opened. 

 Simon dutifully stood and walked out to the guards. 

 

The Great Escape 

 It happened after a session with Dr. Angles. 

 Prison psychiatrist's office, Simon's final session. Dr. Angles said, "Do you know how rare people like you are, 

Simon?" 

 Simon said, "What sort of person am I, Dr. Angles? And are you complementing or insulting me?" 

 Dr. Angles said, "Well, consider the number of prisoners in this country, for starters. Do you have any idea how low 

that number is, Simon? And you aren't even a regular prisoner." 

 Simon said, "The number can't be that low, if all the prisons are as stuffed as this one." 

 Dr. Angles said, "Simon, this is the only prison." 

 Dr. Angles wanted Simon to chew in this new bit of information for a while. He tapped a button and said, "Lights, 

out." 

 Simon knew Dr. Angles' office well enough to navigate it before his eyes adjusted. 

 Simon came upon Dr. Angles from behind, and wrapped the chain on his handcuffs around the good doctor's neck. 

 There was a camera mounted on the wall above both their heads. When the door opened and light flooded the 

room, a laser would strike Simon between the shoulder blades. He would fall. 

 Simon bit into the wires on the back of the camera and jerked his head back. By this time, Dr. Angles was standing. 

He said, "Simon, what are you doing?" 

 Simon said, "Taking a hostage, Dr. Angles. Oh hey man, don't you have a key to these things?" 

 And so Simon navigated his way out of the prison. There was some shouting, there were some tight spots, but he 

got out. The National Justice Institute had his image on file, would release that image to all major industry computers with 

instructions for further distribution, and there would be nowhere in America he could go without alerting local law 

enforcement. Nobody was terribly concerned when Simon escaped. 

 Once outside, Simon threw Dr. Angles to the asphalt ground. 

 There was a forest nearby. Simon could hide in the woods. Yes, the woods. Only everyone would look there. But 

Simon would be quicker, smarter. Faster, stronger. Always. 

 Simon had nothing to lose, in that world. 

 Simon was in the woods. The sun had fallen some time ago. He could already hear the searchers with their dogs. 

Well, he was no fox.  

 Simon ran and ran. He couldn't find a creak. He found a road buzzing and roaring with cars. On the other side was 

a field, then more trees. He ran. 

 I think at least one of the dogs got hit by a car chasing Simon. Stupid handlers, I suppose. Neither of us turned 

around and went back to find out for certain. 

 That was how close they were. We could hear them behind us. We could hear whimpering. 

 Simon ran down a leafy hill in the forest. He saw another road in the distance, with houses. Houses and cars.  

 Not enormous, those houses, but they were new. Pretty brick dealios. No picket fences. Mostly brown paint. Most 

of the lights out. A nice little subdivision, all in all.  

 Simon opened one of the car doors. It was a cheap old Honda, circa 2008, when they made those things right. No 

keys. If only I were a car thief, Simon thought. 

 Ding-dong. Diiing-dong. 

 Footsteps thumped down stairs from inside. A man in a pink robe, opening his door a crack, said, "Yeah, who the 

hell wants anything at this hour?" 

 Simon could hear the barking dogs in the distance. He slammed his shoulder into the door. The man in the pink 

robe screamed as his bottom thumped down against the fluffy white-carpeted floor within. 

 "I think you broke--" 

 "I need you car keys." 

 The man held the floor with one hand and pushed. After slamming the door, Simon grabbed his other hand and 

helped him up. Once to his feet, the man said, "Ugh." 

 Simon said, "Close your robe. Where are your keys?" 

 Dogs scratched viciously at the door. Simon shook the pink-robed one. Simon said again, louder now, "Your keys!" 

 "Yeah... In the kitchen, I think. On the counter." 



 Simon deadbolted the door. He said, "Show me." He walked with the homeowner into the kitchen. Together, they 

found the keys. 

 "So you're... You're a real convict? A real killer, in my house?" 

 Simon said, "What makes you think I'm a killer?" He was planning his escape from the house. Agents were 

probably circling around the back...  

 "They're all killers, these days. Killers and a few rapists. You're… You're not a rapist, are you?" 

 Simon said, "I'm a killer." 

 Simon said, "Do you have a back door?" 

 The man said, "No." 

 There was a window over the kitchen sink. Simon heaved a chair through it, then leaped, tucked, rolled... The grass 

was a little wet. 

 Simon raced the dogs to the car. He won. They clawed at the door as he started `er up. They looked mean and 

determined as he backed out of the driveway. They went on looking mean and determined as he accelerated too quickly for 

them to follow. 

 And that was that. Simon was out of town before anyone knew to set up roadblocks. 

 

Paradise Lost 

 Simon pushed a button to make all the windows on his new Honda come down. He liked the way the wind made 

his hair feel. His hair, messy, pulled back across his seat's headrest. Little curls of his dark beard tugging against his face. 

Coldness stinging his eyes, making them watery. 

 Simon had seen an old movie once with fat southern sheriffs all wearing mirror shades. He had also read about 

something similar in bad science fiction books. He would have liked to have had a pair, right then. 

 Simon had to get away from Uncle Sam. That old bearded stars-and-stripes bastard. 

 Uncle Sam. He was a man who became a god, too. We've talked. He forgives me for thinking he's a bastard. 

Doesn't mean he isn't one. 

 Am I a man become a god, or am I a god, having sacrificed a man to exist? 

 Anyway, Simon had to get out of the country. He had heard stories while he was in prison. Stories about an island 

city. Chrystal City, way way off the west coast. It was a floating city, built by some drug dealer or rich megalomaniac or the 

Russians or something. Supposed to have been first spotted back in the early twenty-twenties by a sailor. People went there 

now, sometimes, to get away. 

 Chrystal City was a country, technically speaking. It was the world's largest floating island, and it looked like the 

real deal. Beautiful red sandy beaches littered with glass and tin and burger wrappers. It stayed just out of international 

waters. It was supposed to stay in one general area. It was supposed to be a pa-hur-et-ty wild place. 

 Simon would drive to California and steal a boat. On the way, he would stop to steal gas and a map. It was easier to 

steal when nobody did it anymore. If he was caught? He was willing to risk a compounded life sentence, having himself 

doubts about reincarnation. 

 Everything went according to plan. Simon walked into a California gas station and snatched up a map that included 

Chrystal City's general location. Chrystal City was a hot topic in California, even though nobody really knew much about 

the place. People heard t'ings. Simon also snatched a few bags of chips and pocketed two or three Butterfingers. The little 

Butterfingers. You couldn't get the really long ones anymore. 

 Simon stole a boat. He untied some ropes and jumped aboard. I don't remember much about the boat, except that it 

was long and slender and white, and it had a pretty red stripe on each side. And it was full of gas. Simon made sure of that. 

 Simon knew all he knew about driving boats because he had watched movies. Getting the outboard motor to fall 

into the water, getting that same motor started, navigating... He had a good time. He had a direction in mind, if nothing else. 

A general direction. And hey, it had been smooth sailin' so far.  

 Chips and little candy bars. It was a bad idea to drive a little motor boat straight out into the ocean looking for an 

island with a general direction in mind. It was a worse idea, by far, to bring for food chips and candy bars. 

 Them was some salty chips, by the dammit! 

 Simon took to the wheel, leaned back into the leathery white seat, and relaxed. He liked the salty sea smells. He 

thought again about mirror shades.  

 

Stranger in a Strange Land 

 Simon is really lucky to have had divinity inside him. Divinity's hot breath may have burned him in the end, I don't 

know. I do know it kept him alive when he charged Poseidon. I do know he never would have drifted into the shores of 

Chrystal City without a little help. 

 But drift he did, and shores he did reach. Oh yes. He went right past the island, then turned, then drifted, drifted. 

Finally, out of chips and terribly terribly thirsty and just a little short on stored fat, he arrived. The sight of those beaches I 

told you about, beaches unclean!, took his breath away. 

 It was late. There were a few boozers on the beach. Hamburger wrappers glided by their feet. One of them, a 



woman with a dirty striped green tee, sucked at a thin brown cigarette. Another, a man with sweet brown sugar bristles 

coating his cheeks, was singing a song: 

 

Ah knew a bull named Billy, I knew a bull named Bob, 

But bestest of the bullies was Jon-Jon-Johnny the slob. 

 

 The song appealed to Simon because it ended there, and because the singer was so obviously inebriated. Once off 

of the boat, Simon outstretched his arms and ran to the man, shouting, "Father!" The drunkard outstretched his arms and 

shouted, "Son!" The both of them embraced and had a good laugh. Then Simon walked away to a walkway leading off the 

beach. 

 Simon walked between rows of little white houses, brown in places with dirt, colorful in other places with graffiti. 

A few windows were broken. 

 Some fellow streetwalkers decided to walk with Simon. They, seeing Simon's clean clothes, had no idea it was a 

veteran tramp they were walking beside. 

 A man, or a boy with old skin, kept to Simon's left. He stared up at Simon's face, being somewhat short. He asked, 

"Do you believe in magic, guvvie?" 

 Simon said, "Magic is an illusion." 

 The man-boy went on staring for a moment. Then he looked away, ahead, and said, "Yea, but do you believe in it?" 

 Simon said, "As much as in anything." 

 "I'm Jim," said the man-boy. "Guvvies call me what they like." 

 "Simon," said Simon. "Are these fellows friends of Jim?" 

 Jim said, "Fellows? Scavengers, thieves, trash. Scat, fellows!" He ran circles around Simon, waving his arms, 

screaming at the other streetwalkers. They all ran. Jim then again took to calmly walking by Simon's side. 

 The houses were getting taller and closer together. They didn't look any nicer, though, truth to tell. Same broken 

glass and graffiti and strange smells. The greatest mark of class, in Simon's mind, was the sidewalk. The sidewalk was clean 

and white and only cracked in a few places.  

 There were two converged cars on the other side of the road, next to that other sidewalk that Simon and Jim weren't 

then walking. The wreck struck Simon as a work of art far surpassing most modern sculpture. The cars were of a similar 

small model, unidentifiable in their current condition. One was hot red and the other was muddy brown. They fit together 

like puzzle pieces. Through the dusty broken glass in one of the windows, Simon could see a bit of blood. Not enough to 

have killed the driver, though maybe he had died anyhow. 

 Simon said, "Can a guvvie find a job around here?" 

 Jim said, "Sure, sure. I know couple of right nice fellows down a turn and twist ahead, if you don't mind the 

walking. But why would you want work here, guvvie? We can do better, for sure." 

 Simon said, "Until sure comes, I'd rather settle in around here. What sort of work do your right nice fellows have 

waiting for me?" 

 "Oh, fine work, those fellows," said Jim. He was using the word "fellows" like a new flavor of ice cream, for the 

taste. Jim knew the word. He had never heard it said quite like Simon said it. 

 Simon asked, "And if I don't want to work, you can find me a place?" 

 "Place?" asked Jim. "Yea, guvvie. Guvvie gets what guvvie wants, as always. Now with Jim. Jim and Simon. Tell 

me your need, guvvie. Blood and sweat I'll pay to get it." 

 Noticing Jim's big curious blue eyes, crusted eyes deep underneath, traveled eyes, expectant eyes, Simon nodded.  

 "Right then," said Jim. "Fellows I told you about, take a left ahead. They're in the candy bar." 

 Simon took a left at an intersection. He stayed on his side of the road. When a parking lot and a string of shops cut 

off the sidewalk, Simon walked into Mike's Candy Bar. He thought about Mike. 

 There were shelves and shelves of Milky Ways, barrels filled with M & Ms and Skittles, buckets of gooey taffy! 

When a fat man stepped up to the counter and smiled, flashing green and yellow teeth with a few free spaces on the gums, 

Simon knew. He has been pretty sure before, but it was then that he knew. This was a real candy store, damn it. 

 "Welcome! Welcome to Mike's!" said the fat man. He dragged his meaty palm down a white tee as dirty and ragged 

as the palm, then outstretched it. 

 Simon grabbed fingered glob of fat in both his hands, leaned forward and said, "It's good to be welcome, me 

brother. Where might I find Mike?" He then released the fat man's hand and took a step back. 

 "You be speaking to him, guvvie. Mike and Mike. The other Mike's in the back, but don't pay him no mind. I'm the 

cheese here. How may I serve?" 

 Jim stepped up to the counter. He rested his elbows upon the dusty surface and held his hands together beneath his 

chin. He said, "Simon's my charge, he is, so I do the dealy. It's a job he's after. We've come to the right place, fellow, have 

we?" 

 Mike said, "Of course, friend Jim! You know Mike's is the busiest busy around here. Why, you'd have to go center 

city to find better candy than what we have. And good luck you'll have finding another place paying the guvvie's deserve." 



 Jim asked, "How do you number that deserve, Mike?" 

 Negotiations… 

 Simon got a job, a little room within a little house occupied by two others, and a free jumbo size Snickers bar. His 

favorite get was the Snickers bar. 

 

Killer Klowns From Outer Space 

 Simon awoke upon a bumpy white floor mattress. As he sat up, a thin brown sheet slid across cold nipples, then 

down his stomach. He stood, naked and shivering. He turned slowly to survey surroundings he hadn't before seen lit by the 

sun. He smiled wide. 

 Simon walked across the hardwood floor to a window. He dragged his finger over the frame, playing in the dust. 

He traced the cracks spreading like veins from the small hole in the glass, playing in the dust. He watched some of the 

people in the streets. 

 There was a lady walking her dog. Two teens chattered away as they crossed the road. Every half minute or so, a 

car would whiz by. Down the street, a horde of kids was sitting on the edge of the sidewalk, chilling, listening to some hard 

gangsta rhymes. Not Simon's bag, but better butter than what they were spreading back in the states. 

 Simon pulled on an orange shirt and an orange pair of pants. He considered whether it was time to purchase new 

clothes. He was beginning to smell. A shower, deodorant, and clean civvies. Could be nice. Could be necessary. What if 

there were pretty ladies around just waiting for a smell-good male to come and sweep them off their feet? He'd have to say 

something to Jim. 

 Where was Tim, anyway? Had Mike hooked him up with his own room? Tim deserved a room. 

 The candy store! What time had Simon said he would start? Were there any clocks about? He hadn't seen any 

watches. Had he named a time? 

 He walked to the door. He slowly turned the knob. He pulled and peeked. His housemates were still on the floor, 

sleeping. There were two of them. And their room wasn't much bigger than his. He would move carefully. 

 Simon found in the room a kitchen. In the kitchen he found a refrigerator with a warm interior, a cabinet stocked 

with bread and a few crackers, and the sink. He twisted the handle for hot. Squeeeak. No water came out. 

 A voice from the floor said, "Damn it, man. Agh… Doesn't work… Leave quick and quiet, we're sleeping. Were 

sleeping… Agh, damn it." The source of the voice then covered his head with a pillow. 

 Simon walked to a door, an exit. He slipped outside as quietly as possible. There was nothing to do but go to the 

candy store. 

  

 Strolling leisurely down the sidewalk, Simon came across a juggler of butcher knives. The man had the biggest 

reddest honkable clown nose. Suspenders stretched down across his striped yellow and green shirt, holding up a pair of 

rainbow pants. The pants matched the man's hair. Resting near his feet was an upturned bowler hat overflowing with coins. 

 Simon stopped to watch the clown for a moment. A little moment. Half a minute, maybe. After, he walked on by. 

 As Simon passed, the clown said, "Forgetting something, aye, guvvie?" 

 "No money," said Simon, glancing over his shoulder, then falling to the sidewalk, kicking back at the clown's feet 

as a knife flew by overhead and went clang against the ground. 

 The clown fell. The knives, those he hadn't gotten around to throwing, rained down harmlessly around him. He was 

angry. 

 Simon was quicker to and with his feet. More than half a minute passed before he stopped kicking that damned 

clown. Then he walked on to Mike's Candy Bar.  

 There are many odd gangs in Chrystal City. 

 

Dark City 

 "And what have you been about all this morning, friend Simon?" asked Mike as Simon walked through the door. 

"We've been busy, busy today, it being the Friday before Jzearuth's birthday."  

 "Sorry," said Simon. "Where am I needed?" 

 "No need for apologies here, guvvie. Glad to have you, I am, whatever time you come around. See Mike in the 

back for need fulfilling," said Mike. 

 Simon walked through the wooden door behind the glass counter. He inhaled cardboard as he entered the 

backroom. Simon found Mike sitting on a box, propping a clipboard up on his knees, dragging the back of his pen down a 

white paper. 

 Mike looked a great deal like Mike, only skinny. They both had the same teeth, the same greasy brown hair, the 

same facial stubble. His nose hairs were jutting out. He had a Hitler mustache made entirely of nose hairs.  

 Mike said, "I've seen the taffy. The taffy is good. Bad, bad for the teeth, but oh so good." 

 Simon said, "Yeah." 

 Mike said, "Start unloading those boxes over there." He pointed to a cluster of fat boxes in the corner. "Count packs 

Juju Goobers, individual Butterfingers, bagged Green Envy Gummies. Mark here, here, and here." Mike pointed to blanks 



on the sheet of paper attached to his clipboard. He handed Simon the clipboard. 

 Simon said, "Alright." 

 Opening boxes and sorting candies, Simon said, "Where's Jim, Mike?" 

 Mike said, "You don't know? My first guess would be sleeping. I can't say where Jim's kind sleeps, I'm afraid." 

 Simon counted everything in the boxes. He marked what he counted on the inventory. He was directed toward 

more boxes. He counted everything again. Again, he marked what he counted. And that was all he had to do at work that 

day. 

 When Simon left the candy bar, he was munching on a Butterfinger. He really liked the Butterfingers. He thought, 

"Wouldn't it be fun to tour my part of the city while munching on a Butterfinger?" 

 He walked back alleys. That's where the fun is at, anyway. Shadows and oozes and turtles with ninja swords 

strapped to their backs rising up from the sewers. And prostitutes and drug dealers and drunken bums sitting in vomit. Then 

dead babies with missing pieces of skull and skeletons with flaming heads riding motorcycles. 

 Simon never found any drug dealers. In Chrystal City, you'd best have uptown money if you want good drugs. The 

only thing you can do cheap is get drunk or cancer. He might have seen the turtles. He wouldn't see any prostitutes until 

later. The bum didn't ask for change. When he got to the dead baby, he paused. 

 He paused and stared. Little dry red trickles stemming from the little dry red circle surrounding the back of the 

head. A smell.  

 Simon walked on. He might have seen a woman wetting her stiff dry rags with tears.  

 Sadness wants tears. As does joy.  

 AAHHH! 

 Simon walked on. He touched brown breaking bricks. The end of an alley. He traced words written in pink spray 

paint. They said, Troy was a Mighty Trojan Soldier. Beneath, there was a fairly detailed picture of a dog. 

 An hour Simon spent walking the mystic halls. He found that way more streetwalkers. They no longer crowded 

him as they once had. They merely nodded politely, or acknowledged his presence not at all. They were not ready. 

 Somehow, Tim found Simon. 

 "Tut! Tut! Tut! Whut you been after all this time, guvvie? I been up and down some pavement, finding your elusive 

arse. Fellows at Mike's were all but helpful in finding you." Some of these things, Tim said running, before he caught up 

with Simon. 

 "When I am needed," Simon said, "I will answer. I didn't know I was needed." 

 "Oh nay, you've done plenty. Tim needs naught from you. Its Tim that's needed, guvvie. It's I that knows these 

streets best." 

 Simon said, "You smell, Tim." 

 Tim said, "You ain't roses y'self, guvvie." 

 Simon said, "Do roses grow here?" 

 Tim said, "That one's an expression, guvvie. It's getting dark." 

 It wasn't getting dark. It didn't get dark for another two hours. 

 Nothing else significant happened that day. 

 

Heat 

 Simon awoke covered in sweat, buried under his sheet, terribly uncomfortable. He threw off the sheet, got to his 

feet, strapped on his clothes. He wandered outside. 

 The clowns were waiting for him. 

 The clowns had a bat and knives and pistols. Simon was fucked. "You're fucked!" they said. 

 Simon hopped back inside. As he slammed the door, two bullets and a knife slammed into the door. One of the 

bullets got through. 

 One of the guys on the floor said, "The hell...? Agh, damn it." 

 The other guy on the floor said, "What the fuck did you do, Simon?" 

 Both the guys on the floor started dressing. They stayed low. They knew to stay low. 

 A few bullets made it through the wooden door. Simon said, "I couldn't pay a clown. They're trying to bring me 

down. Any weapons around?" 

 "No!" said both guys. They were scooting into the kitchen. One had blue jeans and a plain white tee. Muscles 

showed through. Curly black hair covered his head and probably his chest. The other wobbled across the floor on chubby 

legs and hands. His blond hair was so long it got dragged through the dust in the floor. 

 Simon, with his back to the wall, sidestepped away from the door. He would wait. The door wasn't locked. The bad 

guys could come in any time. He would wait. 

 There were four of them out there. Two had guns. One of the guns was really ripping through the door. It made a 

sound like poofpoofpoof! Wood would shatter after. 

 Simon shouted, "Elephants are entertaining as well as fat!" 

 When the door became pretty much transparent, a clown with knives, the clown Simon had insulted and beaten 



down, stepped up to the door. He didn't walk inside. Two clowns, both with really floppy red feet, ran past him. One pointed 

a small black gun left, right at Simon. The other pointed right, right at nothing. 

 Simon dashed forward while snatching up the little pistol pointed at his head. He slammed the butt into the clown's 

temple. He spun the gun in his hand, then watched the clown with the big gun spin. Simon hopped back ducking down, and 

fired off three shots. Two pierced the clown's naked neck. 

 Flop! went the clown feet as the pair of gunmen fell to the floor. Flop! Big red feet sticking straight up. 

 A knife flew ineffectually by Simon's shoulder. Out on the sidewalk, a baseball bat clattered against the ground. 

The midget clown that had been holding the baseball bat ran off with midget legs. 

 Simon shot the knife thrower in the left leg, left hand, right hand, and right kneecap. He would have done more, but 

the gun went clickclick. So he took one of the clown's knives and stabbed it in the chest. He left the hilt sticking up. 

 Simon threw the two dead bodies out onto the sidewalk. He woke up the clown he had knocked out. He said, "I like 

your nose." That particular clown had no red honker on its nose. The nose was just really big and painted red. 

 The clown said, "..." Then it went outside and ran away. 

 A voice said, "Agh, damn it." 

 

 Introductions were called for. Simon's roomies were George and Bill. George was the fatty, Bill the manly-chested 

man's man. 

 George said, "Why the hell did you have to go and screw with the DJs? You're not worth this shit, whoever you 

are." 

 Simon said, "'DJs'?" 

 George said, "Discord's Jesters. A crazy bunch of kids. They own a little piece of the city, like so many others. We 

happen to live in their territory." 

 Bill said, "Hell." 

 "Sorry," said Simon. "They're gone now, anyway."  

 "No," said Bill. "No. No, no, no. Are you dense, man?" 

 "They'll be back," said George. "There'll be more. There'll be explosions. Big ones, if those kids can get their hands 

on the right goodies. Christ, Simon. You killed two of them.  

 "Me and Bill, we know a place. We'll be safe. Still, we were happy. Found us a nice little niche. And I already owe 

Friday a favor." 

 Bill said, "My girlfriend was gonna stop by later today. We were gonna go to the celebration together. She has a 

car. Wheels, man! What do I tell her happened to the door, Simon? Agh..." 

 Simon said, "Celebration?" 

 George said, "Are you really that guvvie? Should have seen it in your eyes, I guess. Usually, guvvies can't kill as 

coldly as what I seen from you just now." 

 Bill said, "Today's Jzearuth's birthday, guvvie." 

 As soon as he had the chance, Simon would ask Tim the meaning of that word. 

 

 This is how it really happened 

 Simon had to walk, after the attack. He walked to the Candy Bar and waited for some candy to come in from the 

man with the candy because candy is good yes? Yes ! WEll, the three of us, we hjeaded on over to Mike's and had ahselves 

a blast. Totally, yeah. 

 Jungle jumpers leaper leaped merrily through hoops organized in descending order to attract chickens and antelope 

and giant salademanders for rushes through traffic with frogs. We were all having a ball before he came into town. 

 Him, you know him. Sits on a throne, watches the people pass b. He wants you, guvvie. He wants your money and 

your blessing and your eyes on him. He wants your soul, as you've probably guessed, but you know what? The master's 

here, Master Wood, he'll put some splinters through that dirty cat. Dress up real nice then dance circles around juju football 

playing crazy quarter's back has a bird with nice legs. 

 I eat the squirrels til the song is over parner you have just gotta wait your turn. We all have turn this one's on me. A 

toss, a spin, a swirling whirl through breezy hot air and reserved space. Upon occupied sidewalk, it lands. 

 RUn! Hide! He's comin ta getcha and you know from wince from where from there, yeah, that's the place, keep 

your eye on the ball... 

 And what the bloody hell us at? 

  

 After the clown attack, Simon decided he'd need to get hisself some good heat. He'd talk to Mike and Mike. He'd 

talk to Tim. Somebody was bound to know a guy. 

 Town like Chrystal, maybe Simon could get hisself a custom job. None of that skull spitting bullets crap he'd seen 

in old movies. Something functional. 

 He'd need a beatin' stick, too. He planned on doing a little beatin'. 

 



Lizard Music 

People don't really have one brain they have three the lowest of the three brains feeds on fear and is the lizard brain 

inherited from lizard ancestors its strange ness how things like this occur as a result of evolution so now when youre afraid 

your lizard brain will be fed and when youre really afraid your lizard brain will get so much food it sees the need to take 

over and direct even memory energy to it fighting coldly for survival until youre free again from the elements or whatever. 

What do people who live mostly in the lizard brain as instead of the other two think about when thoughts enter their head 

and what do they do if they happen to be creative or want to be creative and what sort of thing do they respond to or does it 

even matter so long as there is something to respond to? 

 

 Simon walked through the front door to Mike's Candy Bar. He found an empty store. A white piece of paper 

flapped across the front of the counter as the door closed. The sign, in deep red ink, said, "No looting today on account of 

the Birthday." 

 Simon walked outside. He followed the streams of folk. There were an awful lot of folk on the sidewalks that day. 

 Simon had a long walk ahead of him. 

 I want to fuck with your head. 

 Center city, a celebration was occurring. One thing about that Jzearuth fellow, or at least the people in charge of his 

birthday, party. It was one of those parties you hear things about after the fact, things that couldn't possibly be true. You 

know? You go to Regular Joe's house, kick back and drink a few, have an okay time with all the guys and gals, then go 

home when it gets late. Somebody calls you up in the morning and says, "Dude! You won't believe what happened after you 

left last night..." 

 Nobody left Jzearuth's party early. Some people, lots of people, dropped from exhaustion or dehydration or 

whatever, right in the middle of the street or sidewalk or hotel balcony or whatever. Some people got knocked out and a few 

people got stabbed and lots of people ran around naked. 

 Simon was sweating and smelling everyone else's sweat. People were pushing against each other, screaming, 

cheering, baking.  

 Jzearuth made short speeches on a big stage with big, circling lights, between sets performed by a heavy 

instrumental band that didn't know how to play their instruments. Nobody could hear the band anyway, over the roar of the 

crowd. The crowd was everywhere. They only even quieted briefly for Jzearuth, which is probably why his speeches were 

so short. 

 Jzearuth, he had on a dirty pair of black boots, a red cowboy hat, and a pair of silver six shooters straight out of the 

Wild West. He wore super tight black jeans and a small red vest. He had a nice chest. No body hair, Bruce Lee muscles.  

 Jzearuth said, "I love America. America gave us Dirty Harry and Tiger Woods and Stan "the Man" Lee. What are 

we gonna give back?" 

 The crowd shouted, "Liberty and freedom and Mickey Mouse for President!" 

 Simon said nothing. An old hag with alcohol breath leaned into him and put dry lips up to his ear. She said, "When 

you grok what went on here today, you will grok Chrystal City." 

 A few minutes later, the hag vanished, absorbed within the depths of the crowd. 

 "Simon! HEy, guvvie! Tim's here! What business have you back here so far?" said Tim. 

 Simon shouted up, for he could not yet trace the voice to the source. He said, "The crowd is thick, Jim. How am I 

to get through all these bodies?" 

 Jim said, "Worry not, for blood I said I'd give, and blood I would, were it needed. Like Moses did for his master, I'll 

part this sea in your name, guvvie." 

 A sound like fifty cats being stabbed came from somewhere ahead. A hand smeared dirt across Simon's shirt collar 

as it grabbed it. Everyone backed up a bit to see what had made the sound. Jim screamed again. People fell back holding 

their ears. By this method, Jim dragged Simon nearly to the foot of the stage. 

 Once at the foot of the stage, Simon too held his ears, for he could hear the terrible incoherent noise sputtering 

from the speakers. The noise was too incoherent even to dress itself up as chaotic. 

 Simon said, "What does 'guvvie' mean?" 

 Jim said, "What?" 

 Simon said, "What!?" 

 They both gave up. They watched the band perform. The guitar player was really moving, shaking his hips and 

banging his head like he was actually playing something. The guy on piano was just trying to look cool and happy behind 

his dark shades. 

 

White Light/  

 The sun shot twisted beams through Simon's broken window. The beams animated shadows from one side of the 

room to the other. Simon rolled over. The shadows would continue moving. Simon wouldn't see them moving. 

 It was late when he awoke. It was late when anybody woke up, Sunday. Sunday was a day of rest. 

 It was time to shower. He was determined. It always feels good showering when you've been covered in slime for a 



while. 

 George and Bill had already moved out. The house was empty. No point in hanging out in an empty house. 

 Simon went to the candy bar. There, he found fat Mike sitting behind the register. 

 Mike tossed Simon a toothy smile and said, "How goes it, friend?" 

 Simon said, "Sorry if I'm late. Am I late? Send back Tim, if he comes by." 

 Mike nodded.  

 Simon walked into the back room. He sorted and counted candy. 

 Mike sent back Tim, later. Tim said, "A fine day to you, Simon." 

 Simon said, "I want to shower, Tim. I want new clothes." 

 Tim said, "Yea, yea. Today's the day for it, I suppose. Tim too could use a bit of a cleansing. When you're through 

here, we'll go together, merrily on our way. I'll check with Mike for wages." And off Tim went to talk with Mike. The fat 

one. 

 So when Simon finished boxing and deboxing goods, a task easily accomplished over the passing of a few hours, 

he stood and exited the candy bar with faithful Tim. Tim had obtained six gems from Mike, which was more than fair. In 

addition, the companions left with a piece of taffy each. 

 Simon and Tim came upon a large white circular building lacking in graffiti. Two men with rifles stood to either 

side of the building's only entrance. Each man had on a black leather jacket and shining black leather pants and polished 

black leather boots. They were casually leaning back against the wall and casually holding their rifles. Big sparkling chains 

coiled around their belts, on the right side. 

 Jim stepped up to one of the soldiers. He pulled two gems out of his pocket and held them out. The soldier snatched 

them up and said, "Seven minutes each. Be prompt." 

 Jim said, "Yea, gov'nar, surely." 

 Jim and Simon entered the building. The sound of running water echoed over echoes inside. The floor was moist 

and slippery and lined with small circular drains. Men and women alike were busy washing away all sorts of dirt. It must 

have been fifty showers in all, circling around side by side. 

 While Simon was derobing center room, hanging his stinking orange clothes upon a rack there, he caught site of a 

pretty lady. Would it be hard, being a pretty lady and taking public showers? Would it be harder, being an ugly lady and 

taking public showers? He did not consider it difficult, as an ugly man, to take a public shower. 

 It was glorious, in fact. Heaven, as always. Layer after layer of nasty peeled away until emerged a new creature. 

And oh, the shampoo on his fingers, pushed through his hair, lathered to bubbles, cleaning, cleaning! And the soap! How 

nice of Chrystal City, providing the soap too.  

 Simon, the new creature, seriously considered shaving his beard. He never followed through with the 

consideration.  

  

 It was on the way out of the showers, he saw her. The Her, absolutely. The One. He might not have known when he 

saw her. He certainly knew when he talked to her. 

 She was walking down the sidewalk. Simon jogged a few yards, settled to a walk beside her. He said, "Hullo." 

 She pulled long black hairs away from her face, cast them over her shoulders. Without looking at him, she said, 

"Hey." Her clothes smelled bloody awful, and looked a sort of bloody awful too, but she was beautiful for all that. 

 Simon didn't give poor Jim, walking all alone several yards back, alone and with Simon's money, even a passing 

thought. 

 Simon said, "I'm guvvie, whatever that means, and terribly terribly lost. Show a fellow around?" It seemed a 

damned stupid thing to say. 

 Electricity flowing through, from head to toe. Electricity shock-shock-shocking you. 

 She said, "I'm Lisa, whatever that means, and not altogether sure of my surroundings myself. Do you have a proper 

name?" It was funny, how Lisa said "proper name". 

 Simon said, "Simon Sade. Properly acquainted as we are now, we needn't treat each other as strangers." 

 Lisa said, "I'm inclined to trust strangers more than most acquaintances. Perhaps you are strange enough, with or 

without a name." That might have been when it happened, the leaping of Simon's heart. 

 Simon said, "Where to, then?" 

 Lisa said, "I've a stereo." 

 Off they went, god and goddess surely, to drink grand music together. And what grand music it was! Patti Smith on 

cassette, for this stereo was old even to the aged. They swished in the assault, back and forth within the madness, the 

sadness, the subtle soothing drifting grabbing running sometimes vicious vocals. Angels and devils played their instruments 

behind her, that marvelous, fabulous, ingenious artist Patti. 

 Lisa had a room in a house somewhat like Simon's, only smaller. The house offered electricity to power a stereo 

and a mattress to sit upon, if nothing else. 

 Lisa closed her eyes and grabbed firmly the side edge of the mattress in both her hands, rough, small, powerful 

hands. Hands to hold destinies and smash them. Hands of an earthly beauty, as if it were Gaia sitting there, adorned in her 



dirt. 

 Lisa said, "I have visions. Whenever anything moves me, I see wonderful things." 

 Simon asked, "What do you see right now?"  

Lisa said, "I see a man running naked through the flames, skin popping into bubbles, shriveling, peeling back, 

ripped away to reveal falling bones and something more something powerful and free gracefully flying... Turn up the 

speakers, Simon." 

 And suddenly, Patti was really hollering and Lisa saw things maybe Patti saw maybe only Lisa ever saw, marvelous 

things, horrible things, glass houses that deflected hurled stones and dragons with flower eyes and hordes of gold shining 

bright enough to blind birds and… uh… oh! ... 

 Late that night, after many visions, few words, and much joy within Simon's breast, Simon said, less meekly than 

he felt, "It's late. I should head home." 

 Lisa said, "Yeah." She walked Simon to the door. Simon walked home in the dark. 

 

White Heat 

 It burns. It spreads. Hairs stand straight. 

 When Simon awoke, he went to work as usual. On his way to work, walking into work, putting things in boxes, 

leaving work, looking for Tim, Simon wrote and rewrote and reworked and forgot and worked again a letter. He had the 

feelings. He needed to open up, let a little of it all out. He needed to reach for something. 

 Tim got Simon a heavy ink pen and a little white pad of paper dirtied only a little. He spent a single gem only. 

Earlier, he had spent another on food for Simon and for himself. Energy bars, the food was called. 

 Simon accepted the food. It was good to get something besides candy and bread and crackers and dirty water from 

work into his stomach. It was as if, up to that moment, he had only ever eaten at work. How had Tim, meanwhile, survived? 

Oh yes, Simon knew. 

 Simon accepted the food and retreated into a wide, bright but dimming, pleasant alley. A fallen garbage tin served 

as his seat. He wrote. Furiously calm, he wrote: 

 

 There is a sweet and innocent girl. She has stolen away my heart. I am sure of this, for there is an empty place 

inside that used to pulsate with life. How could I have let this thing happen? 

 Damn me for locking the door so long, then opening up so suddenly. Now my good and bad flows out, and the good 

and bad of the world rushes in. Did I build emotional walls, or did I build floodgates? 

 How can I tell her my heart is gone? She is innocent. It jumped quietly from my chest to her pocket. The fair thing 

would be to sit back and do nothing, as always. But then away tiptoes my heart. 

 Am I, finally, feeling as I feel, to break from habit and elevate a person above myself? No, I do what is natural: I 

place myself below a person. 

 What do I want? I know something of what I want. I want to understand people as people understand people, so I 

can join that thing called humanity. I want life. I want to write brilliant novels, then page after page of divinely moving 

poetry. I want to walk on water. I want to dance funkily to a funky beat, suddenly developing a sense of rhythm. But right 

now, all I want is to listen to her describe the visions in her head as we listen to music together. 

 I wonder now about the reaction these musings would elicit were I to put them in her hands. 

 Love letters are out of fashion. 
(In dedication to Christine D.) 

 

 Simon never wrote Dear Lisa. He never, anywhere, signed his name. He clicked the button on his pen to cause the 

sharp metal tip to withdraw, and he stared at the notepad. It got dark and he went home.  

 To this day, no paper has been ripped from the notepad. I still have it. 

 

Killing Clocks: A Digression 

 "It's just a pen Eddie," Ben said. "And if it was a sword, I'd say the same." 

 It took me a moment to realize just what the hell Ben was talking about. My pen, of course. But what does that 

have to do with swords? 

 "The pen is mightier than the sword." Click. Ben was trivializing my pen, under the expectations I had for it, 

despite its might. Who thinks like that? 

 I stared at his black Ghost Rider tee shirt for a second, considering. "It's just a pen," he says. This pen I planned on 

using to beat down Father Time and rob his house. This pen I planned on using to sneak into Death's lair and rescue my 

father. 

 "He wasn't crazy, you know." By the time I said that, I was looking him in the eyes. At least I think I was, through 

those silk curtains of hair and that dark pair of silver-rimmed sunglasses he always wore. 

 

 Two boys, Ben and Eddie, went to a city one fine summer for a three-week vacation. The boys were fifteen each. 



 Eddie had a magic pen. With his magic pen, he could manipulate time. 

 The boys met two girls, Sara and Lisa, in the city. The girls were vacationing, too. The girls were fifteen, too. Ben 

and Lisa really hit it off. Eddie and Sara held hands when they walked. 

 The four tight friends caused much mischief in the city, slowing time, stopping time, pulling back against time. 

They managed to go back in time, minutes at a time, without much trouble. Mischief accumulated, though, as the friends 

stole things and played pranks and invaded buildings and spent far too much time playing with time. 

 Robots from the future came. Robots came to the city to seal gaps in the time stream and cease abuse of the time 

stream. Robots chased Ben and Eddie and Lisa and Sara, and Eddie used his pen to manipulate further the time stream to 

escape the robots. 

 

 “Look out, fellows, we’re going for a ride!” 

 “Hurry!” 

 Robots from the future proved persistent. Eventually, in an effort to right mistakes and prevent the excessive 

manipulations from leading to robot attacks, Eddie used his pen to pull back into time too far and he sent everyone back two 

years to where everyone was two years ago. Really, it became two years ago, age subtracted two years, memories subtracted 

two years, experiences subtracted two years, so all the same things would happen again. Only streams do not circle, so the 

pen sent back Ben as-is, memories and age and all. 

 

 “They… They change so quickly.” 

 Ben's parents thought their son's growth spurt rather odd. They checked Ben into a doctor's office. Various scans 

reported that Ben was a perfectly healthy growing child. The matter was attributed to the mysteries of puberty and dropped. 

Ben spoke not a word about time travel. 

 A year later, Ben met Eddie in school. Ben and Eddie became fast friends, as fate dictated. Ben spoke not a word 

about time travel. 

 A year later, Ben and Eddie vacationed in Chrystal City. Eddie had a magic pen. The boys met two girls. 

 When Ben and Eddie and Lisa and Sara met, Ben spilled his guts. Ben cautioned Eddie not to toy too much with 

the magic of time travel. Ben professed his undying love to Lisa, who he had loved for two years separated, who he would 

go back or forward another two years or two centuries or an infinity just to be close to. Ben talked on robots. 

 “Scary quick gliding things, they are, with teeth that move! For what purpose were they given teeth that move?” 

 Eddie promised to be careful, but Eddie had to play with time. Eddie had a magic pen. What else had Eddie ever 

had? 

 Ben talked away days with Lisa on the subject of love. They decided, the two of them, no matter what happened, to 

meet again in a bar neither had ever heard of. The bar was called Marley's Bar. Neither had ever heard of it, but both knew 

what it was called. 

  

“We shall find one another on the other side.” 

 Robots, vicious robots, persistent robots, came again. In the future, robots know time and how precious and holy 

and fragile it is and that it must be protected! 

 Eddie used his pen to evade the robots. Looking for a loophole. 

 Eddie drew upon the power of his pen. Everything went black for a moment. 

 

 Oh, I'm stiff. How late was I up? Was I the one killed the sheep? What the hell? My head… I feel all... 

 I'm pushing against the grass I fell asleep on, standing up. My hands and chest and legs feel damp and cold, like the 

grass. And I'm itchy, from the grass. 

 I see everyone, all the guys and gals, my buddies from the party, out on the beach already. What the hell time is it? 

The sun is... Climbing fast. 

 I walk out to the beach, stumble a little, hold my side. Man, I'm stiff. I'll feel better soon. The sand feels gooood. So 

much better, sand is, than grass. I drag my feet through the sand, soak in heat, head for the water. 

 Couple of guys and some gal, what's her name?, they're playing in the water. Splashing each other. They're calling 

me over. "Hey, Fred! You know what time it is, man? You've been out all day! Fred!" 

 I don't feel like splashing through the water right now. I feel like swimming. 

 I needed that party. The way things have been at work lately, hell, always, I needed that party. It's good to see old 

friends, too. 

 Ahhh... The water. I'm in it, under it, swimming like a frog. Further, further, I have to keep going. I'm swimming 

for the sun, coming up for air only when my lungs burn. The salt stings my bloodshot eyes and I love it. 

 Why I have to swim, why I'm swimming so far, I can't say. I've never gone this far before. So here I am, the end of 

the water. Edge of the world. What happens if I keep going, now that I'm at the end? Does the blackness consume me or do I 

hit a wall? 

 I reach my hand out past the water. I don't feel consumed. I don't feel a wall. I just don't feel. 



 I turn around and swim for shore. I shake my hair as I walk across the beach and the grass and into the beach 

house. I don't towel myself off because I want to take a shower. 

 I take a shower. 

 I towel myself off and get dressed in my best suit. I wear my best suit pants and my best suit coat and my best suit 

tie. I exit the house and go for a walk, away from the beach and the grass. I walk on hot black road not very busy with cars. 

 I don't know where I'm walking. Maybe to the end of the island. Never had any reason to go to the end of the island 

before. 

 I walk into Marley's Bar. There's music and sweaty bodies and dirty mugs and musk inside. The music's coming 

from a stage. 

 I walk to the bar and order a beer. I drink my beer out of my dirty mug, happy as ever. I turn in my stool to watch 

the stage. The band up there right now, they have this kind of crunchy bluesy classic rock sound. I can't put my finger on it 

exactly. I mean, I don't listen to much music. This music tickles my spine a little. 

 Minutes pass and already everybody's getting off the stage. A red curtain drops. It's a pretty filthy red curtain. Still, 

I'm impressed. 

 This short balding fat guy slips through the curtain, grabs a microphone, and says, "Ladies and gentlemen, our 

house band, Leper Colony!" 

 One guy somewhere in the room claps. The curtain lifts, the fat announcer hops down. Beats harmonize over the 

magical shuffling sound of an electric lute. My spine tingles a little more than before. A girl steps up to the microphone and 

spits her song at me and everyone. My spine quakes.  

 

Caught the all-chill chillin' 

While doin' me a killin' 

The place where people pick pockets  

Rockets sound outta town when round comes 

Food and beer and prostitutes 

What a hoot in the City, big city, my city 

Loot the city, me pretty 

Steal me some dresses to match my raven tresses God blesses the weak when we're humble Bow down your head before 

dawns your objection, rejection 

Stick with it 

Stick with us FussFussFuss in the morning but for now just play it cool follow my lead follow His rule 

 Maybe substance comes with the Dawnin' 

 Maybe the Son 

 Maybe sunlight is solid 

 

 I sit here and watch and listen and drink my beer. It's not so much the words that suck me in. Maybe I'd be sucked 

in no matter what, just because she's hot. I think it's her voice, familiar, repulsive, rough, magnetic, all at the same time. And 

the way she plays her swift, complicated, shuffling lute music over everything, caressing the bass line, kissing the 

kettledrums. 

 I sit here watching, taking my time knocking back the beers. 

 They're doing their last song now, I think. It has kind of an end-song feel to it. Not exactly winding down, but... I 

don't know. It's like watching a great big volcano for ten minutes, waiting for the thing to explode. Then you see the thing 

explode. 

 They're packing up now. The curtain's about to fall. I'm on my fourth beer. Might not drink any more, I don't know. 

I really don't feel like drinking. I just... kinda... I am. 

 She's sitting next to me, ordering a scotch. I turn in my stool, lean toward her a little, say, "Hey." 

 She says, "Hey." She doesn't look at me. She drinks her scotch. 

 I say, "Wanna go for a walk?" 

 She blinks. She turns to face me. She blinks again. Her cute little rounded chin scrunches up. She says, "Alright." 

 We walk out of Marley's and as we walk out, we know who we are. 

 "We gotta find Eddie and Sara," Lisa says. 

 We climb into a car, together. The car's Lisa's. So she drives down that lone road straight back and forth, looking 

off to the side, and I look at the gauges. "You need some gas," I say. 

 Lisa pulls into a gas station. She pulls up next to a pump and a pumper and says to the pumper, "Fill `er up." 

 The pumper pumps gas for us. He finishes, retracts and replaces the pump, twists plastic over a hole, and holds out 

his hand. And as Lisa gives him the money, she knows. 

 "Get in, Eddie," Lisa says. 

 Sam rubs his greasy hands on his greasy red uniform. He grabs the nametag attached to the uniform. He makes sure 

Lisa sees the nametag. I peek over her shoulder. 



 Lisa says, "Get in, Eddie." 

 Eddie says, "Alright." When he sits down in the back seat, he knows who he is. We all know who we are. 

 Even before you know, you know. Like one of those voids inside, eating away at you. 

 Lisa drives. We all stare straight. I stare at the road, Eddie at the peeling leather back of my seat, Lisa at the road. 

There aren't any lines. There's just pavement. 

 Lisa drives to the end of the road. Two cops are standing to either side of a fence's gate. Behind the fence is a long 

pointed strip of sand, the island's point. We all get out of the car. 

 The look on the faces of the uniformed officers says,  "The road ends here." We know this already. 

 I say, "Why is this area blocked?" 

 One of the officers, a female, says, "Blocked?" She unlatches the gate and slides it open. And we all know who she 

is. 

 We three walk on. Eddie glances back, over his shoulder. Lisa and I reach the point and dig. Frantically, we dig. 

What we're digging for we don't know exactly. But still, we know. Some things aren't exact. 

 Eddie stands behind us, watching. I stop digging for a minute to look back at him. 

 "You know where these holes lead, Eddie?" 

 "Yeah," Eddie says. "Yeah. Good luck, Lisa, Ben. Sorry for everything. And you're welcome, for everything." 

 I say, "You should come. You belong with us." I know I'm a liar. I start digging again while Eddie answers me. 

 Eddie pulls a pen out of the pocket of his greasy red pants. "No," he says. "Those holes are home. Home is here for 

Sara. If home is anywhere else, it's through those holes. I know. I can't go home. 

 "Home isn't home, for me. Onward Christian soldier. Heh. I'm alone, Ben. Lisa, I'm alone. I love you guys, but... I 

need poetry and myth and legend. Or I need to search. I search." 

 Eddie pauses. He watches our holes fill with water. 

 "Besides," Eddie says, "I have the pen. Adventure be the name of this pen. You'll write a story about me, the time 

traveler. I'll never read it. I'll be too busy flying with faeries and the wind. I'll be too busy smashing robots. I'll be too busy 

slipping the eternity carpet out from everyone's feet. Ha! I'll be fine, Lisa, Ben, Ha! I'll be fine." 

 Lisa and I hold hands. Everything went black for a moment. 

 

Love and War 

 Love is an emotion powerful enough to explode within a person many times, if repressed. No matter how much it 

twists, heats, cools, explodes, kills a person, it is an energy source never dead. It can be channeled, as can any other energy 

source. However harnessed or directed, it is an eternal gasoline for a temporary engine. 

 War is an altar upon which to sacrifice people for the better good of people. Sacrifices were never really made to 

appease the gods. That was a tolerated pretension. Sacrifices were made to appease the people. 

 Sacrifices appease the gods. 

 

 Simon could feel two things cooking within. I am an able cook. He awoke and dressed and forgot all about 

purchasing new clothes. The idiot should have done that before he went through the trouble of showering. He thought not 

about work, nor troubles of any kind. He was determined. What he was determined to do he thought not about. 

 He stepped outside. He walked. Everything was so bright. Glowing, in fact. Rolling tin cans looked like nothing 

because he could not be distracted by tin cans. 

 He stepped into an alley. He walked. Everything was so clear and fresh. He kneeled down. His hand grasped tightly 

a lead pipe. He walked farther. 

 He walked. 

 There were two of them guarding the door. Them, the clowns, the DJs. They saw what he had in his hands and they 

shouted at him. They began pointing guns at him. He was too quick, had appeared too suddenly from around the corner. 

They fell almost at the same time, so fast were their heads struck. 

 Simon did not steal the guns. He went inside. 

 It was a bar. There were seven of them. Four playing pool at one table, a midget tending the bar, two drinking and 

talking at the bar. Everyone was fully dressed and most had potential weapons at hand. The midget had a rifle back there, 

somewhere, Simon knew, somehow. The other men at the bar had pistols holstered in their belts. 

 Simon said, "I challenge Lord Orandor." 

 Lord Orandor stood and said, "And who is this? Who can this lovely be, entering so suddenly?" 

 A familiar face, full of bruises wrought not by Simon's hands, said, "That one popped us, Lord and Master. Killed 

Fred and Barney, he did. Did me a turn too, as you know, Lord." 

 "Aye," said Orandor. "Aye, aye. Indeed I do. And who was it told this peasant my name?" 

 The bruised man, leaning down on his pool stick, looking to the floor for lack of a better place to look, said, "T'was 

not I, Lord. There was another, as you know." 

 "Aye," said Orandor, paying the bartender a glance. "What say you, Marcus? How is it my name was got?" 

 Simon was still all this time. His body shook a bit. His hand, holding for all to see the lead pipe, shook a bit. 



 Marcus the midget did not answer the question, for he knew not how. He said instead, "My Liege, I submit to your 

judgment, as always, knowing it fair. I say only this, Lord, in my defense: Many hereabouts know thy name." 

 In truth, I plucked the name for Simon. Straight from Orandor's head. I knew him. He would have become what 

Simon became, were it not for his weak mind. 

 Lord Orandor said, "All is well, then. Jack," and here he looked at the bruised man by the pool table, "Insult not 

mine squire further. Not ever. 

 "Very well then," Orandor continued, standing and stepping toward Simon and setting his glass upon the bar top 

along the way. "I've no choice, sire, nor a voice but to accept thine challenge." 

 Lord Orandor's firm eyes burned inside. His face was painted black and purple, with not a spot of skin showing. A 

thin black leather belt supported many weapons of ambiguous nature. The belt supported, too, his drooping yellow-striped 

pants. 

 The clowns circled round, like wolves. Marcus stood atop the bar. None drew weapons. 

 Simon stepped forward, holding high his pipe. On both sides, eyes narrowed super tensely and intimidating and 

dramatic as in the Wild West. The clown circle clap, clap, clapped hands and stomp-stomped feet. The room shook. 

 Lord Orandor leaned forward, reached into his belt, plunged forward, swung wide. A short metal pole extended 

from his grip in thinner and thinner links, then locked at eighteen inches. The pole went clang! against Simon's pipe. The 

pipe shook. Simon shook a little. 

 Orandor said, "Arrr!" He kicked down at Simon's ankle and took another swing. Simon hopped back, dodged both 

attacks and jumped forward. He swung his lead pipe into Orandor's shoulder. Bone cracked. 

 Orandor dropped his pole and staggered. With his left hand, he reached for three balls dangling within a sack 

attached to his belt. He continued walking backwards as he hurled the ball sack at Simon. 

 Simon crouched as low as he could, then dashed forward. He could feel the sack brushing against his back before it 

impacted with the ground behind him. An explosion caused a rain of wooden splinters and chunks. Simon slammed his lead 

pipe into Orandor's kneecap. Crunch. "Argh!" 

 Orandor fell. Simon hit him again, in the throat. Orandor died. 

 

The Metamorphosis 

 AHAHA! AHA! AH! Ah! Ah! Ah! Oh. . . Oh. . . Oh. . . ! OH! 

 Noises tell secrets. 

 

 Simon overtook the DJs. He never wore a clown suit. He did get new clothes. He bathed regularly because so few 

people did... He used the DJs. 

 Gangs collided. On several occasions, due in no small part to Simon's leadership, the DJs triumphed. Simon 

recruited acquaintances and strangers. DJ territory expanded and expanded like a bubble. 

 Pop! 

 People aren't bubbles. 

 After a while, Jzearuth was the only man in Chrystal with more power than Simon. Jzearuth had much more power. 

Jzearuth had gadgets and drugs and popularity. Of course, Jzearuth wouldn't resist competition directly. 

 Months went by. Within months, things occurred.  

 In January 

 "They're fighting us, Simon. We haven't the people to take on the Mad Hatters. Even if we did... The fuckers are 

crazy! Took Fredrico's organ clean off, they did. Did you bloody see the body?" 

 Simon said, "I saw. We should have beaten those idiots by now. 

 "There's a building down in Beachside. Big brown building, two doors with peeling green paint, five windows on 

the side facing the road. Can't miss it. Take Sarah and Christi and Tom. Secure that building, Marcus." 

 Marcus said, "Weapons, Lord?" 

 Simon said, "Simon." 

 Marcus said, "Weapons, Simon?" 

 Simon said, "Take the sniper. No more than two rifles. You can have as many pistols as you want." 

 Marcus said, "The sniper, Simon?" 

 Simon said, "Yeah." 

  

 "Whut am I to do, fellow? Guns spread wide and most aimed at us. There's no place safe for Tim, gov'nar." 

 Simon said, "Sweat and blood, Jim. Sweat and blood." 

 Tim said, "Yea, right, aye, fine." He sighed. He was always by Simon's side, lately. He was Simon's one and only 

bodyguard. 

 Tim turned off the safety on his pistol. He wondered if pistols without silver bullets could possibly kill monsters. 

He turned the safety back on. 

 



 DO YOU UNDERSTAND!?!GRAGHSTKFSHTT!!! 

 

 "Simon, this is shit. How long you gonna keep stretchin'? How long you think you can keep this shit up? How long 

you think Jzearuth's gonna stand for this?" 

 Simon said, "Worry not, me brother Bill. Worry solves no problems. Worry is itself a problem." 

 Bill said, "Hell. Where you want me, man?" 

 Simon said, "You're with me and Tim. Tonight we fight in Beachside. Tonight we conquer. You carry a few of the 

heavy grenades and enough ammo to keep your girl Betty spitting bullets. You can wear a vest, if you want." 

 Bill said, "Tim wearing a vest?" 

 Simon said , "Always." 

 Bill said, "You gonna wear a vest?" 

 Simon said, "No." 

 Bill said, "Agh... Hell." 

 

 Ground zero. Midnight. January 24. 

 Simon and Tim and Bill were waiting in an alley behind a big stinking green trashcan. A red light touched Simon's 

forehead. Tim pointed to the source, the roof of a large brown building. Simon waved at the roof. He made a fist and 

punched his palm. After, he hurriedly pulled a dull gray pistol from the thin leather belt holding up his baggy ripped blue 

jeans. 

 There were two men standing guard outside a convenience store. From Simon, they were separated by two 

sidewalks, a wide road, a dark alley, and of course a trashcan. They had on mirror shades. The one on the right side of the 

entrance caught a bullet through the right side of his mirror shades. The other man got popped once in the shoulder then 

three times in the chest. Both men fell. 

 Nobody was walking out of the convenience store to investigate. Maybe nobody was inside. Maybe the shots were 

too quiet for those inside to hear. 

 Bill said, "What the hell're we doing just standing here, man? These streets are crawling with Mad Hatters." 

 Simon said, "My guys have been watching these streets for over a week. We know who's where. How good's your 

aim with a grenade?" 

 Bill smiled. He pulled a grenade off his chest strap and said, "Hell." 

 Simon said, "Cars. Do you hear that?" 

 Bill said, "Where am I gonna throw this thing, man?" 

 Simon said, "Throw it at the convenience store. Try to get it to land near the middle. Throw it now. Now, before the 

cars get too close. Now, Bill. Bill!" 

 Bill threw the grenade. It hit the sidewalk, bounced once, surprisingly high, then landed in a groove in the bottom 

of the building, between the wide rectangular convenience store window and the sidewalk. Glass and brick sprinkled onto 

the sidewalk. The explosion made jump pieces of a corpse. 

 Three cars came screaming to a stop in front of the big brown building. Two of the cars came from the left, one 

from the right. One of the cars was plated with receding armor. 

 Simon said, "You hear that, Tim?" 

 Tim said, voice low, "Yea, gov'nar. More cars stopping in other places. Near the intersection down aways, most 

likely. Scoundrels sneaking and keeping locked in ourselves?" 

 Simon said, "Not that. Something mechanical." 

 Bill said, "They find us, we're..." 

 Simon said, "They'll find us. Meanwhile, prepare another grenade." 

 Bill did so. 

 Something mechanical rose majestically from within the armored car. A computerized turret, spinning, stopping, 

shooting. Somewhere, wood shattered. The turret spun again, aimed higher, fired at the brown building's roof. Little chunks 

of cement fell to the ground. The turret kept firing. How many bullets did it have? 

 Simon said, "Throw that other grenade, Bill. Time it so it blows as it gets close to the turret." 

 Bill said, "Uh..." 

 Simon said, "Right, you're only human. Aim for the two trashy Chevis. Peek over the corner of the trashcan real 

quick. They'll know where we are once you throw the grenade anyway." 

 Bill peeked. Bill threw. His aim wasn't bad. 

 Jim said, "How much protection you fancy this trashcan will provide us?" 

 As the cars out on the road shook with the impact of an explosion, Simon said, "More protection than unarmored 

cars. How do you suppose they got the armored car, anyhow?" 

 I knew the answer. The Mad Hatters were big-time small-town. They did well enough to get good drugs. They 

didn't share, of course. Too expensive to sell to regular Joe. You didn't get good drugs, in fact, unless you did at least a little 

dealing with Jzearuth's boys. 



 The turret suddenly focused on the trashcan. Long pointy bullets shot right through the thing. Jim and Bill fell to 

the ground. Simon stared at the circle shot into the trashcan, still being shot into the trashcan, near the center of the trashcan. 

 Simon said, "Why do you suppose they don't spread their fire a bit?" He watched as the circle began expanding, 

then joined his companions on the ground. 

 Bill said, "Man, how we gonna take out an armored car with a turret?" 

 Jim said, "We've done for now, fellows. This cover won't serve rightly for long. Maker, I pray, make Jim another 

day." With that, Jim looked to the heavens. 

 Simon said, "No people. Machines. They'll be aiming low shortly." 

 Jim said, "An awful plan, this was. Damned bloody awful." 

 Simon said, "Indeed." And it was a damned bloody awful plan. 

 Just then, the gun stopped shooting. Simon said, "Do you suppose they're out of bullets?" 

 Technical difficulties, actually. Machines are easy to break because everyone wants them to break, secretly. Secrets 

are a kind of food, an energy to be channeled. Like rage. And love. Love is strongest. Secrets taste best. 

 Gunshots were being fired. Short ejaculations of bullets. Also, two of Simon's people in the brown building were 

shooting pistols. The turret had taken out a door. The first grenade thrown by Bill had taken out part of a wall. Neither turret 

nor that first grenade succeeded in actually killing anyone.  

 The second grenade, that killed people. 

 Simon said, "Tell me we have more grenades, Bill." 

 Bill said, "Uh, one." 

 Simon said, "You only brought three?" 

 Bill said, "Well, we only had five." 

 Simon said, "Hand me Betty." 

 Bill removed from his back his long, slender, black, polished pulse-fire 36eg tender girl-with-barrel-legs short-

handle, button trigger baby. He kissed her cool metal barrel. He reverently presented her to Simon. 

 Simon handed Bill a pistol. Simon said, "I'm a better shot. This you know." 

 Bill said, "Yeah." 

 Simon said, "Let's move. Surround the car. Jim, take front. Stay on the sidewalk. Bill, you circle around the left. 

Keep the car between you and the convenience store." 

 Bill said, "They're blastin' each other out there like mad! We're just gonna run right into it?" 

 Simon said, quickly, "We've a guy on the roof, people inside firing out of windows and a doorway. They have a 

building without a wall. Move now!" 

 Bill said, "Just the same..." 

 Simon went running around the trashcan. He fired off a few pulses as he ran. They fizzled against the surface of the 

car. Jim ran after Simon. 

 Bill hesitated. Then he ran after Simon and Jim. 

 What does a car with sectioned metal armor and a built-in turret come equipped with? Much electrical gadgetry. I 

had already taken care of all that. There was only one guy inside the car. 

 Simon fired a pulse into a car door window. It sizzled against the glass. Pulses sizzle and fizzle. They're blue. 

 Simon shouted, "Bill! Take out a grenade. Get ready to toss it under the car." 

 Bill pulled the last grenade off his chest strap. He held it out for the mechanic inside the mechanical car to see. He 

waited. 

 Simon said, "Put your teeth on the plug." 

 The short bursts of bullets coming from the convenience store halted. Simon's men ceased fire, too. 

 Bill put the grenade up to his mouth. He put his teeth on the plug. 

 The car's driver's side door quickly slid open. A little pale white guy with nose rings and spiked black hair stepped 

out of the car, saying, "Now now, HA! There's no need for that. No need at all for that." 

 Simon fired a pulse into the little guy's chest. It fizzled through a black shirt and chest hairs. It sizzled around 

inside. The guy fell to the ground, limp but breathing. The pulses wouldn't kill, not at what Simon had Betty set at. 

 Simon said, "Jim with me. Bill, give me my pistol back and hide out in our building." Simon tossed Bill Betty. Bill 

tossed Simon a pistol. 

 Simon and Tim ran across the street. They investigated the convenience store. A little red laser shined over rubble 

and glass and bodies into the store, scanning back and forth and all around. The laser was reassuring. 

 Simon took the door. Tim took the gap. They thoroughly checked the store. Lots of blood, no breathing.  

  

 Brown building. Bottom floor. A damp, musky room. Cement felt cool against Simon's naked feet. Everybody was 

huddled around, talking. 

 "No wounded," Simon said. 

 "What are we to do with this one, gov'nar?" asked Jim of the little mechanic being guarded by a woman, Christi. 

The mechanic had his arms wrapped around his knees, his knees curled up to his chest, his chin resting between his knees. 



 Simon said, "We need him to drive us out of here. We're taking that car." 

 Bill said, "The Hatters are gonna attack any second now. We gotta get out quick if we're gonna get out at all. Man." 

 Marcus the midget said, "Right lucky it is they haven't attacked already." 

 Simon said, "They're getting explosives. They've seen what we did to them. They aren't going to risk an all-out 

siege while we're all stuck in one building. But that's okay. We're leaving now." 

 The mechanic looked up from his corner to say, "Car won't work, anyway. It broke. Don't know what happened. 

Torture me if you want, won't get me to fix the thing. Don't know how to fix it." 

 Simon said, "The car will work." 

 Christi said, "Enough room in that git car for all of us, is there?" 

 Simon said, "Bill and Tim and I rode into town upon glorious snorting hogs. We'll be riding out of town upon the 

same. I'm sure five and a midget can squeeze in, provided you keep the turret raised. We all meet again in Bob's Pub." 

 Marcus said, "Not making a swift away, Simon? We've struck, haven't we?" 

 Simon said, "We've struck the first blow. We aren't leaving Hatter territory until there is no Hatter territory. Now 

somebody go get Tom off the roof. We have to hurry." 

 

 Bob's Pub. A notorious Mad Hatters hangout. The place the gang went whenever they wanted to just kick back, 

play some pool, and have a good time. All the Chrystal City gangs had a place like that. 

 Simon and Tim and Bill pulled their roaring motorcycles into the parking lot minutes before the rest of Simon's 

people. They looked inside for bad guys. None. Simon said, "Go on in ahead of us, Tim. Have a drink or two, if you desire 

and have the currency. I need to talk to Bill." 

 Tim said, "Yea, yea, gov'nar." 

 Simon said, "You shouldn't have pledged yourself to me if you weren't going to listen to me." 

 Simon and Bill were standing on the sidewalk right outside the pub. People could look out the window and see 

them standing there, talking. There were a few drunks inside that could have looked out. 

 Bill said, "Yeah, man, you've been good to me and I'm sorry I hesitated back th--" Then Bill started screaming. 

 Simon had pulled his lead pipe from out of his belt and I was hitting Bill with the thing over and over again and I 

didn't stop until long after Bill couldn't scream anymore. Simon then slipped the pipe back into his belt. He picked up Betty 

before walking into Bob's Pub. 

 Simon went through a mug of beer before the lovely, pretty, marvelous metal car with the vicious, terrible, 

tyrannous rotating turret drove into the parking lot. When that happened, the bartender excused himself to the bathroom. 

The bartender would use the payphone next to the bathroom to call bad guys to come. Simon knew this, and was okay with 

it. 

 There was a fan. It rotated slowly enough to draw stares. You could watch the spinning blades, listen to the 

spinning blades, feel the air being pushed... The stuffy, heavy air being pushed. 

 "Y'see, fellows," Simon was saying when everyone gathered in a comfortable booth by the window with ripping 

red leather seats, "They can't blow up Bob's Pub. Bob's Pub is their place. To explode their own place would be nearly as 

much of a defeat as an actual defeat." 

 Sarah said, "That's stupid." 

 Simon said, "Yes. The Hatters have many stupid rules and codes. Maybe Jzearuth supports the Hatters because they 

are too self-binding ever to become a threat." 

 So our heroes waited in Bob's Pub. Further action occurred, and the day was won for our heroes. The day was won 

for Simon. For Simon. 

 

 In October 

 Simon walked outside early one morning. All his cronies were asleep. The sun was slowly climbing the horizon. 

 Simon walked to the beach. It wasn't a long walk. He lived close to the beach, sometimes. 

 Simon walked along the shore kicking a can through the cool, damp sand. Waves tickled his feet. It was like the 

waves wanted to wrap around him and pull him under, but couldn't quite reach, couldn't quite find the strength.  

 Simon saw a monk a few yards ahead. The monk had on heavy brown robes. Simon knew the man was a monk 

because he had the monk hairstyle. Short, straight blond hair surrounded a bald center. 

 Simon ceased can kicking to quicken his stride. He wanted to catch up to the monk. He did. 

 Simon said, "I am Simon." 

 The monk said, "I am a saint." 

 Simon said, "Why are you a saint?" 

 The monk said, "I gave to the needy. I was offered great power and refused to pay the low low price. I have been 

persecuted and live on. I guide those whom need guidance. I love all. I have sinned and by grace am forgiven. I am 

humble." 

 Simon said, "Is it humble to claim all that? Is it humble to claim to be humble?" 

 "It is honest," said the monk. "I am honest. I am a saint." 



 Simon said, "Have you died?" 

 The monk said, "Yes." Then he vanished. Simon never saw him again and neither did I. 

  

 In November 

 Nothing of significance happened that November.  

 

 In December 

 They celebrated Christmas in Chrystal City. Jzearuth threw a fabulous Christmas party. And, as you can imagine, a 

marvelous New Year's Eve ball dropping. 

 On Christmas Eve Tim asked Simon, "Will we be busy doing the messy tonight?" 

 Simon said, "No killing tonight. I am not ready. I will wait for the bigger party." 

 Tim said, "We have but days to prepare." 

 Simon said, "Time enough." 

 Tim said, "Yea, gov'nar, time enough." 

 

 Simon took Christi to the Christmas party. All Chrystal City citizens were expected to attend, after all. Simon had 

become quite a well-known citizen. His absence would have been noticed. 

 Do you know wh… 

 Christi had her long curly black hair tied behind her head with rough twine. She walked through glass and on water 

with polished red cowboy boots. She liked cowboy boots as much as Jzearuth. She didn't like Jzearuth. Jzearuth who had 

captured a piece of what is called greatness, Jzearuth who could move suffering masses with flowery words backed by 

honest emotion. Jzearuth the poet, the musician, the weaver of webs. Christi hated Jzearuth. 

 Why did Christi hate Jzearuth? Because Simon's piece was bigger. 

 Simon parted the sea of celebrants merely by being. He didn't even have Jim by his side. Just Christi, whose clean, 

shaved, slender, graceful, dark, silky, rippling, naked legs walking attracted much attention. Everybody could tell Christi 

was high society. Nobody minded because she was sexy high society. 

 Back to Simon. The hero, through and through. You must have sympathy for Simon. You must love Simon. Simon 

was glorious. 

 Simon pulled back his frizzly waste-length brown hair, cast it over his shoulders like a cape, and everybody saw. 

Through the deep thicket beard and the mirror shades concealing eyes that had seen, they saw. Most of them couldn't hold 

on to what they saw. All of them knew this fellow here was Simon Sade. And Simon pushed his arm through Christi's and 

together they walked, towards the stage. 

 Simon and Christi stopped directly in front of the stage. The crowd crowded round again and they were lost within 

the hot-cold mass of bodies swaying in the breeze to noise spat from a stage. Not really lost. Simon and Christi were a pair 

to be noticed. Jzearuth, from his seat on stage, noticed. Jzearuth saw and he held what he saw. 

 When the "band" stopped playing, Jzearuth stepped up to a speaker center stage and said, furiously cheerful, 

"Ladies and gentlemen we have her tonight with us the privilege of a powerful powerful presence! Do you feel the presence, 

ladies and gentlemen?" 

 One and all, the crowd, the faceless, stinking robots, said, "We feel the presence!" 

 "Do you fee-yal the presence ladies and gentlemen!?" 

 "We feel the presence!" 

 Jzearuth said, "There stands before me a great and pow-a-ful man, ladies and gentlemen. A wonderful man. A scary 

man. In his honor and for your entertainment, one and all, brothas and sistas, I'm gonna give ya-- I say I'm gonna give ya a 

special performance tonight! Are you with me, ladies and gentlemen, brothas and sistas, are you with me? Let me here a 

roar! I say, let me here you roar!" 

 The crowd became suddenly furiously cheerful as well, absorbed, and they roared a roar heard clear across North 

and South America and most of the seven seas. 

 "I'm gonna sing and I'm gonna play. Never before seen in public." And boy, if Jzearuth didn't have a guitar in his 

hands. As he struck the first note, throttling his loving people, he said, "I said I'm gonna play!" 

 The music was liquid, violent, thrashing liquid, with tidal waves and whirlpools pulling at sailboats and fighting 

sharks and drowning everyone. Vocal cords tugged, vocal cords ripped heartstrings. 

 Well, it wasn't so much the quality of the music really. Not the poetry of the lyrics, the genius of the singer, 

Jzearuth’s skill with the guitar. It was this violent connection between player and played, performer and audience. It was 

seeing something about self reflected in the artist’s creation. 

Jzearuth let the mike drop, let the guitar drop, bowed and said, "Thank you." Jzearuth walked away. 

 Simon had drowned and been resurrected. He kissed Christi for the taste of her spit and because she was there. 

 

 New Year's Eve. Can you guess what happened? Simon and Christi cut through the crowd as before. Simon had 

also brought Betty. He had cranked that girl up so she was buzzing and people were watching and waiting for the explosion 



that came so suddenly, impacting against a naked chest and burning through and causing a body to flop down dead on the 

stage. Jzearuth hadn't even tried to get away. 

 People were angry. Will you try, please, to imagine how angry the people were? Simon had taken from them a 

leader! But it wasn't Simon's doing, Jzearuth's death. Jzearuth's death was a sacrifice. And when Simon died again that 

night, ripped apart by the cold M, the mass, the mob, the machine, he couldn't be resurrected. He had already been 

resurrected. His place needed to be taken by another. 

 And that is the story of Simon Sade. 

 Remember, back in the eighties, when a guy with a patch on his eye and a nickname Snake was more badest asser 

than the mad Mad Max?  

 

Joe Regular 

 A woman or a girl named Lisa moaned in expression of pleasure-pain sexual dreams, dreams vivid in both respects. 

Her stomach lifted into the air, arching, then dropping, her back. She opened cuts in her cheeks with dirty fingernails. She 

pressed her teeth against her lower lip. 

 A man or a boy named Ben grabbed Lisa's shoulders with strong hands, then shook her. He shook and shook and 

said, "Hey, wake up," and Lisa did. She rolled away, onto her stomach. 

 Ben said, "It's alright, it's alright." 

 Lisa said, "Do you hear him? He's outside right now, making those damned sounds." 

 Ben dropped onto his back. He said, "Yeah, I hear him. Go back to sleep anyhow. You need sleep." 

 Lisa said, "I saw him again the other night. When the moon was full again, the other night." 

 Ben said, "He isn't hairy with sharp white teeth and glinting yellow eyes, is he?" 

 Lisa said, "You know what he is. You're mine." 

 Ben said, "Yeah. So go to sleep, will you?" 

 Lisa tightly sealed her eyelids. A little water leaked out. 

 

 Tim found a weapon's dealer willing to sell magical weapons. 

 Tim found Ben and Lisa, one night cold with luck. The three decided then-current situation required external aid.   

 

Joe Regular was a child of the island city, Chrystal City. His father was a car wreck and his mother was smog. His 

grandfather was Anarchy, who raped his grandmother, Fascism. His uncle was a black asphalt snake and his aunt was a 

cracked old snake-hugging sidewalk. 

 Joe Regular was an only child. 

 Some folk don't have to be gods to fight with the gods. Arrogant wretches. Joe, he was a kind of Hercules. His 

mommy wanted him dead, his daddy was too scared to protect him. And he did many great things. 

 People in Chrystal knew Joe, or of Joe. He was there, always. There was something about him... 

 

 Joe walked into a pub one day. Joe walked up to the bar and said, "I'll have a beer." He sat and sipped and listened. 

 A lady named Sara was sitting, chubby legs crossed, back braced against the bar, and talking to a gentleman named 

Dick. Sara said, "Do you think a snowball really could make it in hell?" 

 Dick said, "It snows, doesn't it?" 

 Joe laughed, finished his beer, slid the bartender a green jewel, and got up to go out. He pushed through the double-

door pub exit to find himself immersed in winter chill. He buttoned his slippery gray raincoat and slid shaking fingers into 

the side pockets. His hood had been ripped off long ago, or he would have pulled it over his head. Not that it was raining. 

 A car whizzed by as Joe began crossing the street. One foot over the other... Well, there weren't any more cars. 

Crossing the street was simple.  

 It was dark out. It had been getting dark out early, lately. Happened sometimes in Chrystal. 

 Ice cracked, slowly at first, then furiously, beneath Joe's black boot. Muddy water seeped through, swallowing the 

rubbery bottom of the boot. Driplets splashed against the edge of the sidewalk as Joe stepped up, walked on. 

 Was it late? Hell no. Couldn't be late. Had to be, eight maybe? Earlier? 

 Joe walked through a swinging door. Lights, greens and reds and purples, flickered and probed all around. Dark, 

sporadic, pulsating music invaded chests and possessed chaos-riding dancers on psychedelics. Eyes meet yours, lips part 

              Astonished 

 Joe waved to her. She saw. She waved back. She got sucked along through the crowd. She's a pretty good distance 

ahead. 

 "Hey! Regular!" 

 "Hey, Mike," Joe said, loud enough.  

 Mike pulled Joe through bodies on the right, travelling an angular, then rounding, path through the sweaty sick 

degenerates with their religious mind-body-spirit orgies to a beat. Mike opened a door, pulled Joe into a room, shut the door. 

The room pulsed, less intensely. 



 Read carefully between the lines. Don't read the lines. Just read the things not there. 

 "So, I've got the stuff, Joe. You got the currency?" 

 Joe said, "Yeah. How much?" 

 Mike flipped a switch. A hanging light bulb flickered, flickered, dimly lit the room. Mike was digging through a 

drawer of socks and other things. 

 Joe sat on a cot. He looked at the blankets on the floor and said, "You live here, Mike?" 

 Mike said, slamming the dresser drawer, "Mostly." 

 Joe briefly surveyed the sexy nudie posters partially ripped, hanging from all the walls. He looked up. There was a 

poster on the ceiling. The best poster was on the ceiling. So Mike could better picture himself getting fucked by some long-

leg brunette bimbo while he was stretched out on the cot jacking off. 

 Mike threw the stuff on the bed. Mike said, "Currency, Joe." 

 Joe checked all his raincoat pockets until he found enough jewels. He dropped them, sparkling green and red and 

purple, into Mike's sweaty filthy greedy waiting hands. Joe kept all the jewels in different pockets in case he got robbed. 

 Joe said, "You sure there's magic here?" Joe lifted the baggie, studied the contents of the baggie through the clear 

plastic. 

 Mike said, "Oh, there's magic there, alright. Oh, yeah, definitely." 

 Joe said, "How the hell did you get some of Saint Jzearuth's ashes?" 

 Mike said, "You own a club like the Aphro-Distra-Penac, you meet all kinds. I'm connected, man. Told you, didn't 

I? You can pay, I can deliver. Whatever you need." 

 Mike looked at the ceiling, then down at the jewels in his hands, then up at the ceiling. He said, "Yeah, you've got 

what you wanted, you should get going." 

 Joe said, "Alright." 

 

 A man, Fred, was sitting on a bench, waiting for what he knew not. Death tapped Fred on the shoulder. Fred wasn't 

afraid; it was too late to be afraid. 

 

 A man, Joe, was sitting on a bench in the park... Joe was studying the birds, the birds were landing in the grass, the 

grass was swaying seven inches high. People and insects were resting in the grass. It was pretty early. A sun cut through 

dense cold air to make a few warm spots, melt a little ice. The sun was still on the rise. It wouldn't be all that cold of a day. 

 Do you see the rabbit climbing the horizon? Jumping clouds, eating carrots? 

 Joe looked up from the grass. He said, "Hey." 

 A lady named Lisa sat down on the bench. She said, "Hey. Ben should be here soon." She grasped the edge of the 

green wood bench and leaned back. Her boot heels dug into the dirt, pointy red boot toes stuck up. 

 Joe said, "The beast?" 

 Lisa said, "Only comes out at night. Only confronts me during a full moon. Tim got a silver bullet and a magic gun. 

Next moon, you will slay the beast." 

 Joe said, "Any idea why it's hunting you?" 

 Lisa sighed. She leaned forward, looked up, said, "Ben!" 

 Ben walked up swinging a golden pocket watch on a golden chain. He adjusted his dense red shades with his right 

hand. He stood there, in front of the bench. 

 Joe said, "Hey, Ben." 

 Ben said, "So. We're killing a god." 

 Joe said, "Looks that way, Ben. And a monster." 

 Lisa said, "I think the... The werewolf is connected, somehow, with the god. I have this feeling..." 

 "Well of course they're connected." 

 Lisa said, "Yeah. I have this feeling, though." 

 Joe said, "Why is the beast chasing you?" 

 Lisa shrugged. She looked at Ben. She said, "Hey, Ben, remember Sam?" 

 Ben said, "Sam... Sam can't be involved in this." 

 "Certainly not. No, he certainly can't be. Sam..." Lisa said. 

 "Yeah," Ben said. "Sam." 

 Joe said, "Anything you two know, I need to know. I realize my assistance isn't coming cheap. You don't tell me 

everything, however, you're wasting your money." 

 Ben said, "Jim knows more than us." 

 Joe said, "We'll need Tim when we cross the river" 

 Ben said, "He'll be at the tunnel entrance waiting for us." 

 

 There was only one way to cross the Styx River. 

 It was a tin can tunnel. Kicked around to entertain the homeless, it landed dented in a gutter. When the gutter 



flooded with the Styx River, the tin can tunnel caught the edge of the sidewalk and held firm. Gutter fluid and gutter smells 

would leak in occasionally, but it was a safe river crossing. 

 Joe flipped back the metal lid on his lighter and ignited four torches. The torches burned brightly in the dark. 

 Tim said, "Dangerous business this is fellows." 

 Someone said, "Aye." 

 Feet flopped through the two to twenty inches of goop on the floor. Goppy things floated in the goop. Everyone 

had high boots, so it was okay. The goop crunched in places where it was a little frozen or where there were crunchy insects. 

 Joe handed his torch to Tim. 

 A dark thing crawled along the top of the tunnel. Joe Regular leaped, wrapped his arm around the creature's hard, 

dry, horny neck, came splashing down into goop with the thing. A pained, frantic screech sounded, long claws kicked 

beneath and above the water, long white spikes, poking through flesh-holes, rotated, withdrew, extended, rotated. Joe 

Regular firmly held the beast and punch-punch-punched into thin throat skin. When the screeching finally died, when spikes 

ceased their rotating, Joe Regular released the creature to the goop. 

 Joe said, "Strange things live here." 

 Someone said, "Aye." The party of four moved on. 

 The tunnel's end came. Four torches extinguished within the goop. The party of four moved on out. 

 Joe said, "Where does the god live, Tim?" 

 Jim said, "Oh, gov'nar, hereabouts, thereabouts. Busybusy everywhere and always, he is, gov'nar." 

 Joe said, "He runs things?" 

 Jim said, "Yea, gov'nar. Everything in Chrystal." 

 Joe said, "He is a wicked ruler?" 

 Tim said, "Yea, gov'nar. A vile usurper." 

 Joe said, "I know everywhere. We're on the right path. Stay close, fellows." 

 "Aye, fellows," Jim echoed. "Fellows, close." 

 Small metal towers with wooden branches reached up and side to side on all sides. Miniature windows opened and 

closed and lighted in places with an unnecessary yellow. Tom Thumbs and fairy girls stood on little balconies, watching four 

giants. Some of the Toms had wings, all of the girls had wings. Nobody wanted to fly. 

 Joe spread wide his fingers, held up his hand. Everyone stopped. Joe made a fist, then held one finger erect, 

pointed. "There," he said, indicating a distant hovering patch of purple mist. 

 Joe walked on. Some entities they sorta seem 

             I sorta seem ta walk on, Bye 

 The purple mist crackled with purple power. Fizzles fizzled through and through, sizzles sizzled out and out, 

reaching. Joe walked on, into the mist. Tim followed. The mist parted. Ben and Lisa parted. The mist dissipated completely. 

 There was a tall throne. Something was sitting, blurry, then clear, then blurry, always clear, never visible, always 

there to see, never seen, on the throne, arms grasping golden lion's head armrests, feet propped up on fluffy silk cushions. 

Laughter, definitely sinister, came from all around and from a mouth. 

 Joe reached into the pocket of his raincoat and said, "You have no definition." 

 Someone said, "Aye." 

 Joe pulled a plastic baggie from his raincoat and said, "Do you know what these are?" 

 Someone said, "Aye." The laughter all around intensified. The mist returned, slowly, encroaching. 

 Joe Regular said, "Fuck! Fuck! Hold onto me, everyone!" 

 Everyone grabbed Joe, Joe's shoulders, Joe's waste, as the mist gathered, thick, electric, poison, choking, shocking, 

changing... Pulling, pulling, extending into a tunnel, sending, sending, ejaculating four heroes out onto an empty street. 

 Joe sighed. He said, "No point in crossing the Styx River again. Everyone, meet me at the park again tomorrow 

night. I need to rest." 

 Everyone said, "Alright." Everyone left. 

 

 I saw a lady play her hair like a harp, Lighting the dark with the glow from those golden threads and shattering 

lonely silence with those golden... 

 Joe stepped into the Aphro-Distra a little early, around seven. The crowd was already expanding out towards the 

walls. Joe weaved through the crowd, finding the her from the night before, from all nights before. He couldn't, though. 

What the hell?  

 Fingers, cold, shaky, pale, fragile, yanked on Joe's rubbery raincoat shoulder. He turned, startled. 

 "Regular!" she said. 

 "Muse!" he said. The two of them exchanged much spit and if the standards of decency weren't so gawd-awful high 

in Chrystal City clubs like the Aphro-Distra-Penac, they might have exchanged other fluids as well. Teeth gnashed playfully 

against lips, tongues slithered, breast pressed against breast, hands and arms and legs explored.  

 Won't you won't you won't you be, Won't you won't you won't you be... 

 Swallow swallow, spit-spit-spit, Swallow swallow, spit-spit-spit... 



 Muse and Regular left the club together. 

 Muse had a place. 

 Those sirens by the sea, they never knew this kind of... 

 

 "Stop looking out the window, Lisa. If there's something there, you don't want it to see you." 

 "He doesn't need to see me, Ben. He feels me. A piece of his heart pulsates inside my chest." 

 "There's a piece of my heart in there too, Lisa." 

 "I know, Ben." 

 "Lisa..." 

 "Alright, Ben, let's fuck into oblivion." 

 Something outside was scratching at the sidewalk. 

 

 Joe was sitting on a bench, sucking on a cannabine cigarette, supporting his elbows on the green back of the bench. 

Joe said, "So what can you tell me, Tim?" 

 Tim was sitting in the park grass looking down, turning over the silver gun sitting in his lap. Tim said, "A right nice 

fellow, he was, before the changes." 

 Joe said, "The changes?" 

 Tim said, "It's Simon we're dealing with now. The beast, that one's Simon. The god, and that one's from inside 

Simon. Buried, he was, deep down, climbing, climbing. Well, gov'nars, he's risen." 

 Joe said, "Anything else?" 

 Tim said, "Nay, gov'nar." 

 Joe looked up. He sucked on his cigarette, paused for a moment, talked with smoke, saying, "Alright. I'll tell you 

what I know. This thing that's gripping the city, slowly gripping tighter, not squeezing tight enough yet to choke, not 

squeezing tight enough even for most of us to feel it, I know this thing and what he's doing. This is my city, damn it, I feel 

what's going on. 

 "I was walking to the park to meet you guys and two cars passed me. Honked their horns at me, like I was in the 

way crossing the damned street. That doesn't happen, folks. And these clubs... It's not natural how much money these greasy 

dance clubs are raking in. Greasy... They're greasy now, you understand. 

 "Christ. Did you see that thing last night? None of you, not even you Tim, could have grasped that thing. It's a will 

to power... It's honestly subtly deceptive. It's a tree, rooted deep in our soil, sucking hard on our nutrients. But that's not 

accurate. 

 "What I know is I'm gonna kill this thing. What I know is I'm gonna hate killing this thing. I'm an epic hero without 

the betrayal. 

 "Your beast, Lisa, is a shadow, a shadow like the other thing, the god, used to be. Digging for water, maybe. You 

know why Simon's spirit's chasing you. You know, maybe Ben knows, the hell if I know. And God, only He knows why it's 

gonna take a silver bullet to bring down the beast." 

 Tim said, "Tim knows." 

 Joe said, "Maybe." Joe squeezed the cherry on his cigarette and stuffed the thing in one of the plastic baggies in one 

of his raincoat pockets. 

  Lisa held Ben's hand. Lisa and Ben were sitting in the high grass with Jim. 

 Ben said, "Where're we off to?" 

 Joe said, "You know, people are always slipping through each other's minds, or through their own minds, so that 

even identity gets mismatched with the socks. There's really not much I can do tonight. Won't be much I can do for a few 

nights now. I'm going to go get my lover stoned and fuck her brains out." 

 Ben and Lisa turned, hands locked, and smiled slightly. They wore mirror expressions, mirroring each other's 

expressions, though Lisa couldn't see behind Ben's super cool yet hot-hot red shades. 

 Jim said, "Yea, yea, there'll be much lovie-dovie tonight." Then he got up and walked off. 

 Where the hell does that boy go? No place warm, me brother. 

 

 Cadillac cars you watch from 

 Afar as the knights and their conquests 

 And the queens and their conquests 

 Mount or 

 Dismount those 

 How many horses? 

 A golden Cadillac with rims and a pumpin' system pulled up to Muse's place, the system pumping out bass-heavy 

old Stray Cats tunes. It was what was on Chrystal's new and only radio station.  

 A pimp, certainly, adorned in furs, holding the lion's head of a metal cane, parting fat blue lips to reveal a mineral 

mine of teeth, a mine that looked a little over-mined already, popped out of the car. He tipped his white top hat to the side, 



swung closed the car door, and danced on up to Muse's doorstep. He pressed the dead doorbell, then knocked on the particle 

board door.  

 Joe dipped his head out the hole in a broken front window and shouted, "Go away!" 

 The pimp said, "Hey, man, listen. Your lady's in a lot of trouble. She done some stupid things, man. Sorry to have 

to pull up here while you're in the middle of something, but... Listen, she in a lot of trouble." 

 Joe said, "Come back later." He withdrew his head and climbed back into the floor mattress. 

 Muse groaned in annoyance, rolling her face out of her pillow. She stared straight up. She said, "Shit." 

 The pimp gave the door a pretty good shove and it swung right open. He started talking, swinging his arms and his 

cane around for emphasis. "Whore!" he said. "Man, I'm trying to be polite to your boy here, and he thinks he can mouth off 

to me. You think I gotta take this shit, Muse? You think that? You think I like coming around here?" 

 Joe was standing up. Muse said, "Harry, sorry. Sorry I scratched your damned car leaving Mike's Candy Bar. Hurt 

my ears, if it's any consolation, dragging my nails across the side..." Joe was laughing. 

 Harry said, "You think this is funny? You know who I am, man? Tell your boy who he's dealing with, Muse." 

 Muse said, "Joe, meet Harry, Lord of the Whores." Muse sounded just a little bit sarcastic. 

 "Give me a little more lip and see what happens. You're paying for my car, ho. I'll take it out of your sweet ass if 

you can't pay in jewels." Harry was still waving his cane. 

 Muse said, "Like you did with my friend Sara? Get out of here, Harry. I'll do worse than fuck up your car if you 

don't get out of here." 

 "She knows her place in the world, M," said Harry. "She belong to me now. You belong to me too, you don't watch 

out. Nobody disrespects me around here. Not in my own neighborhood." 

 Joe said, "Your neighborhood, Harry? This is my city. Get out of here." 

 Harry said, "Nobody owns this city, now that Jzearuth's dead. Who you think you are, saying shit like that to me? 

You ain't nothing." Harry lightly touched Joe's throat with his cane. "Nothing. You hear me? Nothing." 

 Joe grabbed the tip of the cane with his left hand, the middle with his right. He jerked back, then forward, 

slamming the lion's head into Harry's nose.  

 Harry was backing out the door when he said, "Fuck, man! My guys'll kill you! They'll fucking kill you!" 

 Joe let the cane fall and roll across dusty wooden floorboards. He climbed back into the mattress. He said, "What 

was that about?" 

 Muse said, "Guy thinks he's the local boss man, big time pimp and big time dealer. He's got a little group of 

followers... His 'guys'. My friend Sara got mixed up with him, got mistreated pretty bad, so I fucked up his car." 

 Joe said, "A pimp and a petty dealer... In my city. Shit." 

 Muse pressed her breasts against Joe's breasts and the two porked slowly, then went to sleep. 

 

 There's that moment when you're listening and suddenly it hits you. Your insides start to squish and decompress 

and implode and expand and squeeze out water. You feel smacked, then like you're being beaten with a lead pipe, then like 

you're being pulled towards the sky. You want to be strangled. Your life leaks, the dead parts, replaced with freshness. 

 I'm here, inside the shadow scratching fresh holes into the cracked sidewalk. I feel a pulse, pulses... Two pulses. I'm 

not the beast, oh no. Not any of them. I'm the third, no, fourth heart, the new heart of the city. 

 Now confess: What are you? 

           What are you!? 

 Hear me, the pulse? Rising up? Ascending again? Further, further, always higher. How far you gonna take this, 

son?  

 You can see, hear, feel this. I'm sending the signal through blind hands typing. 

 You can't put your finger on me, man, don't even try. Just know I'm bad. Corporate, even. (ha!) 

 If you're not carefully, your kiddies'll turn out exactly like you want them to. 

 

 Joe stepped up to the plate, pulled back the bat, took a try hitting harder than all the other swingers. The ball 

exploded against the bat.  

 Joe went walking down familiar alleys to see unfamiliar things. He walked Simon's walk, repeated Simon's walk to 

learn, didn't know he was repeating Simon's walk. Something smelled kind of funny. There were no ninjas, there was no 

baby, there were plenty of whores, damn it, and drug dealers.  

 Joe liked some of the dealers. Most of them were assholes. And the whores weren't as dependent as they used to be. 

And things were getting... 

 Joe walked up to this brunette with a really nice ass, a corner streetwalker. He said, "Hey babe. How much for a 

hand job, right here?" 

 "Right here?" she said. "That's... Indecent!" 

 Fucking ridiculous. Joe walked off. 

 Joe found a group of street performers. The group was taking a break, sitting on the edge of a sidewalk talking, 

holding black bowler hats full of various little jewels between their legs, guarding treasure. They were talking about whores. 



Joe stood behind them. 

 "Y-see, if we'd just register all the prostitutes, we could force them to test regularly for diseases. It'd be safer, then. 

The prostitutes would all be more careful, too, not wanting to lose their license. " 

 "To register anybody, we'd need some governing body." 

 "That's what I'm getting at! We need something kind of strict, at first, if this is gonna work at all. We'll ease up as 

we go, of course." 

 "Of course. It'd never work, here. It's just not what this town's about, man." 

 "Well what were we, before the event? We were a dictatorship, right? Can't get much stricter than that. Whatever 

we come up with, it'll be better than a dictatorship." 

 "You've got a point there." 

 "No he doesn't. Look, it's like this..." 

 "...I'm saying is..." 

 "...enough of us ask... help... the States..." 

 "Shit, Mike, listen to yourself!" 

 Joe Regular walked away grim-faced and unnoticed. He reached into the air, reached through the air, kneeled down 

and touched the sidewalk. He ran across the street. 

 

 Tim sat up and stood up. Where the hell was he? Don't know, you couldn't know. He looked to the stars for the 

answers, as he walked. He pulled a piece of the great fortune he had inherited out of his pocket. It was a black crystal, good 

for nearly any purchasable item. He tossed it up and watched it fall. He snatched it off the ground. 

 Tim was a good guy. Nobody could say anything really bad about Jim. Of course, nobody knows what's going on 

with Him, inside. He was headed on over to the Rat Attack, that night. 

 Tim pushed his way through the swinging steel door. He moved slowly once inside, waiting for his eyes to adjust to 

the dimness. Once he passed through a short hallway, scattered hanging red lights made for fairly clear visibility.  

 People were banging on the sides of the big dome cage, screaming. The battle had not yet begun. 

 Tim said, "I'll have the dog, gov'nar." He pushed the black crystal into a shaky hand. 

 "Too too much," said the man behind the hand. But the hand tightened around the coveted object. 

 Tim wove his way through bodies to reach the cage. He grabbed metal links in each hand, stared at the hay-filled 

floor within, and waited. He knew what would happen. 

 Two doors opened simultaneously. An angry pink poodle out for blood ran at a hissing rat. The rat jumped, the rat 

ripped, the rat got the blood. People gasped in delighted horror. They watched the limp little pink thing and some of them 

laughed.  

 Tim walked out of the Rat Attack to get hisself a drink, man.  

 Don' fi it jis qui it. 

  

 A call was made for the peoples to come together at present, so they did. Jim held Lisa's hand held Ben's hand held 

Jim's hand, and Joe sat in the center of the circle. The sun had fallen, burning all the fields and trees and melting all the glass 

houses in the far lands, and the whole moon was on the rise. 

 Couple of fellas they was turnin’ yella 

 Started a fight it was aight 

 Joe wasn't going to fight the beast until the moon tipped the sky. Skies look empty without balls. Joe wasn't going 

to bathe in the blood of the beast until the moon began sinking. The sun is falling, the moon is rising, the moon is falling, 

the sun is rising. He had everyone gathered together to become a focus. Rather, he made obvious the truth that he was a 

focus. 

 Tim and Joe and Lisa and Ben talked on art and poetry and volcanoes. Jim was particularly interested in volcanoes 

because he had only once seen pictures, ferocious pictures, of a volcanic eruption. He wondered if Chrystal City might 

possibly be situated upon a volcanic island. This was of course not the case. Lisa and Ben occasionally slipped 

unconsciously into private conversations rudely excluding surrounding parties to make a point of confusing the purpose of 

the group previously already ambiguous and somewhat logy toward the night's end. Finalization of thoroughly tweaked 

contrivances led not to heightened sensations of fulfillment due to lack of surety and specific purpose. Still, vigilant 

remained they, all. 

 When the midnight arrived, silk fell upon the gathering of four. Hands holding other hands tightened around those 

other hands. Joe Regular's hands reached for the heavens in a pleading gesture. Joe Regular's expression, through the 

curtain, a curtain suddenly thinning and dissipating in the wind, did not appear pleading. 

 A scratching sounded against park bench wood, wood soggy with acidic rain water. Eyes, all eight eyes, shut 

tightly. The chanting began. Lisa says on a night like this... 

 The shadow of the alpha omega stretched, extending beginning claws, slicing skin and clothes, pulling away 

clothes. Lisa, naked, back bloodied, held firmer the hands of her companions, forced tighter the covers of her eyes. Eyelids, 

also skin. There was a howling. 



 Joe Regular stood and raised his cracked-knuckle fist and shouted, "Wind, earth, fire, water, heart! With our powers 

combined we call, Captain Planet!" But there were four. Where did the extra, heart, come from? In any case, the beast 

howled again. 

 Joe Regular screamed, the beast screamed. Joe Regular howled, the beast howled. Joe Regular screeched, the beast 

screeched. Joe Regular shed tears, the beast shed red through empty eye sockets. A beating sounded within the silken breast 

of the beast, a rapid, intense, wondrous thump-thump-thump. Tim stood up, gun in hand, and fired off several silver bullets. 

Blood had returned, freely flowing, flowing everywhere, spouting up and oozing out and the beast was choking! Joe 

Regular laughed maniacally then fell to his knees, exhausted. 

 Hands released hands. Lisa held her breasts close, covering her nipples with her arms. Shaking, with Ben's help, 

she stood. 

 

 Joe walked into Mike's Candy Bar to pickup a pick up. He picked Butterfinger, paid in little white crystals, then 

walked out. He fount blood on the sidewalk in the form of squashed insects and dry caterpillars. He thought it strange, only 

a little strange, so many insects would meet their omega on the same sidewalk square. Many of the minicorpses squished 

under his rubber boot heels. 

 Joe strayed far from Mike's Candy Bar, strayed like a cat.  

Guys were around a corner ahead, waiting to get the ol' jump on dearest Joe. They had been following Joe for quite 

a while. Joe was, after all, an easy guy to find who was never around. Guys didn't peek, though. Not now that Joe was on his 

way over. They were as close to professional as you get in Chrystal and lately, that was saying something! 

Joe stopped, looked up at the sun, lit a cigarette. He sucked on the cancer stick and waited. He exhaled, then said, 

in a voice soft but rising, "Milk is sucked from the naked tit of the swaggering banshee's priestess and I know about you 

guys so come on out of there." 

Joe turned around and quick-pace walked away. Guys followed with knives and chains and guns and other metal 

deadlies.  Joe stepped into Al's Salmon Burgers to order a Pepsi. Guys waited for Joe on the other side of a glass door only 

almost too dirty to be transparent. Al's Salmon Burgers only had coke. Joe walked outside. 

A guy said, "We gonna mess you up good boy." 

Joe viciously attacked testicles with teeth and feet and summoned magical powers to anomalously succumb to 

personal victory. Joe beat up on guys like he always did, bloodying testicles as much for the taste as for the adrenaline-

fueled other pleasure. He touched not the penises, however.  

The average person has 0.96 testicles. Joe was making regular his attackers. 

That one was quite a day. 

 

Accuracy is the key. I mean, if you're going to shoot the moon, maybe you think you've got a big target. Thinkers 

think alright. Eve with a target big as the moon, how many tries did it take the astronauts? Do you even believe we ever 

landed on the moon? Hmm...? There was this special on Fox I saw one time that disproved the moon landings. Fox is the 

world's most reliable source of information. The point I'm making is, aim, aim accurately. Accuracy takes practice. Even 

with practice, you're bound to miss occasionally. Even Robin Hood probably misses the mark sometimes. It happens when 

we're not looking, you understand, like the tree that fell in the forest. Doesn't mean it didn't happen, just means Robin Hood 

is craftier than the rest of us. Also, Robin Hood lived in the forest with his merry men, so he probably did hear the tree fall. 

Garbage stains the streets, only to be retrieved for the dumpster dumping. Most trash is white trash, proving white 

ain't clean and pure, after all. Maybe the problem some people have with gray is gray ain't necessary. The solution isn't clear 

because clarity is reflection is hit by a rock. Hit any clear reflection with a rock, sure enough, it's gone. Distorted, anyway, 

so the clarity's gone. Pebbles roll as well as wheels and rocks, rock music, rocking in a chair, rocks with a salty taste.  

Accuracy is the key. Keep your eye on the ball, man. Taoism, man. Don't even worry about the ball. Let the ball 

flow, let your bat flow... Bam! You got that sucker, yeah! Is Kurt Russel a Taoist? I wonder and ponder and my head starts to 

hurt and I censor the blurt on the screen that hid the inappropriate blurbs. Let your words prick nerves like needles. Don't 

type with a shotgun, type with a sniper rifle and take your time following your target with the scope. Distance doesn't 

matter. You think distance is important? You're a writer, damn it, ha! You're brilliant, man. When you're dead, they'll 

translate you into German. 

Egomaniacal string-pullers pull too hard, breaking the strings, losing the puppets.  

 

Joe stepped into Muse's place. The two flung garments aside and porked slowly upon the floor mattress. Beatles 

watched with perverted interest. 

 

Days slipped away, moon falling, sun rising, sun falling, moon rising, moon falling, as had always happened. Tim 

and Lisa and Ben gathered regularly at Sal's Super Salad Paradise to plan carefully future scenarios of rebellion against 

supernatural forces. Nothing ever came of these plans. Too many of the variables weren't visible, and too many of the 

visible variables piled up.  

 Jim sat alone at a table eating his salad, waiting for friends to prepare their meals and grab their seats. Friends 



grabbed their seats and everyone ate companionably.  

 "It appears as if we'll be fighting the last battle alone," Ben said between chews on a crunchy orange lettuce leaf. 

"If we can't find our damned hired help, that is." 

 Lisa said, "You're being an ass, Ben." 

 Swallowing the last of the lettuce leaf, "You're right," Ben said. 

 "We'll not search for that one, fellows," Tim said. "That one knows better, he does, the when and the how of 

striking. We don't want to off and do the deadly without our deadly, do we? Nay, of course not. Fellows, listen: Where he's 

needed, that's where you'll find the Joe." 

 Lisa and Ben nodded with reverent insincerity. 

 

 Two weeks more slipped away. Joe was waiting in a phoneless booth for somebody to call him out. He was just 

standing there in his booth, glass shattered, long cord hanging limp, metal dented and twisted, tapping his foot. He could 

hear Stray Cats tunes coming in from somewhere. From the shining golden Cadillac pulling up beside the sidewalk. 

 Mike screamed, saying, "I'm in love with a flooze named Muse! Hey man, what you doin' in there? Thought you 

could mess up my guys and hide out here, huh? What you doing in there, huh? Come on out or I plug you from here." 

 Joe said, "That's a nice, big piece you got there, baby. Unfortunately, I can't answer to you at the moment. I'm 

waiting for a phone call." 

 Mike scratched his chin with his long-barrel golden gun. He said, "You crazy, man. Have to be to do what you done 

and what you doing now. Crazy isn't no defense, though, for what you done to me and mine. I'm plugging your ass." Mike 

aligned the laser scope of his pistol with Joe's forehead. 

 Joe said, "I'm the arrow, I'm the arrow, how are you gonna shoot the arrow?" He stood perfectly still as the bullet 

impacted with his forehead. He fell to his knees inside the booth, then fell forward, knocking open the door to the booth. A 

golden gun hit the sidewalk. A Cadillac drove off full speed, screeching tires and peeling rubber and all. 

 There was a ringing somewhere. 

 

 Two days more slipped away. Everything, it seemed, was slipping away. So little time, so little time. We're running 

out of time. Do you suppose we'll be worse off, when we're left with no time? What has time ever done for any of us? Ben 

knows all about that, as did Eddie. 

 After the two days slipped, Joe walked into Jade Jaguar Jungle, Jungle-Boogie fun, a dance club. He was blinded 

and deafened via subtle tortures. He struggled through the dancing zombies to find Jim. He grabbed Jim's shoulder and said, 

"The park, tonight, everyone!" 

 Tim nodded. Tim stepped forward, burying himself in the lively dead. Tim slipped away from company in the form 

of Joe. 

 

 The park, that night. 

 Ben was there, and Lisa and Jim too, and Joe with a cannabine cigarette and a fresh perspective. 

 Lisa gently slid her middle finger across Joe's filthy forehead. She said, "Is that a cut, Joe? What a strange cut." 

 Skin pulled apart like opening lids, revealing briefly the third eye. Joe said, "I've been teasing him that you know. 

We couldn't possibly have fought him or he'd have won. As things stand, we are victorious. He is ready to fight us. How 

victorious remains to be seen. Everyone is with me, yes?" 

 There were three nods. 

 Joe said, "This is the deal, Tim, everyone. The sky will shake and winged monkeys will rip free of our assholes. 

Lightning will strike every man separately and uniquely. Lives not our own will flash before our eyes. Mountains will form 

merely to be moved by the power of our faith in. When you all abandon me and the monster gags me with a twelve foot 

wooden stake, when my eye showers gold upon the land and the sky, we will have won and I will have earned my pay." 

 Jim said, "That one's Joe Regular, fellows. Pat that one on the back." 

 Joe said, “Everyone grab my raincoat. Hold tightly.” Everyone did. It was raining, suddenly. Pouring down. 

Nobody got wet. There was a kind of clear globe surrounding the four. Clouds muddied the dark skies, concealed the moon 

and buried the stars. The wind snatched up leaves and tin cans and paper bags and glass bottles. Lightning sprung from the 

ground, reaching for the clouds. Lightning sprung from the clouds, reaching for the ground. Lightning lashed about as a 

horde of purple snakes. 

 Joe opened his eyes and stared into the heavens. He extended his arms. He said, “Release me and run.” 

 -Tim released and ran, ran so that his chest burned. His legs cramped and he tumbled. He wasn’t in the park 

anymore. Joy leaked from his eyes, lost in the droplets of rain splashing against his face. He crawled forward a little and it 

hit him, the lightning, fizzling and sizzling in and out and he fell down dead. 

 -Lisa released, then grabbed Ben’s wrist, then ran. She dragged Ben along for a while. Wind separated them, 

impacting their chests like battering rams, pushing, pushing. Lisa ran with the wind. There was nothing else. She was the 

wind, a breeze blowing across the grass. You couldn’t see her but you knew she was there. Then the lightning struck and she 

fell paralyzed. 



 -Ben stumble-ran against the wind, confused, separated, isolated. He held his brown leather jacket around himself 

as tightly as he could. Running against the wind, the jacket pushed him backwards. The jacket pulled him like a parachute, 

and away he went. Six or seven feet later, he fell on the ground and the lightning struck and he kicked his legs and bit his 

tongue and kicked his legs a little more. 

 Joe ran into the sky, rushing the clouds. He caught electric snakes by the necks and dragged them along. He sliced 

into cloud with snake-whip tails. He cut off a piece of a cloud so he could ride on a flying pillow. He released the lightning 

bolts and rode upon a flying pillow. He shot up into the heavens with his flying pillow.  

 Joe became just another star helping to light the sky. Then the hand reached out. Reached out and snatched up that 

star, flying pillow and all. And Joe Regular beat upon the furious fist, himself furious with quite a bit more cause. Joe 

Regular escaped meaty enormous clutches and danced upon the attached naked wrist, screaming holy condemning words, 

dancing upon glass with rubber boots. 

 Now Joe Regular was a current running against another current, a current stronger than, a wind fighting back the 

storm, a wind rushing into another wind, a spinning, spinning in the sky. And as grass detached from roots and ground, and 

as lampposts detached from sidewalks, and as cars detached from pavement, and as cows detached from fields, two titans 

battled inside the tornado. 

 Gray lines curve and intersect into and out of patterns, hinting at meaning while blatantly revealing the intersection 

of despairing anger and panic. 

 Joe Regular struck and was struck a blow, then more blows occurred, the land trembled, all were afraid, none knew 

what of. A twelve-foot stake fell as if pulled, fell like lightning, down the center of the tornado and into the mouth of our 

regular Joe. The tip of the stake pierced his ass and he died slowly. 

 Gold showered the land. The storm ended and they all lived happily ever after. 

 No more! No more! 

 

Post-Past-Pre-Before and After: Gone Fishing 

 "Gone fishing," said the stop sign on the side of the road. It sprouted legs and ran off.  

 Me and Jim, we jumped out of the car and threw our hands in the air. What was a pair of fellows to do? No 

direction, no direction. All the signs were running! There were horns honking behind and ahead. Blame it on fishing, man. 

 "What now?" I asked Jim. 

 "Foot it from the now on," he said. 

 "Where to?" I asked Jim. 

 "Bohemia," he said. 

 So off we walked between the cars, headed for the border, then another border, ready to cross all the borders. I had 

twenty-six dollars in my hand, prepared to pay the riverboat man. He'd take us for a ride. We'd have to find him first, of 

course. 

 Oh, explosions were sounding and resounding everywhere. Quite an experience, quite a sight, the firecrackers. We 

had some crackers in Jim's pocket to snack on. Decided it would be best to save them until we got to the river. Salty 

crackers, no water. The river would be safe to drink from. Purifying. 

 The directionless wandered out of their cars, unfunctional completely without their signs. What was worse, the 

traffic lights had run off too! No red light green light stop-go-stop-go until arriving at a semipermanent stop then going 

again. We picked up a few hitchhikers, said we were heading for Bohemia. 

 "What's in Bohemia?" lady in a frock coat asked. 

 "Not signs," I said. "There's no fishing in Bohemia." 

 "Oh!" shouted a little man. Why was he such a little man? "I can't leave my car," he said. "Too expensive." And off 

he ran. 

 Into the jungle wandered we, crossing oceans and lakes and ponds and countries and states and cities and now 

finally density. We had a man had a hatched, went chop-chop through thickness with a lady with a machete.  

 The jungle people was playin' our song. We all embraced in the circle and swapped electric hugs, electric kisses, 

this was love. We'd found each other we were complete, all of us. Onward marched us all. 

 Lady in a frock coat said, "Thorns bloody my legs and my feet are sleepy." Jim carried that lady. 

 Deadly snakes live in the jungle ready to pounce. Them snakes only gots one head, sometimes two, we had six, we 

out-pounced them and all the jungle beasts.  

Tarzan, he found us and was much befuddled by our talk of signs. His signs weren't written in ink or paint. Tarzan 

offered to be our guide. We accepted the company, we didn't need a guide. 

Picture if you will a forest burning down because the bears think Smokey's a tree-hugger hippie sissy. Then 

imagine fields of green green grass smelling so wondrous until the grass revolts against nostrils of the world to exude 

terrible deadly fumes we all breathe in we all drop dead. Oh, the races are rioting against the racial classifications, as united 

races. The blue birds are singing because they've got nothing better to do and who does really? We saw these things together 

we did and other things unspeakable, in visions and in the flesh. 

We all had crosses to carry, we carried them all together, and when we came to the swamp and Tarzan left us, we 



were none too disappointed man. Too much kicks ahead to mourn the kicks behind, as it always should be.  

Slime and frogs and gas and mud and goop and more snakes afraid of us because they'd heard from their jungle 

brothers. We walked on the slime, kicked aside the frogs, got high on the gas, scorned the mud, pocketed the goop like 

biscuits from the food bar of life. We killed the reaper because he asked us to. 

We found the river. Jim said, "River ahead. Everyone ready to cross? We all cross together." We all held hands and 

that was our answer. 

Joe said, "I wonder if there's beef in Bohemia." 

The lady in the frock coat said, "I wonder if there's chowder in Bohemia." 

I said, "I wonder if there's ice cream in Bohemia." Mine was stupid. Of course there's ice cream. Friends and life 

partners were nice enough not to judge or laugh and we all approached the riverboat man together. 

The riverboat man said, "Where's my twenty-six dollars, bitch?" 

We handed over my twenty-six dollars and everyone was happy it was a joyous occasion who wouldn't be pleased? 

We all got on the damned boat promptly, as asked. 

We shouldn't have, but we did much sweating about our approach. Destination what's-it? Hell, man, you know 

Bohemia! Anyways, darnit, regretted to this and all days, we forgot about crackers. 

And we crossed the river and there was a sign up that said, "Welcome to Chrystal City." 

 

Part 3: Killing Clocks 

 

 It was not random, whatever they said. It was quite good actually. It was the type of shit you could tap your foot to. 

Why did they think random? 

 Random thoughts, that's why. 

 The strange land had come in from the other side. It was making strange demands. The repercussions sounded like 

clanging bells. 

 Tickings tocked away the clock tower. It was a phallic symbol demanding tribute from the time stream. Everybody 

saw and listened in awe. 

 

 Little George glanced at the watch attached to his skinny wrist. He teased the band with his thumb. He thought, 

"Late for work… Late for work…" 

 Little George took off running hard. He had the endurance for quite a dash. He probably could have made it as a 

professional athlete. He at least could have become one. But it seemed such a silly profession to him. 

 Work, his work seemed silly too. Digging ditches, shoveling shit, hauling crud… By being late he was missing out 

on some of the good shit. 

 Everybody at work thought it was funny how skinny George was. George, looking around, thought it was funny 

too. Fortunately, everybody got along. 

 Nothing would have been too great a call if only if only, No calling them back, all ready sent out, no turning back. 

 Work was shit. It was a legitimate cash flow. Really, George made the most green selling rugs. His wife made them 

up for him while he was at work. You wanted rugs, you could come to George, he had quite a diversity. It was a funny 

business because all the rugs looked like shit, pieces of this and that thrown together artistically rather than practically, and 

yet they fetched great prices.  

 George couldn't even tell you when he got started if you asked him. All he remembered was rugs were originally 

his wife's suggestion. 

 So the family, George and Ginger, they got the bulk of their income from the rugs. Mostly, it was Ginger's business, 

since most of the time it was her that was home. Ginger was the bread constructor. 

 And George was working every day. It changed his fucking life. 

 

 "You gotta have a job." 

 "Why?" 

 "You just gotta," said Big John. "I know a good company," said Big John. 

 "Deep in the heart of the jungle beast?" asked Bob. 

 "Deep as Gingerbread's throat," said Big John. 

 "What's the business?" asked Bob. 

 "Sugarcane," said Big John. "They're importing sugarcane." 

  

 "Henry! What's happening?" Ginger watched Henry walk inside. 

 Said Henry, "Shit. Stinkier shit than usual." 

 "Well you certainly look like shit," said Ginger. "And you smell like a wet dog." 

 "I've been through hell," said Henry. "Seriously, Ginger, I was racing through hell a moment ago." 

 "That explains the sweat dripping down your chain," said Ginger. "Are you here to make a purchase?" asked 



Ginger. 

 "Do you even have to ask?" asked Henry. 

 "Maybe you should take it easy…" said Ginger. 

 Henry said, "Show me some glisten, show me some luci-lue. Show me some skittles, too!" 

 "Alright," said Ginger. "You're a big boy, after all…" 

 Henry stepped outside and 

Says old the (from the barstool) Old Man bob was his name this day, "Blithely am I crossing the Jordan." And the Jordan 

swayed and she hissed. It was an ecstatic Saturday morning ride. 

 Hodge Hogs are a hog is pink-in-color(ation) not noxiously applied. This happens every one in a blue Sunday or 

the kind you eat. Earwigs wriggle the right directional signals. 

 It's a story about a corpse. His name is Henry. 

 Henry isgoing to the dentist. Says the dentist, "Your teeth smell you dumb bastard out of my office." It went down 

like a juke box song of antiquity. The mad cap gun didn't cap too many bust-a-cap in that cap gun. It whistled, the whistle 

did blow. Oh, twist.  

 Nourishment will be a sustenance will be applied like a smooth oil oil framed oil paintings burn easily. The flame 

will lick a path through grapefruit juice all the way to the oil painting of such great importance, this house fire will be. All 

the old world treasures sink into the doesn't-matter-mu ch. 

 Don't play the keys too hard you newb dube shweeee. This is an angular motion.  

 Henry steps into an office supply store to pick up a box of bracelets for arm braces. The bracelets cling to walls and 

prevent terrible falls. It'd terrible mishap be, the forgetting of the bracelets, which is why such mishap no-how occurs. A 

cure! For what ails the dinosaurs, extinct as they be. 

 Bouncing across the steps, a tail-dragger takes a step in stink. Instinct take over," says Henry. The jungle becomes 

familiar territory. It's like he's been here before. (pause for flashing lights) 

The truck comes as a terrible surprise. It's squishing skunks with ease but fails to reach any worthy destinations. 

 Destinations. We have very important destinations in mind. 

 "I'll have a taste of the sugarcane, please." We. Henry and I. 

 I, Clayburn the Hyway. 

Take it fast or not at all you puss-suckingpfffttt……….. 

 The bishop is sliding gracefully across the board. Strategically positioned, our king will have his people shooting 

your people with laser pistols that don't whiplash.  

 Hereonymouse anonymously unmasked the unanimous artificial mouse poler who had attempted a brack of the 

snappapap. Having said my piece, depart young dove. 

 Henry didn't want to ride the fairy boat. It was chaos.  

 Henry has never tasted the clouds before. It was a damp, bitter taste. A taste like that resembles some kinds of tea. 

 "The tea plant you've extracted from has developed various important uses such as that of being the roller." His 

hips swayed. Swayin' like taibowgun. 

 Henry was riding the rails for a few days. The rails couldn't handle Henry too long. I saidisaIDH e saidSHe said. It 

was too much for the trucker. Says the trucker right now, "I'm done with these foolish incidents!" And it was said, And there 

were no more incidents. For the trucker. Boredom killed. 

KILLED. KA! 

 Don't. 

 Answer the phone right now. 

 Don't. 

 Do it, quick, hurry up! 

 "Hello," says Henry. 

 There is a shrill scream that pierces the night for miles. 

 The refrigerator door swings wide open. The foodstuff beckons. Answer the call, various rewards shall present 

themselves. If it's loose you want it's loose you'd better have. 

 A donkey squirts out a mousehead. It is no ordinary Moorhead. Morlocks are waiting to jump from the sewers in a 

hasty fashion. Tasted success on his lips and he went for it. 

 The keys was in Henry's hand. They pierced as if attacking a vagina, and they turned. Henry's car, her name was 

Suzie, she purred. The pedal touched land, land being the floor. Vroom. Like a motorcycle. Acceleration is. We're headed for 

the target… 

The bad guy went SMACK against a shed door. It was a horrible site. Sightless, however. The car was a little messy. 

 Heartburn boiled the cauldron suspended overtop. The Bop Gun went blasting. 

Henry got fried. 

 Henry fell. 

  Henry lifted self from grave! 

 Henry calmly stepped into local supermarket to pick up some Butterfingers. 



 And was never heard from again. 

 

 "You'll never believe what some guy just traded me for sugarcane," Bob said to his dog Tramp. "I'll take twelve and 

you take four…" 

 Bob had a dream and Bob woke up. 

 Bob tossed and turned. 

  The man in the tan drainpipe wiping snot burrbles from another pipe, he held up his hand and said, "Here's 

the plan man. No steamships to steam shovel the rovers through the rabbid robber bob stopper. Keep it, keep it coming man. 

Come back to us in a few. 

 Skip-sattled skidaddle da. Harummmm… I see you're coming out of it?" 

 "What… What are you saying!" Bob screamed good gracious gobble stoppers ho boy! Smacked his thighs and 

said, "I'm awake now, motherfuckers!" 

 John Cale says, "You gotta be ready for war. Ready for war." 

 "I wish that I could remember the reasons," Bob whispered. 

 "Well, fuck you," said a horsefly. 

 The Gabriel lingered over the worshipful symbioticoid and kicked, WACK! 

 It was a statue to bow to. Nay, I say! KABLOI!!! 

 Bob said, "I'm ready to go outside now." 

 Bob put his foot to the door. The man in the yellow raincoat shouted, "Hey wait man!" 

 Bob rushed the door--and the light struck. It blew him backwards by twisters. He fell and rolled and boinkered the 

poinker thoinkshitinkiininiiiii….. He fell and the door slammed shut and all was dim again. 

 The man in the yellow raincoat stepped forward. "I tried to tell you," he said. "You just aren't ready," he said. 

 The wolf growled and charged and ran into a hole. He came out laughing and he said, "Come on, come on, 

motherfucker, Gonna rush that door!" The wolf chewed the man in the yellow raincoat and snapped on him and stomped on 

the dust… 

 Nobody in Bob's head ever saw the man in the yellow raincoat again. 

 The shoinks to that taboinkerspiddle. So meddled and poison man. There was a whispering going on by the 

doorstop. "PHantom of the OPERAAA….."  

 Bob charged once more the door. Confident, he screamed and slashed and dashed on through the flames. Hellfire 

piercing the white wall of light. 

 Bound found himself standing at the foot of a staircase. He saw the wolf hovering, sitting up ahead. 

Sonnets sang the thistleberry wolf. Songs such as, Ode to Cleo 

Oh Cleo, Oh Cleo, give me a hug 

Oh Cleo, Oh Cleo, give me a tug 

Whisper into my ear, 

Peer through my loins, 

Conjoin all the threads 

Oh Cleo, Oh Cleo, take me to bed. 

 Bob gazed at the thistleberry wolf and wondered, "What would it be like to wander into yonder glade?" The 

horizon sprung from the wolf's shoulder beckoned with platinum glitter. 

 Bob ran into the unknown on his own. He knew to summon the wolf he had but to howl.  

 Bob kissed Luna Good-bye for a while. The blue ball was quick on the sliding fall. 

 There was a city in the distance. The city of Eschilion. 

 Bob was climbing stairs through the strangeland. He saw strange faces, faces being sucked, faces being stretched, 

faces in strange places. He saw, too, the birds fighting gravity. 

 Bob, nearing the top of the stairs, reached for the glitter. His hand came within inches of the platinum. Quivering 

fingers stretched and yearned. His eyes strained and blood vessels popped. He shook convulsively as the wind hit.  

 Bob could get no higher so he lifted his arms like one of the birds and he took a jump backwards. And he glided. 

And he fell. 

 Bob sipped away at black coffee. A big day of work ahead of him, he had.  

 

 Little Tim, some kid living out of a little house with his dad, leeching, job-dodging, didn't know about the 

sugarcane or Ginger's rugs. Little Tim just liked to smoke grass on occasion and drop acid when he could get it. Little Tim 

comes into the story stepping into a steamy pile of shit. 

 He was headed for the apartments behind a local Food Lion. Just when he got to the entrance, he smelled it. "Aw, 

shit," Tim said. 

 Little Tim knocked on his friend Steve's door. "Steve, open your fucking door!" 

 "First take off your fucking shoes," said Steve. "I can smell that shit from here." 

 Little Tim kicked his shoes to the curb. He was a little afraid of local hooligans since it was a brand new pair of 



boots he was leaving unattended. The poop, he figured, would serve as a deterrent against theft. 

 Steve raised thrice and Tim twice the glass gravity bong in Steve's room. Steve shoved the VU Velvet Underground 

album into the stereo and Tim attacked Steve's keyboard. Steve was feeling pretty good. It was some fucking great hash they 

were smoking. 

 "You type fast," said Steve. 

 "I've had a little practice," said Tim. 

 "What are you doing on the net?" asked Steve. 

 "I'm playing a game," said Tim. "It's some free form role play shit… You probably wouldn't be interested." 

 "Yeah, I'm not fucking interested," said Steve. Steve chilled on his bed soaking in Velvet Underground goodness. 

 Tim soaked in the same typing himself into a fight. 

Chat Transcript: 

 

Malzorgata arches her smooth, naked alabaster back and flashes a confident, toothy smile. A series of loud cracks ascend 

from her ankles to her neck. Light dimly flickers around her body as the shadows play. I suggest you leave my ho alone. 

 

AngryFather's purple robes spread like wings and expand from wall to wall, ceiling to floor. The veins in his trunk neck 

seem as ready to pop as the vessels of his protruding red eyes. Thin electric currents snake through his fingers. I'm going to 

have to back Mal on this one, kid. 

 

TimothyWolf: All I want to hear right now is the dragon's roar. His grip on the harlot's neck tightens. 

 

JadeHo faintly yelps. 

 

TimothyWolf: Come any closer and the bitch is dead. All it takes is a good, strong jerk… 

 

RageorRok: The smell of sulfur. Air combusting. The barroom quivers slightly. Outside, the sound of wings beating, then a 

heavy thump against hard dirt. The barroom shakes again when… The dragon roars. 

 

TimothyWolf drops Jade and walks outside. I'm ready this time, bitch. 

 

 "Why do you always come to my place to chill, then spend like two hours on the Internet?" asked Steve. 

 "It's happened once before," said Little Tim. "I don't have the Net. Besides, I just smoked your ass up, didn't I?" 

Fight Transcript: 

 Long time ago, the dragon was running free from the chest of the cheese man. The cheese man was flipping 

sprinkles. The sprinkles rained all over everybody's parade. 

 It was some sick shit, man. A shower of blood and flesh and organs falling behind the dragon. Then we all heard 

that howling.  

 What, a wolf with wings? A wolf to challenge the dragon? 

 It's a little like in the video games.  

 Wings splurshed through black energy, beating beating beating… 

 The cheese man was laughing. 

 The howling getting louder, louder… Lycans in the woods! 

 Check out those fangs. 

 A whole pack of them? A fucking pack? A pack concealed amidst the shadows? 

 The dragon roars and breathes that fire and heaves and has such a time. He's a fucking dragon. 

 Flesh rips free of chins. Bones crack and crumble. The good shit in. 

 Not much of a fight, really. It isn't fair. But… What the fuck is that sound? Dragons flying up so high in the green 

apple pie sky? Really now, a pack against that shit? 

 But one of our wolves has wings and the dark tides are surging and purple ripples expand around his feet and his 

nostrils flare and he can take a hit, Don't you see? 

 Claws shred through fingers in anticipation of ripping the enemy. The dragons see this and they snort. And they 

laugh. 

 The cheese man is laughing still. 

 Those jaws clench through scales and steal squeals. It's funny the things seen. 

 Black smoke and chokes and tokes and good blokes waiting to get theirs. 

 A growl, 

 A jaw snaps, 

 the end. 

 "Well that was fun," said Tim.  



"Let's get a little higher then play some Street Fighter," said Steve. 

 

 Meanwhile ago in Richmond… 

 A tiger resting in the grass. A Lasso hassled a K-Mart employee into delivering to doorstep free fries. The grass 

ahead rustled. The prey emerged, and the fries were glutinously gobbled.  

 It is the elusively urban jungle. Did you hear the drums beating behind the engines in the distance?

 Entranced, listeners stared as the racing cars shot by. A man tied to a damn had planned on intervening. Now, rather 

then, more muscles should have been summoned. 

 The Tai Bo master upgraded the hassle into disaster. As the bullets flew past her, she Tai Bo kicked down into 

Lasso's big toe. Lasso didn't know there was going to be a street brawl. He crawled beneath the nearest parked car. 

 Tai Bo showed her big guns and ran blazing down the blood trails. She was covered in crimson, covered in crime. 

Yes, covered from her crime. 

 Tai Bo wouldn't have made this show unless her immunity could be guaranteed. To succeed in this, she fished 

through many pharmaceuticals. Hard as she tried to change courses, she always wound up winding up in the fast lane. 

 The cars were pulling to their stops. The race was ended. The blue car won it again. Why always the blue car? The 

blue car was just a piece of shit box-on-wheels. I wonder what it feels like to excite a box-on-wheels with the Nos. Probably 

quite boss, until you're flipped and tossed. Jostled into a bundle.  

 The prize was presented. The present was a Tai Bo master. Both having demonstrated their prowess, racer and 

master-savant retired together into the other realm. 

  

 The blue car pulled into parking. Engines slowly settled, then the body slumped. Driver fell back and unbuckled. 

He tussled with the keys and the door and exited the vehicle. Away he wiped the trickling sweat. He headed into the local 

Sheetz. 

 Food and fuel he desired. The car was running on magic. For munchies, he picked off a line a loaf and a fine wine. 

Still searching the same line, he found a blind woman vainly finger-feeling, digit-dragging, rag-tag palm pressing, pushing 

through the unseen, apparent-by-projectionly hoping for cheese. He avoided that bitch, recognized at a barely subconscious 

level, like a disease. Lepers grabbing again for the pleasure denied, trying as they've tried before to pull down more recruits. 

 Driver lastly activated the Red Fuel fountain and paid for all his resources. He headed out to the car and started her. 

 He had plenty of money but one last run to make that night. 

 It's the suicide run, the Southside Sprawl, the race against race with blue neutrality shooting through the middle.  

 He'd shot up plenty in preparation for this shoot. He's the bullet piercing the veil between. 

 And so swiftly, it was over. 

 

 Following the snow job, Tai Bo gave Driver a blowjob.  

 The mob handles the mob. Different mobs struggling. 

 Box-on-wheels excited civil and liberal rights in stealing the lightning and achieving frightening fetes et fetis. Ay, 

de bogus nogis noggin homigus genis of genius of transport. 

  

 The Lasso emerged from the rubble heaps. A sweeping gaze sought to freeze the eyes of mark next. Mark actually 

did appear and said, "Hi, my name's Mark. Let me buy you a beer." 

 "No thinks pal," said Lasso. "I'm good," said Lasso, sipping emphatically away at the whiskey bounty provided by 

the friendly barkeeper. 

 Tender tenderly treats frequent customers. Particularly customers of frequent cash exchange. 

 In the end, Lasso had Mark wrapped within the guilt net. That one was bought during drunken discourse. 

 Mark accompanied Lasso to the hog farm. It's hog-eat-hog there, or hog-eat-dog, or whatever else is/was available. 

That day, a drunk was partially consumed then trapped for transport within a blue trunk. 

 Grim of disposition, Driver drove. The body dropped, still wriggling, still alive. Desert dirt broke a fall. Blood 

close to boiling. 

 What became of Mark? Why, Mark's… 

 Mark's a city mark. 

 

 Bob said, "I want to buy something important today." Bob went out to the store and, by george, he picked up 

something important. It was an ancient scroll the seller called the Chtokin Mythology. This is what it said, very roughly 

translated: 

  Kalith touched his pen to parchment and he thought not. His act was fueled by something deeper. 

 The spontaneous sketches were all sticky, icky spider webs. Everybody wanted to climb. It was too difficult for 

most of them, learning which threads to trust. All of them craved the center. 

 The center was honey. The center was the sweetest thing. The best supply. The greatest cash flow. It was the 

spider's favorite spot. 



 Kalith knew of other threads, invisible and more spurious, explosive everywhere. He knew how to climb safely, for 

the most part. The threads were a part of him. He was one of the weavers.  

 Kalith was a small spider only. His own creation sated his appetite. His contribution to the webs was a contribution 

to the greatest of the spiders, the currents themselves. So many before came so far upstream only to be swept away. So 

many bodies smashed against the deep rocks. 

 A deep voice shouted to them all, "The rock is the key! The rock is the key!" It was truth. Who could have known? 

 One of the things Kalith had learned to do that the others couldn't even attempt was a mental process whereby he 

could look in whilst looking out.  

 The Great Spider saw all of this. A jealousy grew within her bosom and festered. It was a great pain and a heavy 

burden. She decided, "This one only will I take for a husband. Only this one is worthy. And if he will not accept my offer, I 

will devour him." 

 The Great Spider came to Kalith in dreams as a beautiful bimbo. She made him presents and she sang sweet songs 

and she took his eyes in hers, wide and hypnotic. She wore a mask composed of a mostly-true past, a mostly-true present, 

and mostly-true expectations for the future. But she was the Great Spider, so she could not help but show off on occasion 

her deep wisdom and her deep power. 

 Kalith saw the mask. He could not penetrate it. He confronted the queen with what little he knew. In dreams, she 

denied everything. In dreams, she shed real tears over the accusations. 

 Gradually, the Great Spider faded. Poor, pathetic Kalith had only garnered a glimpse of what all she offered! Well, 

Kalith's desire for her was real. In time the desire would fester like the jealousy the Great Spider carried inside. She would 

return to him and he would fall blindly into her arms. 

 Alas, Kalith's vision of love was one of equality, so in the end he was eaten. 

 Alas, Bob could not translate the language.  

 Well, such was/is not so bad, for after all this stuff went down, Great Spider read over this little mythology and 

thought to eucharist self, "Hmmm… Puts me in an awful ugly light, that does. Ah, well. It's entertainment." 

 

 Ginger was out grocery shopping. She also wanted tp not carried at that grocery store. That grocery store was Wal-

Mart. She also tried Ginger's Hot Spot. None of those places stocked extra tp specials. 

 A girl approaches a boy and says, "Hello." "Hello," says the boy. "My, that dandruff/pimple-dimple! And you have 

dry skin." 

 "The cold doesn't bother you? Here, have a cigarette." 

 "No," says the girl. "When it's really cold, I don't get cold, but when it's just a little cold, I freeze my ass off!" 

 "I have trouble, like when I'm at the supermarket, you know? trying to understand the talkoffs when people go 

really fast." 

 "You listen to a lot of fast music," says the boy. 

 "Yeah, but can't understand what they're saying. I have to look up lyrics on the Internet." 

 "I love my brothers!" "Yeah, mine are pretty cool too." 

 "Let's talk about the rabbits. My! That was a fine book." 

 "Oh, hey, guy." 

 Dear girl, 

  I think you're really swell. I can't sleep right now because I have schizoaffective disorder and find 

insomnia stimulating! So my thoughts are racing so I'm writing you this letter. 

 I'm a crazy bastard! don't trust this man! All I've told you is lies because nothing is true and everything is too! 

But not usually simultaneously unless on a Tuesday. 

 The part of me that is anima (in a Jungian sense) is clinging and jealously pushing and it isn't even maternal 

anymore. I'm starting to wonder… 

 Anyways, You're my favorite person. Fuck everybody else. I know I don't know you very well(well I do study 

psychology) but you're my favorite person. 

 Half of me suspects you, and it has its reasons. What, am I supposed to just automatically trust you? You shouldn't 

trust me, either. Like you yourself said, you don't know me well enough. "I don't understand you boy." 

 Will you be my banshee? I wrote you a neat poem. 

 Hey Girl, [I'll do anything for you and if you want me to I'll fade away… 

 -boy 

 (Insertion by the writer, 1:11 AM, April 3, 2005: Having had to fade away, then disappear, the writer no longer 

disguised as Timmy reflects and wonders… Informed she thought I was making fun of her!!! Now that she isn't mad and we 

can be friends again, I want to ask just to settle my curiosity as to What Actually Happened ~~as I'm hoping at least 1 reader 

will wonder~~ But the problem is, even though I intended to write a love letter, falling always either in total love and lust 

and worship, in lust, or into totally neutral friendship, there being only these things ~for me~… Even though I intended to 

write a love letter, and the BANSHEE was my then-symbol for GODDESS and the form my goddess took, some things 

implied but not stated, if memory serves, within the context of the letter were genuinely hurtful misconceptions on my part, 



and if those misconceptions were not receiver by Person Girl, they never should be by further discussions of the letter. 

Unless perchance she happens to read this… As she told me the other day, "The past is in the past.") 

((Furthermore, I've been watching television, and my COMPUTER informs me it's Daylight Savings Time: 3:03 AM.)) 

 The following day, Girl reports to Person A Juice Bottle the lack of any desire to speak with person Boy ever again. 

Person A Juice Bottle passes this information on onto the trivial troubles of person Boy. butyou still have to be my favorotperson.

 ;) 

 

 Lisa said, "I'm Lisa." 

 "Lisa?" I asked. 

 "Yeah, you know," said Lisa, "the robot goddess." 

 "Well, my shadow is largely composed of Terminator Arnold and Escape from Snake. I guess it makes sense my 

anima might be a robot." 

 "Don't forget the banshee," said Lisa. 

"'Don't forget the banshee'" 

  

 Boy walked into drug store and picked up some toilet paper. It wasn't to wipe his own ass with. He was shopping 

for a local family of Koreans. He had also to buy some butterfingers. 

 There was so much great candy to be had. Boy made sure to pick up some skittles in case he got hungry later.  

 Boy said These skittles, "Think about these skittles. Okay, so maybe it's bad for you and not as sweet as... Still, if a 

guy's in a tight spot…" 

 Boy enjoyed exploring his normal surroundings from a diversity of perspectives. He also enjoyed shopping for 

Korean families. 

 Boy picked up the last item on the list. Six bottles of Mountain Dew. Delicious.  

 "Thanks, boy," said some Korean lady. Boy never bothered to learn any names. All they ever called him was "boy" 

anyway. 

 "Boy" was actually Our Boy Tim, Little Tim. Little Tim was crawling through some strange cracks. 

 

 George walked into his house. "Hi Ginger," said George. "How's about a few hours in the sack?" asked George. 

 Now, what the neighbors were never able to explain was the strange light source radiating brilliant colors through 

an open window. It was a breezy day, certainly. Certainly, the winds carried long, twisted howls and growls and purrs and 

shines.  

 Once out of the ol' sack, Ginger and George feasted on sweet, sweet pumpkin pie. 

 Sex that great begets no affairs. 

  

 "Whelp, I got some more of that sugarcane coming on in," said Bob to his cat Mouse. "If anybody tries to stick 

their noses in the stash, scratch their fucking eyes out. Especially those shadow-sneakers." 

 Mouse said, "Meow." 

 "That's right killer," said crazy Bob. Crazy Bob kicked his boots up on the kitchen table, leaned back in his chair, 

and flipped up the volume on the stereo on the washing machine. 

 Patti Smith was center stage again.  

 Bob kept coming back to Patti Smith. He was in love with the whole show. 

  

 Little John said, "Hey, motherfucker! You can't go back there!" 

 Jimmy the Worm stopped, turned around, and looked Little John right in the eyes. Quick as a Texan gunslinger, 

Jimmy had a pistol concentrated on Little John's forehead.  

 "Ah, what the fuck do I care, " said Little John. 

 "On your knees bitch," said Jimmy the Worm. 

 "I don't like where this is going!" said Little John, momentarily dazed by an acid prison flashback. 

 Jimmy the Worm pistol-whipped Little John unconscious and walked on. 

 Jimmy was headed for the heart of the factory. He could smell the somethings circling and he could feel the tension 

closing. Dogs zeroing in on his position. 

 Jimmy closed in on the hot spot. The Boss's chair. He said to the back of the Boss's chair, "You killed my wife 

cocksucker!" 

 Four shots fired. Then the fifth shot got the back of Jimmy's head. Two bodies to be cleaned up. 

 

 "How the fuck did he get past our guys? How'd he even get past Little John?" 

 "Oh, I don't know. Listen, Henry, I'm going to need you to handle things at the factory for a little while."  

 "This is Edd, Harvey." 

 "Oh, right, well hey, Edd, I think I'm going to need you to take care of things down at the factory for a little while." 



 "You're kidding, right? I just signed on." 

 "I know, it's just I'm going out of town! Hey, Bud, I'm sure you'll do great!" 

 "It's Edd." 

 "I was saying 'Bud' like 'pal' or, 'get me a beer bitch!' But seriously, at least for the time being, the factory is in your 

hands." 

 "You hardly know me." 

 "I hardly knew Henry." 

 "I'm bad with responsibility!" 

 "Just shut up and get me a beer, bitch." 

 

 George licked some sugar off the kitchen table. He looked across the table to his wife and he said, "Gingerbread, 

things is going crazy down at the factory. Those boys don't know what the fuck is going on." 

 "That doesn't have anything to do with us, honey," said Ginger.  

 "But the Black Fungus is crawling along the walls!" said George. 

 "Those incompetent bastards!" said Ginger. "Don't they know the forces they're unlocking?" 

 "Dark forces," said George. 

 "It'll be all right," said Ginger. "We've got our shit together," said Ginger. "We're ready for whatever's coming." 

 George made sure to close all the windows. 

 

 Little Tim was out shopping again. He was, rather than shopping for foreigners, shopping from them. He was 

buying his very first three hits of acid. 

 Little Tim looked around El Ol' Shop O. He found on high a dusty shelf lined with dead, dried critters. On the back 

wall, six inches from the floor, he found an oak shelf perfectly polished. What he wanted was some Windowpane. "Where 

do you keep that stuff?" he asked El Ol' Shop O-kay Owner-nay.  

 "Behind the black fungus cupcakes," said Little John. 

 Timmy picked up three tabs of South Park, purchased, and left the man behind the counter a top secret little tip. 

"Don't whistle while you're pissing," he said. "Who said that?" asked a horsefly, and the horsefly was smacked majestically 

into a whiplash flying formation. Other horseflies arrived to join the party. Lots crazy shit happening. 

 Timmy went into an opium den and filled up on opium for the hell of it and because he didn't wander into opium 

dens very often and lots of cool people were hanging out! 

 Timmy's pocket watch flipped open to reveal a ticking face. It shouted, "You bastard, stare at me!" Timmy hated 

the watch as a symbol for time. "Your time has come, Timmy!" "SHut UP!!" 

 Timmy heard talk of streams and kept a keen wait for/of such. He substance having did. He had to smoke a 

Newport. 

 Or a Marlboro lihjilati linjinjin jinni nihil nihila Nihalbrahlal! Timmy was brawling out in the streets! He was a Star 

God. Little Timmy ignited a path through the rubble. So much black rock rained down from the sky.  

 The hailstorm caused quite a commotion in the morning. Apparently, only Center Stage storm riders saw anything 

at all. Regardless, the evidence was everywhere. 

 People were up in arms. 

 Timmy participated in the riots. He was smashing store windows like a pro. 

 Timmy made off with quite a bit of goods/cash flow. He decided to take part in the rituals out by the seashore. He 

knew better than to kiss dead fish. 

 Timmy made off with a land title. A voodoo-looking drunken Brit bartered off the land title for an expensive new 

VCR! The title was to a plot on Crrystil Beach. Crrystil Beach was a Chrystal City summer hot spot. All good action on the 

Crrystil plot seemed to come in the summer. So Timmy started spending his summers in the floating island city. 

 Chrystal City had eaten its fair share of visitors in the past. And Timmy would never forget that first summer in the 

city… 

 Lobster. The lobster Timmy held responsible for all the vomiting. The high vomit nights were always Lobster 

Dinner nights. A delivery went through always, always more than bargained for. 

 Timmy met a ghost in Chrystal City. He chased her everywhere. 

 Timmy met many interesting people in the Chrystal City. Some local folk actually considered themselves endowed 

with "unnatural power"! Such delusions persisted under a rampant veil of drugs and superstition. Almost everybody in 

Chrystal suspected the existence of otherworldly denizens, and the average joe took occult hocus-pocus seriously. Worst of 

all, there were never any cattle mutilations. 

 

 Bob leaned back in his cocking chair and cocked his shotgun. He rocked her a few times. 

 

 Tramp was barking through the fog. 

 



 Territorial canines made circles in the dirt and pissed a lot.  

 

 There were never any doubts as to the existence and importance of the neon cheese. The importance had been 

emphasized pages before these pages, as in ages spanning mere bursts of words. The draw was inane, the appeal 

unmunnunudane.  

 Well, it could happen, care and pressure applied, gone straight through, the mixture proper. 

 

 Something being heard words such birds, like doves flying, beyond the of in itself, onto, beyond that, twice in 

thrice fornit furniture in wormsweep torn between. Tunlap disfigured in temporal realities charged with water rigidity. 

Shattering images cacophony the pool surface. 

 A ride into town, boils popping. Camels spit mud. Destitute derailers recertify the amplitude of the cook's 

plantation. Cannot pay the petitioner, he rejects thine claim. 

 

 Navy Seals unload in Portugal to beat up on some Portuguese for easy ass kicking practice. The citizenry chosen as 

victims were all carefully selected bar flies. The bloody bar fights caused very little stir. Then somebody added honey. 

 

Voices whispering,  getoffthecokebob 

Bob………… Bob… GET OFF THE COKE BOB… ssss… hey, bob… What are you doing with that gun, Bob? Bob………… 

We love you,  b o b  O   what are you doing with that gun, 

BOB!!!  

 

 It wasn't to be not understudied. Tit busn't ton been done afore. 

 Too cheesed to chisel the whiz through to be lame to tame or name or be the same or bow to the dame. 

 "Explode!" somebody shouted. 

 The nazi ripped off his facemask and shouted, "I'm going to fucking kill you!" The reds were coming from 

underground. 

 Saint Jzearuth slipped on his sneakers and popped out from behind the shadows. "BOO! Wait and see what I can 

do!" 

 

 Mark's walking down 34th Street smoking a Newport. Cadillac car pulls up and out pops a man in a yellow 

raincoat. The man in the yellow raincoat wants a Newport. "Sure," says Mark. 

 "Listen, man," says Yellow Raincoat. "I'm going to change your fucking socks! If you're willing to wear black 

socks for a little while, I'll set you in a pedestal. Free rides straight into heaven. It's funny to atch an itch." 

 "Don't you know why we're here?" asks John Johnny John.  

 "Just drive, Johnny," says Yellow Raincoat. 

 "I don't know, I'm kind of inclined to talking," says Johnny. "I think I deserve that much, at least." 

 Says man in the yellow raincoat, "You have a point there John Johnny John. The point may be preparing to launch 

into eyeball. Look into your rear view mirror. See them apples?" 

 "Lips officially sealed," says John. 

 Mark asks, with keen enthusiasm, in a deep-throat tone of voice, "Why me big guy?" 

 "Because, Mark," says Yellow Raincoat. "You'll be good for my organization. You seem to have things pretty 

darned organized. Besides, I've seen what you can do under a lot of stress." 

 Mark keeps his head high. He says, "I know what I'm getting into. Motherfucker. What do you want?" 

 "Yearning for the coffin?" asks the man in the yellow raincoat. "It isn't what we have in mind. We've seen what you 

can do--alone. We want to see what you can do with a pack." 

 The man in the yellow raincoat lights an enormous blunt.  

 When the blunt is passed, Mark thinks to himself, "The blunt has been passed." Mark inhales the blunt. 

 "This is a damned good blunt," says Mark. 

 "We don't fuck around," says Yellow Raincoat. 

 "I faste PCP?" says Mark. 

 "You wamt some PPCcccccccccccccinbdiof ewcpn ; FXC  

ds c  
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 , Asked the man int th the yellow raincoat. 

"I like free drugs," says Mark. 

"You're perfect!" exclaims the man in the yellow raincoat. "You' 

r hired!" 

 "Oh boy!" Mark claps his hands. 



 

Timmy was walking the streets smoking a Turkish Royal hanging with some scampering beavers. The beavers 

were feeling the terrible chatters. They weren't very noisy beavers. Just big brown balls of fur. 

Timmy held the neck of an empty bottle of absinthe in his hand and he waved it in the air and he shouted at the 

city, "You're all a bunch of fucking drunks!" 

The city shouted back, "Suck my cokg!" 

The barbs always stabbed Timmy too hard when he was drinking. He had to turn to other things. It was a matter of 

survival and maximum function. 

Because Timmy was a dancer. He'd dance a little jig straight on into the fight. 

Timmy was a cat. He needed fast legs to run from the big dogs. This is Little Timmy we're connecting here 

previous happenings upon. Of course somewhat deranged. "It's like tripping your entire life," Timmy would say. "That's 

how I would explain my disorder. Milder than that, perhaps." 

"You don't sound crazy," said Michael T Knife. "Maybe you crazy," said Michael T Knife. "Let's see what you 

got." 

Timmy danced back and forth across the damp alley shaking his wrists. He cracked his neck a bit. Six feet tall, 

somewhat muscular, high as a kite, Timmy figured a street brawl couldn't be too bad of an idea. 

Timmy flipped open his pocketknife. He firmly gripped the cheap plastic handle. He moved like a wall of waves. 

The strategy was one of slow impressions. 

Michael T Knife bitchslapped Timmy. 

Timmy landed in a puddle next to a dumpster. 

Michael T Knife turned his back on Timmy and walking away, he muttered over his shoulder, "Motherfucker." 

Timmy sat in the puddle for a bit. He began thinking of Briton. Quite a whimsical place, rather. Fine under the sun. 

Great nightlife. Deep in the heart of it. 

 Timmy rubbed his pocket watch and spun it in the air and summoned forth an aura of temporal distortion. 

The golden vibes bent back fibers and spat Timmy upon cobblestone streets. 

Timmy ran naked through a field. The deer were in a bundle fleeing the hungry tiger. Dragons cast dark shadows 

from high above. There was the faintest smell of brimstone. 

Timmy saw a bar. Bob's Bar. The place looked pretty thug. When he had stood there watching the door for a few 

minutes, Timmy came to the realization there would always be a slowly trickling stream of drunks coming in or stumbling 

out. 

Timmy shoved his way through the doors. Sure enough, a crowded establishment. A lot of thick necks hanging 

around. A few confident skinny people, a few not so confident skinny people. Timmy wasn't skinny but this place made him 

feel pretty small.  

A glitter of acoustically armed bards seemed sprinkled throughout the room. The instruments they played with 

lightning fingers. The songs they sang with tears and growls of experience.  

 It was such nice toil, the processes distorted. It was twice as nice as the thricely browned onion bagels. Shut your 

fucking tight ass. Sluuuuuuuuuurp. 

 Saint Jzearuth wandered through a hazy recollection of yesterday. The people were the same but the faces were 

warped. It was a collision scope into falling rubble.  

 Saint Jzearuth quickly sidestepped the heavy rain.  

 Jzearuth wandered into the bar Timmy was attending to drinks within. Jzearuth stumbled into a stool and slumped 

down low with his head sprawled across the bar top. He shouted, "Bartender, fetch me a fucking drink!" 

 Bob said, "Sure thing boss!" Bob fetched the usual. Fairy Spirits.  

 The room was moving at warp speed. It wasn't spinning exactly. The colors were rushing up and down in lines. 

 Timmy was two drinks beyond the grove. He was keeping to himself. He knew enough about circles to know the 

proper application of direction and navigation to move through bodies in a cloak of ambiguity and obscurity. 

  

 An infestation of the colonies twice in thrice manifestation in mine peril to bewail the tales told be if unto for fair 

weather only. 

 Wheels on aces, queens, kings, duce, the cards spinning. The axles will break. The wheels keep spinning on into 

other stratospheres, new roads, new paths.  

 Plutonium in the platinum suits hiding from spies. Gurgles milked through sharp teeth. Heightened state of mind. A 

kangaroo frolicking by the soda machine. Headed our way, a glorious bounty. 

  

 It all started with Timmy when he had this plan to get his hands on 60 hits of acid. That kind of deal wasn't easy for 

a suburban kid like Timmy to come into. See, he had this friend that didn't like him anymore… The friend chose to interpret 

an email message as riddled with threats. This friend was Timmy's first acid connection. This friend had recently become a 

very good acid connection. 

 Timmy had no choice. He would be forced to navigate indirect channels into the disrupted connection.  



 Timmy connected with a price. $500, he was told. 

 Timmy was shocked. Why so expensive for him, yet so cheap for everyone else? 

 Timmy got a job at McDonalds. He had a goal and the roots of a plan. 

 Despite outstanding debts, it didn't take long for Timmy to save enough for the acid. 

 It was the day Timmy's fucking life changed. That kind of thing happened to Timmy every now and then. But 

perhaps he should tell you. 

 "It all started," Timmy says, "when I came up with this idea to trip on 60 hits of acid. For a suburban kid like me, it 

isn't so easy getting a grip on that much LSD. Still, I was willing to focus all my attention upon the task." 

 Timmy doesn't feel at liberty to divulge more at this time. 

 

 Bob walked into a bar. He had a hazy recollection of a time when his place was on the other side of the bar. It was a 

part of some journey he had made. 

 Bob ordered a Mad Dog.  

He wanted to be sure and finish strong. So he started heavy. Same old story. 

Bob lit up a Red Marlboro.  

Bob looked across the bar at the twitching psychedelic tattoos of busy muscles. He mused in his place on the places 

he'd been. He wanted another drink. 

Bob had a few more drinks and walked out of the bar. 

 

Henry, shoveling shit, looked over at his friend shit shoveling Shawn and asked, "What have you heard about this 

shit storm, man?" 

"Shit going down in the factory?" asked Shawn. "I've heard some things," said Shawn. 

"Anything about this guy Edd guy?" asked Henry. 

Shawn slammed his shovel into dark dirt. He said, "Shrug. The guy's a little confused but the assembly line crew 

seems to like him. Things are real loose under Edd." 

"Loose enough for sinking, maybe. It would be a shame to lose such a great resource." 

Shawn shrugged his shoulders. 

 

Antagonism aside, the heat really was too much. This went beyond anger and outlash. He was burning up inside! 

Jzearuth raised a pale fist and shook vigorously. He shouted above the roar of the bar, "I'll fucking kill you all!" 

 Now, quite a few heads turned.  

 Then, mostly everybody wanted a piece of the action. 

 A saint was to be devoured by a mob! 

 As matter of a fact, Jzearuth wasn't looking a bit concerned. 

 Jzearuth pulled low the white hood of his robe. He stood and spun and caught the edge of the bar with the palm of 

his hand. He took a cheerful survey of the enclosing sharks. 

 Timmy edged away from the action. He planned a safe course through the violence simmering to boil into 

evaporation. This was no easy mental maneuver. The most difficulty came from physical execution.  

 It was a quick crawl under tables and between legs and through showers of glass. Timmy sighed relief upon 

pushing through the exit. 

 There was a great explosion. The bar erupted into flames. Chaos suddenly ignited within and slowly trickled out.  

 Flaming men went running down the streets 

 to see what they could eats. 

 A favorite dessert served thick and slushy, 

 An ice cream sundae to beat back the flames. 

 Jzearuth stepped outside. He spat clean saliva onto the sidewalk. Glass crunched under his boots as he walked. 

 Jzearuth bumped into Timmy whilst igniting an unfiltered cigarette. Timmy bummed from Jzearuth a cigarette. 

Jzearuth asked, "What age be your coin in the muffin basket?" 

 Timmy said, "I haven't the faintest, gov'nar." 

 Jzearuth said, "I'll be busy with the attendance slip machine production performance authorization modification 

facility safety regulation society thing tonight then. A shame you haven't the faintest of your coin." Jzearuth's white robe 

caught the wind as he slipped through an accelerated forward and backwards motion converted into a spinning forward 

wheel kick. 

 Timmy blinked on his way falling so far down. 

 Timmy never lost consciousness but when he regained consciousness, he had a thin silver pen in his left hand. 

 

 Bob walked into a cottage. The woodcutters whispered, "The winds, my boy." The winds whispered better things 

by far. It happened only in those dark woods the woodcutters wouldn't ever touch. Their religion required selective cutting 

based on output of spiritual energy.  



 The woodcutters were of the Hyr Tribes. The Hyr Tribes had many powerful spirits behind and beneath and above 

them. Rarely right in front of them, so obscure seemed the spirits! Yet on those nights when the mushroom clouds rose from 

the east…  

 Bob spent much time in this region. He lingered here, in fact, absorbed in the grand custom. He took notes on his 

pad concerning the beliefs, the faith of this people. The faith, thought Bob, would unlock the history of this tribe. And so it 

did, in such and such exaggerated fashion, with so many firecracker explosions and so much pixie dust. Also it unlocked so 

much more! More! MORE!!!" shouted  

 Lisa into the thick veins of the enormous tube glowering so strangely.  "And more 

 you shall have!" Bob assured her. 

 The jist of the flavor of the moment's savory passion was so wondrously apple-blooming good a lifting occurred 

into higher occurrences inside and out. 

 Bob had left his research for this woman. Could he even recall the location of the so-important notepad? Oh, but it 

had sure been worth it! 

 By goodness, my goodness, gosh golly gee whizzzzz…… Asleep again… 

And awake in the forest of the Hyr. 

 Funny, Bob never remembered falling asleep. He was just having all these slow driftings from one state of mind to 

another world. 

 A world of tents and mud huts and clean rainfall onto the surface of shining golden-brown leaves. A world of 

spirits, too. The spirits, Bob quickly realized, were very real manifestations of some part of these tribal people's psyche.  

 Bob found his notepad holstered safely within his snakeskin belt. 

 Bob jumbled down messages about buildings and things upon the arrival of waking life. It hit him like a shot of 

amplification. Everything so clear and bright Ahh!!! Nice, wonderful. 

 

 Ed was smoking a fat honey-delicious blunt whilst leaning back upon a soda machine admiring the efficiency of his 

charge, his factory. So many products sneakering down the line.  

 Ed heaved his big fat Ed chest in exhalation of exquisite cancerous vapors. He was a good leader. What marvelous 

minutes-notice work he was doing for these people. 

 The process was irreversible. It couldn't reversed be. The process was called perma absorption. Pan was the man 

for the job. 

 That is why Ed assigned Pan the task. Ed knew the who's and whats of assignation. 

 There was a list written in red ink. 

 So much for Ed to remember. It was such a surprise he such as this and that.  

 Buttons to be pushed, buttons on machines and in people. Had to be done, the leader's task. Ah, there were perils 

involved in being factory king. 

 What if there were crescent waves running through the brink of the hill? What if the dirt sprinkled down like black 

rain? What if a pure stream across clean rocks quenched all their thirsts? What did any of this have to do with the business 

at hand? 

 Ed slammed his fist upon the soda machine. "Damn it," he said, "I'll have the answers soon."  

  

 Timmy squeezed the shining pen. A warm sensation shot up his arm. He quickly stood and had to get a move on. 

Such a sense of urgency so suddenly struck him. He was moving within blurs. He was learning to trick the clocks a little. 

 If the birds came running, the fields would still blaze. So much smoke shooting up into the air. It was such a smelly 

sight.  

 SONB wobbl bite trig flippi ipip tiboggan. Gone north of the foreign approach.   

 Timmy shook his head a little it rattled a little. So much flickerings thanks to so many bickering on the as such 

boched in plush rushing through the floor out the door out the… 

 Old Time Chrystal. What was this place? Something screwy was going on. 

 A fantasy drug-induced sensory paradise projection, perhaps, of the online gaming experience he so enjoyed. It 

wouldn't be prudent to let the mice not for naught deign upon. Things was silly shaking up. 

 He could see the lines of text so quickly rising. 

 Only momentarily. One of those seven minute inhalation experiences.  

 Timmy went sliding down the sidewalk. He hopped into a cobblestone ditch. The slippery, damp, hilly streets 

carried him downwards. A thin jet of water trailed his black rubber boot heels.  

 Timmy jumped into a hurried walking pace. He danced within moonbeams.  

 

 Girl walks by. 

 "Hey, what's up?" says Timmy. 

 "What's goin' on?" says girl walking by. 

 "Waiting for Matt," says boy Timmy. 



 "Terrific," says girl walking away. 

 "Hey Trademeister, what's up?" asks Boy Timmy entering vehicle. 

 "Look it's girl!" says the Trademeister. "Honk the horn," requests the Trademeister. 

 Honkhonk. 

 Girl approaches. 

 "What's going on?" girl asks. 

 "Just seeing what you're up to," says the Trademeister. 

 "I'm just going around the corner so I can smoke a cigarette," says girl. 

 "Are you still mad at me?" 

 "Yeah." 

 "Wow, he has it rough," says driver. "I don't know details or anything," says the driver. 

 "Well he shouldn't have been a dumb fuck," says girl. 

 "What'd he do?" "Long story, Haas."  

 Driver drives on. "I'll just drop you off with your crew," says the driver. 

 Timmy exits vehicle and wanders into other vehicle with a fine exhibition of rugs. 

 Some drinking ends the night with a tripper hanging around. The tripped seems quite skilled at beer bong.  

 And it is the, 

 Timmy looked behind his shoulder. 

 

 Bob glared at the shaking teakettle. "Shut up!" Bob shouted. "Shut the fuck up!" 

 

 Henry leaned into his hammer. 

 

 George and Ginger had explosives rigged all around the perimeter. They'd be something to explain to the 

neighborhood if they ever went off.  

 Of late, Ginger refused to wear anything other than her glossy black raincoat. She wore the hood low. It was how 

she traipsed about the house.  

 George was considering quitting his job. 

 Too many threads in the web too sticky. 

 George looked at Ginger and said, "Hey, you know how we've always talked about moving? Since things have 

been kind of iffy lately, why not move now?" 

 Said Ginger, "I'm going to answer the ringing doorbell. We can continue this discussion in a little while." 

 Ginger opened the door. It was a Girl Scout selling cookies. 

 "I like your raincoat," said the Girl Scout. 

 "Thanks but we don't want any cookies," said Ginger. Ginger slammed the door. 

 "Now, about moving," said George. "I realize you have relatives in Florida, honey, but I was thinking of 

California…" 

 Heaht'aans! 

 "Ok," said Ginger. "Let's start packing," said Ginger. 

 "Not now," said George. "I want to wait until things get a little more interesting before we actually move." 

 "Aren't we moving because things aren't interesting?" asked Ginger. 

 "Too interesting," said George. 

 "There is no such thing, my good man!" proclaimed Ginger. 

 "Too interesting is the albino being devoured by the predator," said George. 

 "That isn't interesting at all," said Ginger.  

 "Let's move anyway," said George. 

 "Okay, whatever," said Ginger. "We'll pack our bags in three weeks." 

 The date was March 5. 

  

 There was a bit of trouble brewing in the ol' factory. A commotion between the Men's Room door and the Men's 

Room. Fat Fucker Chicken Killer SammyDavis5 was shaking a meaty pointer finger around in the air and yelling at 

everybody outside the Men's Room.  

"Damn it, damn it all to hell, what the bloody fuck!" he shouted. "Horse cocks and rattlesnakes and dead corpse 

fuckers! Maggots crawling through brains and babies! None of that shit is outrageous as the shitter stupidity!" He shouted. 

He shouted a little more. He was quite loud. 

  Ed was summoned by concerned workers. Ed approached SammyDavis5 with a Camels Turkish Royal burning 

between his grinning lips. Ed said, "Sammy, Sammy, Sammy… Chill, brother. What seems to be the porbalim?" 

 "Problem is," said Sammy, "is you don't already know! But that doesn't make any difference. That's chicken shit. 

My big problem is this 'emergency toilet paper'. WHAT THE BLOODY FUCK MAN?" 



 Ed said, "It's in case the bathroom ever runs out of toilet paper." 

 "If that's true," said Sammy, "why is the roll locked within a glass case?" 

 Ed said, "What does it say on the glass, Sammy?" 

 Sammy retreated into the depths of the restroom to investigate. Sure enough, in small blue print, down in the 

bottom right hand corner of the glass, the words Break in instance of emergency.  

 ………………………………… 

"I still think this is really stupid." 

 Ed closed the bathroom door and walked off to other business matters. 

 

 A whatwas didn't tooblow into a hard throw. The hat prickled nickerspots within the dipple-dapple Maplewood. It 

was not for the unelbowed the disintitigratis gobl bobis bogis. No noigaans not vociferously ranted upon. It was to be well, 

the time as such spent.  

 Spirits in a bottle throttled the crowd with a magic line of dust and everybody was hopping around. Things in town 

were going down too quick for the sleepy or detached at heart.  

 Young tendencies tended not to offend mysteries offered post-hastily in  a fashion not unlike the one 

misrepresented upon fanciful occasion. The type of food to be had, or energy to be stored, was thought of from various 

angles and chrycirculations. The jig was up to no good or bad… felling instinctively the feeling of. It was a numbness not to 

have been asked for. 

 Bad for to be before be by the by four hundred times normal weight not to be underestimated unless miscalculated 

with a chaotic intentness. Finally finalized in a form much more formalized than was formerly thought necessary.  

 The implications of said misinformation mistakenly posthastely put the hanky0jerky into the toilet. It was by 

accidental gravitational center alteration.  

 "I wonder what it would be like to be an astronaut or something," said Bob. 

 Janitors once rode brooms through the dusty marble halls of busy Eschillion temples. So many people shouting 

prices at such a glorious diversity of goods! At least, that was how it had been on market days. 

 Dogma was instituted banning free exchange based on a general paranoia concerning what exactly could be 

exchanged! Market day got erased from the list of temple holidays and as a result the temple received a savagely small 

quantity of new followers and cash. It got to be so bad the janitors weren't getting paid enough. Once it got to that point, all 

the janitors quit. The temples are all so filthy now. 

 Lovely, things that the yes to too can be done under such and such a thing as saken for. Left to run and kick and 

growl. ROlling around in the dirt. Something under their nails. Got a big magazine the smale mane as at.  

 Tehhuiozx  izxhfljka e sab nkawshfjldsja;fue f afh;lkdsjiof eoinfsdabflksbnakfmkaw fm aslkhflsnd  m zxcawbnf 

lnbfaklsnfkbwe oixhnskn falwejk ajkw fabafisda fjkwebfjke peihruodibf doif ejkahjkdoigreio ei aui envkzxcbwkanw ri 

gkloui io hhjkl  oiujbjnadsl oejln dhfls flef lknf . Gibberish. Gibberish! get what did fed? 

 Make a mistake justto learn something new. It's almost a guarantee if you're looking for it. 

 And I listened for the sirens and the banshees and the other mystic mother connections and the differences between 

Jungian anima and Freudian mother because there certainly is a distinct difference, as far as I've been successful in 

observing mine self. 

 The craziness of it hit the ton like a wall of sticks. Trix did cereal play on unsuspected beavers. You wouldn't 

believe the level of twist. It's really quite amazing what all can be done about such and such. This and that, nick nack, patty 

wack whack pack it in                              B hARD@@@AHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH                  I   

N AAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhhhhHHHHHHHHHHHHH! 

The ghostliness of the ghastliness distressed the fusion's fizzle fissure for seizure sure, certain as certainly can be. A neat as 

nice place. A slash on the whole splice of slice trick. Spleez speak the language. 

 Now then, which one shall it be? Hehehehehehehehe…!!! 

 Reporting live in a time crossing. 

 

 Speaking of Her, Timmy was some very moment confronting the seductive demon woman within his chest. 

 His dreams were winding and raveling for an entire night. He did not recall the early parts of the dream. He could 

not recall anything up until a point in the dream during which he thought to himself, "I need to recall some of this shit." It 

was then that he began watching the dream while participating in it.  

 There was an old house on a hill. Complicated relationships within the house, small children involved, so many 

people involved, a massive party going on, soon so few people, the winged demon is attacking! An ugly monster swift of 

flight, ugly leathery wings beating. 

 There is a drive somewhere. Perhaps guests in the house seek escape from the flying destroyer. No, the dream takes 

an odd turn. There is a ghetto neighborhood in the middle of the woods, nestled on both sides of the road at the bottom of 

the hill. Things are rough. Violence, whores, and too much crack. The people driving down the hill from the old house on 

the hill pull into a driveway with a basketball net. They run into this cute little black kid from a broken home. They want to 

baby-sit the little guy… 



 Timmy is starting to remember the early parts of the dream! How his fear of Satan was getting out of control. His 

old religion was full of demons. His fear had been that abandoning his old religion might open himself up to those very 

demons. Because he feared it, it started to happen. That must have been part of the reason he created the demon in the first 

place. Much time was spent fleeing or fighting the monster until finally the monster was defeated and became a beautiful 

woman, a powerful alliance forged. 

 Perhaps, at first, to manifest one entity, powerful certainly, but limited enough to be fought off. Then somehow his 

anima seemed to be absorbed into the demon (or was the demon) and the dream degenerated into strange pornography. The 

dream ended in a constant fucking of beautiful women. 

 There were so many transitions in the dream! How could he possibly keep track of it all?  

 Magic: the Gathering cards had played a decisive role. There was to be a duel. The duel was interrupted by attacks 

from the demon queen. It was then that Timmy found his shotgun. His partner wanted a shotgun, too. Timmy handed over 

thin air. "Mine's not real either," Timmy said. "Oh, I see what you mean," said Timmy's partner. The rifle in Timmy's hands 

vanished, then reappeared within the capable grasp of Timmy's partner. Two shells missed the demon. One hit, and it hit 

wide. The bitch retreated, at least for a little while. 

 Cannons fired from castle balconies. That was the moment decisive of achieving the alliance. 

  

 So Mark's pimping, guns blazing, skipping through the fields, twirping flirple snappers into schnapps delight. 

Pudding to lick away nd My goodness gracious good golly miss molly. My that was some hot zebra switch manuevering 

flinging the flim from them flams. 

 It wasn't until the hypertext vortex struck the clock's synchroming upon magical guitar swipes. That was how Mark 

ended up in the shimmering, medieval paradise where the water walls did post guard. Not so inviting as once upon a time 

but wait a minute! 

 Mark hammers away at the guitar. The darts whiz past his head. He keeps on blazing those key trails. Because of 

the morning after. If such-and-such good would could should not on how to be maybe not quite so early. The routine was 

kicking in. 

 You know, you get the swing of that routine to spinning around in manipulation of the currents. Angry faces of the 

nagry leftovers/AAHH!!! Craaaaaaaaaaaaaaazy in the head you understand. 

 It is something to deal with. Doing the job superbly on a Monday. It was quite an event in deed.  

 A tavern, lots of drugs, rowdy crowd, they're never know, hehehe… `ey'll not to be oned in the one. Under fanStan? 

Which wear to wipe surface withall? Without which tool? Stretched or skimmed? Sizzled, yeah say? Say? Aye, all right, fair 

bargain. 

Handshake. Yes, Marvelous. Fantastic. Goodness gracious! It'll be fun cleaning up anyways… 

At post haste! Congrats comrades, finished. No ex nay nay to too truly do the done did it already. Not so fortunate as to be 

skipped such a position. 

 Not even without underpants. HaHaHaHA! Funny stuff, I'm serious. 

 

 Bob faced a dark hall ending in a granite hall. He had but a candle to light the way. It was neither night nor day 

here. The place was beneath the concepts.  

 Somewhere, there was a sun shining. Elsewhere, a moon aglow. Bob was neither here nor there. Bob was beneath 

the concepts. 

 Bob stepped towards the wall. 

 Bob probed the wall with the light of his candle. Solid granite. 

 Bob turned his back on the wall and he sat down. With his candle shining from the dusty floor before him, Bob 

meditated with the problem. 

 I don't know what happened to Bob because that was when I lost contact. 

 

 Jzearuth peered out from beneath the heavy hood of his raincoat. He struggled through the blur of the swiftly 

falling raindrops, and the blinding lightning flashes. Jzearuth suspected the gods must be angry. 

 It was a good night for a dance. A real fucking dancing in the rain. 

 Jzearuth basked in the glow of it all. Glow soaked into him.  

 Jzearuth threw back his hood, took a merry leap forward, outstretched his arms and said, "Hello Timmy my boy! 

Splendid weather we're having!" 

 Timmy spun upon a rubber boot heel and greeted with a grinning nod the man behind him. 

 Timmy scratched the bushy upper corner of his left eyebrow. 

 "Nice hair," said Timmy to the pretty shoulder-length flat white strands.  

 "Thanks," said Jzearuth. "Unfortunately," Jzearuth said also, "it isn't a coat. It just grew to this length and never 

grew again." 

 "Crucislrrrbbbbbnnnmmmm, …" 

 "Who said that?" asked somebody. 



 "Who said that?" asked Timmy. 

 "Who indeed," said Jzearuth. 

 Timmy scratched itchy chin stubble. He thought on things. He considered the variables ambickerously for 

threespan moments. That is, he took an infinite length but limited quantity of time in contemplating his then-present 

predicament. Finally Timmy says to him, "It wasn't you, unless you're an excellent impressionist. Somebody farted however, 

so the real perpetrator of the most victimizing crime should now be detected without any attention diverted to the task of 

locating silly voice makers." 

 "Inddd-d-dubitably  my good sir," said Jzearuth. 

 "I must confess," said Jzearuth. "The vile deed was mine committed, now my sin to carry, along with those 

vaporous, clinging clouds for the world to smell upon mine passing. For you see my good boy, I farted long ago and it never 

went away. It was one of them cursed farts you get when you fart in certain spiritualistic tribal burial grounds." 

 "I suspect you, sir," said Timmy, "must be the silly voice maker." 

 "You suspect correctly," said Jzearuth. "I am certainly not none other than that silly voice maker!" 

 Timmy sat cross-legged upon the cobblestones. Jzearuth did the same. 

 Timmy and Jzearuth meditated upon the concept of identity. 

 Timmy began suddenly to levitate. His skin was aglow with the intoxication of his aura.  

 Jzearuth came at Timmy as a white lightning bolt surging through flesh and chest hairs. The bolt expanded into 

infinity and all was bright white light. A silly voice made this silly proclamation: "Thou art God's egg. Thou art God!"  

 All came to solid, gloriously void, heavy black. A train was calling from the nearby tracks. "Come on," said they. 

"Hop on board," said they. It was the ghost train drifting through the drifting city. 

 A theme sticks out a thumb to bum a ride. The ride erks him around and off behind a portable toilet. The toilet 

outstretches its legs and runs away. Everybody sees the theme's thimble! 

 Timmy disagreed entirely with the present account because he was behind it. That is, he has passed through doors 

into having had done, or him had to have such-and-such done for a purpose or be cool. Crazy, don't easily fuck gloriously 

heavenly Ipsonian Jargonsionian kind love moochi-nuki operational 

poontangpussypussssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssshMEINToit questionably radically sexual towards 

undesirable vagabonds w/Xphylis, yesteryear zebracakes young zipper. 

So Timmy now wasn't despite our present presence of reception of his affairs. HE not only wasn't, he quite simultaneously 

really was. That is because we are beyond when it happened.  

 Jzearuth attempted to teach Timmy to decipher such things. Our Boy Timmy was slow to jump the gun. The gun 

was a tad too slow to jump him. It was a summit even standoff. Something smelled fishy about the whole affair. Fish breath 

had eaten too much tuna with his dinner.  

 The quew were blue with envy. Too much syrup with their paintakes. Who had when off in thought? 

 "You smell like tuna," said Timmy. 

 "You know, fish are an important subconscious symbol!" said Jzearuth. 

 "Of what?" asked Timmy. 

 "My guess is swimming," said JZearuth. "I've always been swimming like a fish through dark waters. It isn't, 

however, for your deciding to determine now because I've determined for you." 

 "You did?" said Timmy. 

 "I am," said Jzearuth. 

 Not to be interrupting, but my butt is showing. I can't have that! I wouldn't want people seeing my butt! Oh, I 

shouldn't have told you… You're looking right now, aren't you? You dirty little fucker. 

 Haha HA! 

 You didn't expect to see such lipper twisting, did you? 

 Ewww… 

 Ahhh… 

 Produce. 

 "How did I get here?" asked Timmy. 

 "Only you can answer that question," said Jzearuth. "Well, I could too if vanishing time wasn't so swiftly 

approaching. Goodbye!" 

 Jzearuth vanished in a toxic pink puff of smoke. Timmy coughed a bit.  

 

 Old dreams drifted down golden river currents and mingled with new dreams. The dream girl floated in and out of 

it and attention could not help but be sucked from his bones.  

 Pearls of wisdom beckoned from the glimmering jaws of forbidden clams.  

 So much went into the accusations. So much nonsense! AHA!  

 And what was true was not true and the only thing for certain was that they certainly weren't holding onto certainty. 

They were for shox cocked snf ready. Red-eye for a kill. 

It's all whys and whats and proofs ad stuff. Ad velum verbatim done too.  



 

 "Hi Bob," said Shirley the Shit. Shirley the shit had just recently taken a sit and everybody at the bar was still 

recovering. Said Shirley, "Shoot me up with some vodka, Bob." 

 Bob was really racking up the cash flow sources. He was a smashed success! If only the kettle pot could come over 

and shake and spit. That would be wondiferous.  

 Rather, the key was in the dank. The rank dankiness of the danktastic McGlorioso. Smoking a cig by my computer. 

How marvelous. The flavor is so subtle the smoke enters as a shadow coiled around mine lungs. Camels, I think, is a 

cigarette company run by smokers.  

 That was truly a treat, ladies and gentlemen. 

 The thing most exiting about the affair was the freedom afforded tenders of this region's bars. Any night in the city, 

particularly nights spent amongst the barflies, was bound to be whimsical. 

 Musical, too. That Shirley came with a stink and a voice. A residential bard was kind enough to lick keys for the 

muse.  

 She sang, 

 Mine and yours 

 And all of ours, 

 Hours fading in the sands, 

 Bands snapping across wrists, 

  

Wishes are granted for fishes swimming through clear waters 

 

 I piss upon the graves of the living 

 And shit upon the dead 

. 

 I miss the bells tolling by the bank 

 I miss the mists parting for high sails 

 I miss my ship's sunken rails 

 I piss into the holy water 

 And shit on your head. 

 

 Watch always for the falling brown snowflakes, 

 Watch always for them. 

 Always for them 

 

 The song was just ending as Jzearuth and his Timothy timid student strutted high-shouldered through the frontal 

double-door entrance. They had smiles on their faces. The good moods was in. 

  

 "Ouch! Ouch! Fuck! Shit! WhorecuntFuck! FuckFUCKFUCK! SHIT! AHHH!!!" 

 SammyDavis5 came running out the men's room bleeding through his naked asshole. 

 "Somebody get this glass out of my ass!" shouted Sammy. 

 

 "Henry, there's a hole in the bucket," said Sugar Queen Sahara Snow. "Deal," she said. 

 Henry inquired cordially, "With what might I repair the hole?" 

 "I don't know, shithead," said Sahara Sara. "Maybe the supercool is coming into fashion again. Stay away from the 

supercool!" 

 "That has nothing to do with buckets," said Henry. 

 "It has everything to do with rain," said Sara. 

 "The ceiling is leaky, you know," said Bob from across the bar.  

 "Bartender," said Henry, "pull me a bottle of your finest cheap shit!" 

 "I'll drink to that!" proclaimed gleefully Miss Shitty Shirley. 

 "I drink to the gods," said Jzearuth, lifting his shot glass.  

 "What's that cut across your forehead?" asked Bob. 

 Jzearuth shrugged his shoulders. "I woke up with it one fine morning. I cannot remember the events leading into 

dreaming." 

 Bob lifted a green bottle from the dustiest of eight shelves and blew a brown cloud from the glossy bottle surface. 

"Absinthe at the special shit discount of 85% off," said Bob. "You have Shirley's blessings," said Bob. 

 Henry made a jovial lifting of a mighty goblet etched with green faery magic. He suckled energy from the teats of 

heavenly goddess-sluts. The nymphs danced seductively through veils crossed like waters. Pan's pipe sang pleasant notes 

across the airwaves.  



 

 Back at George's place, "'You smell like that slut Henry," said George to wife Ginger. 

 Wife Ginger quickly swallowed cum breath with minty goodness and asserted, "Henry is dead George." 

 George grabbed wife Ginger by the collar and said, "You smell like that fucking slut Henry!" 

 Ginger said, "Henry is dead George." 

 George released loyal wife Ginger and said, "Ah, that's right, he is." 

 Maniacal laughter invaded the room from all and no directions.  

 

 Timmy said, "Give me a round of that shit discount special, Bob." 

 "Right on, man," said Bob. 

 Jzearuth looked over his shoulder, down the bar line, and he said, "Timmy my boy, learn as many valuable lessons 

as you can. I can't be sticking around to mentor and whatnot… I've got important shit to take care of. But here, these will be 

valuable some day." Jzearuth tossed Timmy a sack of red and green gems. 

 Jzearuth was quick as greased lightning out the door. 

 Later-day Chrystal City historians/conspiracy theorists spun strange yarns concerning Jzearuth and vampires. 

 Timmy was pale. There wasn't a mark on him. He was just kind of a sickly kid, anyways. He had these baggy, 

sleepy fucking eyes.  

 

 We all want to play our favorite characters from such-and-such. Our characters should become from such-and-

such. Most of the right people will know what I'm talking about. 

 This entire book is in honor of people from the Green Dragon Inn, the House Tempest, Haldor, Chrystal City, and 

the Stone Altar. This entire book is in celebration not only of "free form", but also of freedom. 

 

 "You want harsh?" Wild Bill questionably questionable asks. He draws the words from the harshest sailor's ass 

crack. The secret stash. 

 It's 7 tons of train shit shooting down the train tracks. Rattling, calling my name. "Hey man, we're waiting for you." 

Well damnit,whathtedammit? ManIsosxaoRed.  He hurkled another burple@blendingtree.com. Eschillion… Eschillion… 

 Rolls off the tongue like buttered apple pie within the grasp of maple syrup honey wood. 

 Who cares what chicken he's choking? 

 

 Not to tink about anshkjlylting/. Has ssarg eht no. Sgardere. More rugs rolling out Ginger's door. The patterns were 

getting crazier and crazier, the knitting more and more precise. Nothing anywhere was sold to equal Ginger's rugs. She got 

the best shit, always. 

 ecaf a etsat ot or face a felony. orrections. Rushed to press. Blah… blah blah. 

 

Defeshitestbeit. Always, son. don' run no shit plays. Stick with what's hot.  

 

`s mood officially stabilized, Timmy wandered into the Deflowering Suzie Tea and Booze. He was early. Still 8:30 am, 

according to his handy-dandy pocket watch. Another thirty minutes until the meeting. 

 Timmy sat at the bar and ordered a few shoots of whiskey. Weren't many flies to converse with. One particularly 

interesting fruit fly landed on the bar's surface. 

 Fruit Fly said to Timmy, "I know why you're here, you know." 

 Timmy said, "You don't know a thing about it." 

 Fruit Fly said, "Drat! I thought I could trick you into telling me." 

 Timmy said, "That sort of shenaniganry will get you nowhere with me." 

 Fruit Fly paused to eat a bit of sugar that hadn't been wiped off the bar's surface. Then he said, "Hey man, do you 

have any magic on hand?" 

 Timmy said, "No capital magic for you. What's a fruit fly doing in this sort of place anyway? Where are all the bar 

flies?" 

 "They're on vacation," said the fruit fly. 

 

 Ed and SammyDavis5 sitting down together in the meeting room. 

 Ed saying, "Now Sammy, what's this I here about complaints against the Factory?" 

 SammyDavis5 saying, "I had to go to the hospital because of your emergency toilet paper!!!" 

 Ed saying, "Now Sammy my boy, were we out of toilet paper? Somebody checks every four hours. I think you 

were just eager to test out new Factory policy…" 

 Sammy saying, "That's beside the point, man! I was bleeding out the asshole!" 

 Ed saying, "If you had just followed policy and protocol, none of this would have happened. You were to break the 

glass only in case of emergency. There was no emergency. I'm afraid you're the one at fault, Sammy." 



 SammyDavis5 saying, "This is bullshit, man! I'm taking my business elsewhere." 

 Ed saying, "Now you know we frown on stupidity here at the Factory, so, to be quite frank, we think that's a very 

good idea." 

 

 The Deflowering Suzie Tea and Booze front door shot open. Timmy glanced over his shoulder, then looked to the 

fruit fly. He said, "I'm through talking to you, my man. My why of here just entered." 

 552  495  0 

 The music is playing and the dog is barking, the time of day matters not to Timmy or his broken pocket watch. He 

hadn't winded, he had let the clock stop, how dare he? But he was always alert, always in the moment, so he was hardly 

loosing seconds. He just didn't worry about any linear position on a seemingly endless stream. Crazy, crazy assertions were 

moving along long lines of open discourse, concerning especially the espionage. Eyespies everywhere. What was this 

moving in? 

 Why, a torrential rain! And poopi too! Is these shroomies muooooooosies? Lets sees. 

 I cease thee coldly within mine plan's grasp! HaHA! Halt, young moonchild. Thy language be too plain," spake 

Jzearuth from the far, dark corner of the room. The shadows grayed his white robe and hair. "Iszz lizzies ceased to be, mine 

Sprakishloche? Glock that biyA…!!!!" 

 "What will you be having?" information requested a curious questioner of a tender.  

 "WHISKEY!" shouted the shouters to the ears of the server serving liquorrr… 

 "All right Son, I'm gonna give it to you straight up," spake thusly Jzearuth. "I'm kinda evil sometimes, man. You 

see, there's this shadow side to my psyche my mystic Order teaches mine to worship… And mine's gotten quite out of hand! 

But I don't think I have anything to be guilty for, kid. I'm saying, there's things to feel sorrow for, but ain't nothing in this 

world worth guilt." 

 "So what do you mean by evil?" asked Timmy tthe kid.  

 Jzearuth scratched his chin upon verbally revealing such as (paraphrased), "Some of the pettier things them call 

evil… And some not so petty. I've thieved property to survive, I've killed to survive, I've enjoyed killing to survive, I've 

killed to… I've done a wee bit of killing. Listen, ah… sizzling circuitry." 

 Timmy did indeed hear sizzling circuitry. Oddly enough, so did the quite oddly himself bartender. Iggles and 

giggles. Iggles and giggles away! 

 But halt, sir, tis not sire's time to prim. Slim it down naaAAaaww.  

 Royalty's got not an interest butting thine in, or mine, The prim, here tonight ladiest andst gentitititstries ma'am. 

Wham bam, thank you so. Oh noble woblemun. What a brilliant cause yea've `affud. 

 "Nayow listun h'yar boyZsss…" spake the barroom drunk, (every barroom should have at least one), before 

downing another shot of whiskey. 

 And so dodst creeest upiinstance thine iidle tide? 

 "Who's this fellow h'yar?" asked the fellow in question (by himself). 

 "I don't know," said friendly resident bartender. "Who are you?" 

 "I'm Pit," said Pit. "What's your name?" 

 The bartender maintained complete silence. 

 "I expect a fucking answer when I ask a person a question!" said Pit. "WHAT THE FUCK IS YOUR MOTHER 

FUCKING NAME, COCK SUCKER?!!!" 

 Cock Sucker answered thusly, "It sure as hell isn't 'cock sucker'." 

 "Cock sucker?" asked Jzearuth. "I've got these cheeseburgers, boys…" 

 Pit said then, "Get your ass on the fucking floor, bitch!" He presented the presence of a broadsword. His eyes 

glowered red. His teeth extended into sharp points. The broadsword rested threateningly upon the bar's surface.  

 Tender's eyes tended to linger upon the sword, questing the merit of attempting a snatching. After all, there was a 

sign on the front door clearly demanding "No Weapons!" This guy Pit looked to be damned tall, probably inhuman! And he 

looked strong as all hell. Ah, well, thought the tender. I'm a pretty tough cookie. If push comes to shove… 

 Push has already come to shove, you mother-fucking beer monkey! shouted Pit straight into Tender's stream of 

thought. I don't like you. You're going to fucking die now. 

 A steady current of telekinetic energy forced the motion of expendable tender's skull inwards, causing his brain to 

exude then explode.  

 Jzearuth stood in outrage, held up his fist clenched tightly, then relaxed the fist to caress chin thoughtfully with 

thumb and forefinger. He eased back down into his dark corner of the room. If Timmy was to be threatened, perhaps he 

would interfere.  

 You didn't hear that, you stupid bastard, thought Jzearuth to himself only. 

 A kill temporarily sating the eternally manifesting hunger for death and destruction within, Pit eased back into a 

comfortable position. His dry-knuckled right fist relaxed across the hilt of his broadsword. 

 "You frequent this joint often?" asked Timmy of Pit. 

 "No," said Pit, "but I sure could use a joint. Wait a minute, what's this I've hidden in my boot heels? Ah, yes, a little 



something to ease the tension…" And darn if Pit doesn't procure the fattest el fatty Mac Fat Fat, cannabine object of high-

potency smokability, Yes. 

 And damn if everybody didn't have an all right time for the rest of the night. 

 "So hey man, what brings you down town?" asked Timmy of Pit.  

 "I've been doing a lot of traveling lately," said Pit. "I'm looking for one of my kids. Malkaadi… Malkaadi Sturge. 

Crazy bastard's actually proud of his bloodline, wears the family name. Anyway, you seen anybody approaching my size 

and cuteness, younger, long red hair?" 

 "That would be a question for the bartender," said Timmy. 

 Jzearuth, Timmy, and Pit burst out laughing.  

"He's the tip of the tetrahedron," said Pit. 

"Whatever man," said Timmy. "This is some good shit, man," said Timmy. "I ain't got shit this good since the day 

before I traveled back in time… A day quite distant from now, so I guess I'll have better before it happened again."  

"I was thinking about initiating you into the Order," said Jzearuth. Jzearuth was in a stool now, up close and 

personal with the bar.  

"Say," said Pit, "Where the bitches at? I mean, the Deflowering Suzie Tea and Booze should come equipped with 

its own whores." 

"They're all out being cured by the local Healer," said Jzearuth. 

 

Somewhere near to the intensely beating medieval heart of Chrystal City, in a cobblestone ditch filling with 

rainwater, a fellow name Eddie holds up a glowing silver pen, looks at it, and thinks, "What the fuck was I thinking?" 

You see all of this vividly in your mind's eye and you wonder to yourself, "Do I know this person…?" 

Indeed you do, I swear it! 

 

"Damn," said Pit. "I don't mind me some dirty pussy. I'll lick it like I can get it. Had that dirty shit before." 

"Truly disgusting," said Jzearuth. 

"I'm clean, man!" said Pit. "I could fuck the filthiest slut slit this side of the planet and come out clean." 

"Still, man…" said JZearuth. 

 "Still nothing," said Pit. "Pussy is pussy." 

 "Well," said Jzearuth, "I need a drink. It's a good thing we're at such a fine establishment. Bartender, …" 

 Pit chuckled. He was the only one. 

 Well, I'm up out this piece," said Pit. "I'll see y'all right nice fellows later on." 

 "I gotta go too," said Jzearuth. "I've lotus blossoms upon which to meditate. See you later, Timmy." 

 

 So Eddie stands, wipes some mud off his thighs, and starts walking down the street. He looks to the heavens as he 

talks and walks, saying, "Goddess Kali, I know not why this pen be mine. I pray, more than you have done, you carry me in 

your divine arms and nurture me on the pure milk of your blessed breast." 

 Eddie had been through a lot back in the future. He had been through more than just the time stream. He'd given up 

friends for this adventure. He'd evaded what enemies he could. He was finished with all of that. A weak spirit fully intent on 

boldly facing this vicious city. 

 Many cords snap and Eddie can hear the cutting of the wind. Eddie fears not, for in one brief insane endless less-

than-moment Eddie saw the infinity of the cords binding the world together. A similar moment came when the illusory 

nature of all of that became known to him, but he had forgotten about that. Too much weed and peyote. Or something. 

 

 A few days go by and Today finally arrives. 

 

 Timmy was walking down Silver Street contemplatively inhaling a substance he often substituted for tobacco when 

in the mood to inhale cigarettes. A skinny midget sprawled across the cobblestone street stared up at Timmy through a 

hangover haze and said, "Let me hit that shit stick man." 

 Timmy passed that fatty and the midget rolled over.  

 Fat chapped white lips sucked on white paper, the glowing cherry pulled back three inches. The midget held up his 

hand for Timmy to grab what was left of the joint and Timmy did snatched the thing. 

 The midget started coughing and Timmy said, "Daaaaaaamn man, that's the good hash too." 

 That midget was still coughing when Timmy turned the corner. 

 Timmy was on a mission to find the Temple of Individuation. Jzearuth hadn't given very good directions so this 

simple task was becoming quite an adventure. 

 Trot trot trot went the horse hooves pulling some rich fuck's fancy carriage. Grapeless stems go flying out the 

window. Timmy said, "Some grapes sure would be good right now." 

 Ah, well. Timmy kept walking. 

 Tossing a roach, turning another corner, Timmy inadvertently bumped into a muscular 6' 4" black dude. Dude said, 



"Where you going, you little biatch? This my corner, this my street. Ain't no little white bitches supposed to be coming 

around here unless they got a nice pussy." 

 The muscles didn't intimidate Timmy as much as the dude's holstered bastard sword. That thing was big and 

probably sharp and Timmy was unarmed, higher than his creator. First thing he thought to say was, "What's your street's 

policy on big black bitches with little dicks?" 

 "I'd cut your fucking throat if you weren't wearing that robe," said the dude. "Ain't got no respect for you people 

but kill one and you got fifty gunning for you." 

 Timmy was wearing a pure white robe much like Jzearuth's. Jzearuth had given him the thing and said, "Have this 

on when you meet me tomorrow in the Temple." Jzearuth vanished on the spot. Whether he was invisible or had outright 

teleported, Our Little Tim couldn't say. 

 "Have a nice day then," said Timmy. And Timmy walked away. 

 Tim wanted to ask for directions but since he was wearing the robe of an Individuate he figured it'd look right 

stupid. 

 Timmy tried to think. Which direction was Jzearuth always headed when he exited the Deflowering Suzie? Come 

to think to think and he thought to hisself, Ain't no one direction… Jzearuth seems to always be headed for a different 

somewheres. 

 Well that didn't help. All that told Tim was Jzearuth had business everywhere, or else he frequented places he had 

no business.  

 

Time ripens and dissolves all beings in the great self, but he who knows into what time itself dissolves is the knower 

of the veda. - Maitrayana Brahmana Upanishad 

 

 Eddie holds out his hands and looks at his palm. He sees a particular frequency of vibration. 

 Eddie isn't tripping. It's his eyes. 

Eddie is sleepy. Eddie has no coinage. Where to sleep? Where to sleep… 

Even in these dark ages, there is much trash. Chrystal City is quite advanced for its time, as far as waste disposal. Still, so 

many people just don't care… Litter all over Just as well. Eddie fashions a smelly but comfortable bed and rests upon the 

garbage pile. 

 The great goddess Kali comes to him in the form of Chrystal City's patron angel Ariel, a glowering ball of light, 

laughing, a source of terror he senses, the terror of the long, scary, vivid, powerful dream And he receives information 

leading later to initiation of a sort but at the time he understands not And seeks after his body like a terrified mouse running 

into the hole to escape the cat And he awakens and the garbage slithers across his body as if it were alive And he suspects 

external treachery! A time comes when he reads the names and interprets the data and fathoms something of the secrets and 

looks to the heavens and shouts, "Thank you, Great Goddess Bhayanaka, Attahasayuta, Padmaragopashobhita 

Karabhayaprada, Muktakeshi, Sarvalakshanalakshita, Sarvasarvabhisthaphalaprada, Ariel, Anima Mundi, Kali Kali Kali!, 

for answering my prayers! May it please you to continue nurturing and uplifting me in my cause! Amen." 

 Ben Ezra bona- 

fide detail of the goings-on within the seat of séance in France, italian if you like, don't look there! Hehehe… Tricksi, is 

s/he? Well, revise, revile, revolt, revolver, it's quite good, all good brother. 

 Move on down the gun line, gum that line up, have a pup to sup upon and be nice to bovine friends even if they' 

s tricksi like the rest, to do will not on the switch tracks don't will well, Hell not on the freit not off, snooze…. Ah@!Ha. Ifn' 

you c'n guess my name I'll give you a free 

cigar with every future meal, yup, no lie 

Well that would be hard but you could imagine puffing so anyways, Ahem… 

Egoi trip in thy arms Ego haunting y9our dmmoor to move on MOOOOOOOOO on over to see something at the window 

see something at the window see something at the window see the something at the window and go on outside and say to 

yourself, 

what's the arm? HArm? Take it from me brother it's not your place to rest these things down… 

TESTESTEST! AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!! 

BY THE ANGELS BE YEA SAFE! 

Ta ta. 

 

-Tricksi Ricksi 

 Eddie das tto triiiiiiiiiiiiiii… 

 

 Timmy found the temple!!! 

 It was the smashing success he'd been looking for! All his prayers answered! So beautiful, brimming with gold, 

glowering white, shining, lovely in the sky… Quite an marvelous proposition indeed. 

 Timmy walked inside and crossed the threshold and beheld much splendor. Mighty were the guardians of the 



temple. 

 Never before had such mighty currents of golden-silver light electrically glowered protectively around his form. It 

was and was to be quite an affair, 

 Big boobis and all of that! 

 But not every nook and cranny was reserved for such spicker-spockety-plunk. 

 Not every flook was for the booking. 

 Only much terrain had been revealed. 

 Merely upon entering the temple. 

 Jzearuth stood uncannily loose in his assertions, wavering back and forth before the assembled friends of the 

temple. His speech was both robust and confusing, and some would say a product of internal strife. There were always those 

with such-and-such accusations. 

 Timmy came into the speech at, "Dick pierced the rose and pronounced the deed holy thereby and holy, too, the 

Christi you carried with you through the snow falling in September. I was wondering, 'What is Goddess?' and I told me, 

'There walks she in the yonder glade of golden sheepskin pavement,' and although these words were Godly in character I 

comprehended not. 

 "You see, friends, the Temple arrives at the proper time. When it is time for the Temple to be perceived, So it shall 

be, because It cannot be other than what It Is… They say, the ancient sheepskin traders, everything is as it has been and as it 

will always be and everything this instant is every other instant because really you heard what I am standing here offering, 

and have yet to offer, ten minutes ago. 

 "I'm not one to shoot the shit without a reason unless my fancy reasons not. Seeing clearly is seeing All and what's 

the point of that, for what Identity could All have, and what is worth paying the price of Identity? Why seek Cosmic Unity? 

Becoming everything amounts to nothing and something and is beyond the ponderings of the level of attainment even of the 

golden sheep skin traders. 

 "Those traders were onto something. My friend Paul told me the barter system is best, And sometimes I'll buy into 

that notion, and other times I'm stuck on some outrageous anarchist self-degenerating economy, and other times the notion 

strikes me, as 'That government is governed best which governs least' (or not at all), so must That economy be best which 

exists not. 

 "Friends of this temple, know yea the golden sheepskin pavement carried streams of bullshit chariots across rising 

floodwaters of chaotic orgonomical dryden jihads? But the golden sheepskins served a higher purpose, and that was the 

provision of free clothing to the common inhabitants of Eschillion." 

 Timmy was rushed out the door and violently pushed into bruising cobblestone streets by a tall black man with big 

boobis. Before the temple's front door slammed shut, Timmy heard the chanting… Eschillion… Eschillion… Eschillion!… 

Eschillion!!… 

 

 Eddie said, "Hullo… there. You've the smell of cannabis about thee. Might I inhale the intoxicating Green Goddess 

breath with thee as we ponderously shoot the shit, walking side be side, seeking ever greater enlightenment?" 

 Timmy stood up, brushed off his pants legs, gave Eddie a long, hard look, and said gently, "WHO THE FUCK 

ARE YOU?" 

 Eddie said, "Eddie's the name. Smoke me up and I'll tell you about this magick pen…" 

 

 Ed gets a phone call. "Hello?" he asks the earpiece. 

 "Indeed," says some dude proficient in making people answer phones by dialing numbers. 

 "I recognize that voice!" said Ed. 

 "Yes, Ed," said the Big Boss Man proficient in making people have sex for dried out banana peels.  

 "So anyways," Ed says to him, "What's shakin'?" 

 "We're very proud of the job you're doing, yesss…" 

 "Oh, thanks," said Ed. "G whiz, that makes me feel like a million bucks." 

 "I just thought you should know," said the Pants in the Family. And He hung up. 

 Ed hung up the phone and scratched his head. He picked the phone back up. He dialed a particular employee 

number. 

 "Hello?" answered some whore-for-coke. 

 "Come suck my dick, bitch," said Ed. And Ed hung up the phone. 

 

 So, anyways, as one might possibly imagine on one's own, Eddie had quite a something of an adventure to unravel. 

And yet, for all that, certain of the yarn remained twined `round his balls. He had not the testicular fortitude to reveal certain 

of his more outrageous intuitive suspicions, upon hearing the first name of his new friend and upon hearing a certain voice, 

young true but the accent so familiar And those eyes… 

 High as a kite, strange things spinning up Eddie's spine and through his head. He felt quite a throbbing inside and 

would certainly have danced, were there available the music. 



 Timmy had questions. "Time travel? How so? Whom gavest thou such a trinket? Trade it over for a cup of 

roaches?" 

 "I must politely decline all further questioning," said Eddie. 

 "Then let's just smoke more weed," said Timmy. 

 And They Did. 

 

 "Oh, G whiz," said Ed. "Oh, gosh, golly, OH! G Whiz! G WHIZ! POSITIVELY G WHILIKERS!!!" 

 coke whore, "Slurplempppplmmmprdddgthhtjjsluuurpghffft?" 

 And right at a right decisive moment rings the phone. 

 Ed answers and says, "I'm sleepy. Call back later." 

 Pants in the Family answers back, "Congratulations! You've earned yourself a raise!" He then hangs up the phone. 

 

 Timmy was seated within the temple walls. Jzearuth lecturing again. 

 Saying, "Chrystal City belongs to us. Chrystal City will always be ours. 

 "The Individuates are the true guardians of the city. In another sense, we are the city. A certain level of attainment 

in the Church of Individuation results merely from a full comprehension of these two notions. 

 "The ceremonies are a humorless joke. I have a question for my esteemed audience." 

 Jzearuth paced back and forth several times before continuing. 

 "If I am telling truths through riddles, the majority of the time, what is my esteemed audience to do on those rare 

instances when the nonsense really is just nonsense?" 

 Jzearuth paced back and forth several moments before continuing. 

 "Some questions that have no answers are, regardless (possibly), questions worthiest of the asking. I hope I haven't 

frightened anyone with my little hypothetical scenario. Audience members needn't operate under the illusion I might 

possibly say something without any meaning. 

 "I live to teach the Church. True, this authority was granted me by the untimely death of our only 8th degree 

Individuate Master, and as I am merely a 5th degree Individuate this authority comes with no small amount of controversy. 

But that is a testament more to the recent decline of this Order, rather than any defects of my character. 

 "Why are there no more 8th, 7th, even 6th degree Individuates? It is because we have become an assortment of 

scoundrels, of lazy fucking bastards, and I'm little better than the rest of you. Why, great accomplishment that it is, my 

capabilities permit that had I focused my energies fully towards the goal of attainment I would be an initiated Master by 

now.  

 "I got caught up in my mastery of the art of Hedonism, instead. I have more than proven myself sexually, as the 

majority of my esteemed audience can attest to personally… And as there is nothing in the cosmos more pleasurable than 

perfect sex, I count myself a Master Hedonist. That is the authority by which I rule this Order." 

 Jzearuth tapped the flat bottom of Buli, Kalith Alur's pine walking stick, thrice against the floor. 

 "Only thing I've yet to pleasure," said JZearuth, "is everything. That is why I have decided to focus my energies 

fully towards the goal of attainment. I encourage the same amongst all members of this Church, and expect even better. 

 "I've nothing left to lecture on today." 

 

 Two days later, Jzearuth initiated himself into the 6th degree.  

Traditionally, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th degree Individuates are initiated by an Individuator. 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th 

degree Individuates are their own Individuator.  

Three days after that, Tim was initiated into the Order. Even then, he had yet to attain to so much as the 1st degree. 

In truth, the ridiculousness of the ceremony caused Tim to doubt whether it was any kind of initiation at all. 

 

Mark went medieval on their silly arses and it felt good. The only problem was, he was stuck with an electric guitar 

and no electricity. True, he could fly a kite during a thunderstorm, but the complexities of the operation Mark desired was 

beyond his abilities. 

Also, where was Yellow Raincoat? Yellow Raincoat had delivered the song. Mark took one glance at the pages and 

he was gone. He couldn't even remember blazing those key trails. But, well, perhaps that had something to do with the 

rugs… 

Mark carried upon his back a sack filled with rugs. Hundreds of thousands of dollars in assorted rugs. Oh the pretty 

colors he would see, utilizing those rugs! 

They came straight from Ginger, Yellow Raincoat had said. Yellow Raincoat had said, "As payment for the great 

things you're about to do." Yellow Raincoat had said, too, "Your contact has the stuff. He'll find you. Rest easy when you get 

there." 

Mark hadn't realized "there" would mean "here", nor did he realize how such could would or should. 

 

"Meet Eddie," said Timmy to Jzearuth. 



The three were dining on hog meat at the ol' Deflowering Suzie. Passing gingerly, were they, a most appetizing 

papyrus-rap spliff. 

"What symbolism necessitates the wearing of those white robes?" asked Eddie of his companions. 

"Little that can be told," said Jzearuth sagely. 

"What is your goal?" asked Eddie of Timmy. 

Timmy was about to say something but Jzearuth interrupted. "He'll know it when he's attained it," said Jzearuth 

sagely. 

"Why interrupt my question?" asked Eddie of Jzearuth. 

"I sometimes forget my manners when really stoned," said Jzearuth sagely. 

Eddie looked long and hard at Timmy, then asked, "Is this your time?" 

Timmy simply shook his head. No questions surprised him anymore.  

Eddie said, "As I thought. You're like me." 

Jzearuth passed a wink, beneath a spill of white hair, that only Eddie could see. Jzearuth said, "How 'like' do you 

mean?" 

Eddie was getting a really intense vibe from Jzearuth, and that concerned him a little. Eddie was getting this really 

intense vibe from Jzearuth but yet, he couldn't read the guy at all.  

Eddie said, "I suppose I'll know when the time is right." 

Jzearuth said, "Eddie, I can't believe you of all people would use time as an excuse." 

 

Once upon a time Bob got his product line from the Factory shelves. There was no need to sell or barter the 

product because the product suited Bob's needs. Food for the vices. A feeling of superiority. 

The strangest thing happened to Bob when he was bartending some recent night. He could always find the wildest 

most insane places of residence for his Bar needs. It would have been better if the bars weren't always so eager to have a 

chat. 

Bob would be just sitting there, and the bar would be like, "Hey Bob, I would like to have a chat." And of course, 

the first few times, Bob gave them bars their chats, eager as he was to experience a new kind of chatter. But it wasn't chatter 

at all. 

Bars don't talk, you see, unless you've ingested large quantities of hallucinogenic mushrooms in the interests of 

having a Tantric Experience. Bob after work occasionally liked to indulge in Tantric Experiences.  

It was a drifty life, the life of Bob. The booze strongly stung the honeysuckle goodness of certain moments beneath 

exquisitely clockwork beehives, An Experiment In Psychology. 

Certain centers of the brain stimulated from 

AUM…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Heavens to Betsy! 

Bob didn't understand either, some of these customers. 

Tonight, Bob was feasting on lobsters. Whatever it was he was looking for he couldn't decide on taking it quite at 

that present moment, if he had even found it at all. 

 No more meth for Bob. Bob had successfully ingested a purified morsel of the Elixir of Gold. Bob was on the path 

now. Straight and narrow and all that light. 

 Oh, but such a ways there was to go!  

 Tonight Bob the Bartender felt himself momentarily drifting into a golden Eschillion night club. What an 

experience. Dancing, and the honey did flow, and Bob making bread from the drinks. 

 He had mind for one particular girl. She didn't realize it was the poet made him feel that way. His heart really was 

in her pocket. 

 The Golden Form had been adopted for this particular purpose. Golden-sprinkled grains of nutmeg. Built like 

Achilles, but without those tragic eyes. When his imagination was up to the task, Bob perfected the appearance of his Astral 

Form, and in so doing, his physical form gradually perfected itself. 

 Beauty better with which to seduce. And he had his lucky sheepskin kerchief in his pocket. 

 Bob used his kerchief to blow his nose. He then stared Cute Honey in the eyeballs and he asked her, he said, 

"What's a sweet drop of honey dew like you doing in a stale joint like this?" 

 She said, "Why that's the most romantic thing anybody has ever asked me!" 

 Bob said, "I'm the bartender, so I wouldn't normally be putting down my source of income like that… But 

everything looks stale in comparison to you." 

 She said, "My GOD, you're like some kind of modern day Shakespeare in Fabio's body! Fuck me now Bob, you 

hot steamy hunk of hard knocks reality, heavy steady measured thrusts, the infinity of positions of the creative mind, YOU 

INCREDIBLE FUCKING GREEK GOD MY GOD!… Is that a Vienna Sausage?"  

 Bob indeed was ill-equipped with naught but a Vienna Sausage for a wand. 

 The Lady's apprehensions lasted but a moment, however, for Bob was a capable Captain of his humble Vessel, and 

so once more, potential babies spilled upon the bartop. 



 The one thing she asked him, though, between *UmphS* and *AUMs*, she said, "Is the nutmeg on your breath 

from the fabled Spice Islands?" 

 

 DiIIIIIIIing-DONG. 

 "Who is it?" asked Ginger. 

 "The voice from the other side of the door," said that voice. 

 Ginger peeped a peep through the hole. 

 Ginger unlocked one thousand locks to open the door. She held wide her rubber raincoat arms and shouted, 

"Henry! Come inside quickly. We only have four hours before my husband gets home." 

 "My those nipples sure are terrific," said Henry as Ginger released the clasp on her raincoat. 

 And as Henry pulled down his silk boxer shorts, "That's one dandy penis," commented Ginger. 

 Ginger took to the bed, rolled over, and said, "See if you can cure me of my constipation, Henry." 

 

 ANYWAY… 

 

 Factory Ed was overseeing the unloading of various highly addictive and delicious products. He was watching a 

crew of four men and three women work their magic.  

 Meanwhile, employee Frank Fort was hiding in the bathroom, conducting experiments in imagination-expanding 

masturbation. It was a fun fifty-five minutes, to say the least, but a blackspot on the day's Factory Efficiency. 

 Frank Fort exited the bathroom. Factory Ed stared at Frank from ten feet away, nostrils flared, and Ed asked, 

"Everything come out well done?"  

 "Oh shit!" shouted Frank Fort, and he ran back to his throne. 

 Ed was satisfied the next time Frank Fort exited the bathroom because he smelled a little like poopi instead of a 

little like seamen. Still, "You're fired!" Ed shouted. "If you had to masturbate for more than twenty minutes, you should 

have done it at home." 

 Uncanny, Ed's sense of smell. Perhaps the reason he was chosen. 

 Penniless and ugly, Frank Fort had naught to experience at home except more masturbation. 

 

 The Factory Man, Pants in the Family, nicknamed Mr. Pants by his closest friends, received a disturbing email. 

 Hey Mr. Pants. Ginger here. 

 I love that cock of yours, Mr. Pants. I'm sure gonna miss it. 

 George isn't watching me write this so I can say things like that lol! 

 Your cock always tasted the best, Mr. Pants. Please don't tell my husband! 

 I just wanted you to know George and I are leaving in four days to disappear. 

 I was so sorry to hear about the Factory fungus problem. 

 Bye. 

 Mr. Pants made two phone calls. The first call was an attempt to persuade George and Ginger that there was no 

reason to move, as the fungus had been surgically removed. Ginger answered the phone and congratulated Mr. Pants on his 

success, but explained that the reasons for the move were mostly personal. 

 Mr. Pants called Ed to have Ed send a guy to Ginger's house for one last rug pickup.  

 

 But back in medieval Chrystal, Our Boy Timmy had his shoulders plugged into the divine white shoulders of a 

gloriously glowing female Individuate. It was an exercise in concentration and polarization, intended to harmonize the 

energies of participants in a sex rite. This particular sex rite was Timmy's Fourth Degree Individuation Ceremony.  

 It was also a sacrifice of Timmy's virginity, the sacrifice said to be most pleasing to the divinities, and so of it, 

Timmy said, "To all the gods that were and are, near and far, high and low, by this great sacrifice I summon you." And of the 

female Individuator, Timmy said, "This woman that is all women, this holiest of grails, I know this cup and no other shall 

receive the Divine Will." 

 It was the most successful Fourth Degree Individuation the Order had on record up to that point, equal to the 

legendary initiation of Kalith Alur, and thus improper to speak on further. 

 Rather, the ceremony and its success are improper topics. One aspect of the ceremony, its only failing, can be 

divulged to the masses without invoking the wrath of Creation. 

 Since Timmy was a virgin, he spilled his seed rather quickly. Fortunately for Tim, high as a kite on the dankiest 

hashish available, he was able to orgasm four times, and every orgasm after the first sent seizures of ecstasy up his spine. 

Such was the only failing of the seven hour ceremony. 

 Actually a boon, for the divinities have always considered virginity the most pleasing sacrafice. 

 It is recorded, Kalith Alur did not orgasm until the moon fell and the sun returned to His throne in Heaven.  

 

 The Kundalini Spiral was fully active! Positive energy overflowing, and directed at will to anywhere. All-out, full-



on, total body rapture. 

 

 Timmy walking around feeling like one constant orgasm. And Eddie sees Tim out in the town square so Eddie's all 

like, "Hey Timmy! There's something I gotta tell you!" 

 "What?" asked Tim. 

 Eddie's all like, "I think you're my uncle from the future, man?" 

 Timmy said, "Well Eddie, my head's humming too loudly for you to be laying that trippy shit down on me now. Hit 

me up in a couple of hours, when I'm feeling like a mere mortal again." 

 Bump! 

 

 Mark saw Timmy headed for the Deflowering Suzie. 

 Mark calculated a sneaking on up to Timmy, then did so half way in case of miscalculation. Timmy still managed 

to detect the presence of negativity. 

 "I notice you've detected my presence," said Mark. "Therefore, AHA, hello, my friend." 

 Timmy said, "Leave me now, Kind Sir, for I've the service of pussy to hire." 

 "I thought you were heading for the Deflowering Suzie," said Mark. "But alas! MY people have sent me to make a 

present of you." Mark attempted the smashing of Timmy aided by naught but an electric guitar. 

 And wouldn't you believe it? Timmy saw that guitar and Timmy ignored that guitar, a piece of the illusion not 

worth acknowledging. The humming, the buzzing, the ecstasy… Timmy was living in a higher state of mind. 

 And the guitar was as if not, not at all. 

 "That's some crazy shit," said Mark. "Where the fuck did you hide my guitar?" 

 The pack, Mark's support, minions of the Yellow Raincoat Man, encroached silently from all sides. They were like 

green little trolls, they were like hallucinations with teeth. 

 Timmy said, "I'm beginning to understand the difference between an illusion and everything else. My dick is 

throbbing like an atom bomb during the countdown… I'm in desperate need of pussy, man, see you later." (Imagine what it 

would be like to be a twenty-year-old virgin with a constant hard-on, no matter how many times a day you masturbate.) 

 Timmy vanished. 

 

 Well, the happy two Gs were off to Florida together. George was getting a might bit suspicious of these energy 

spikes Ginger kept having… Every time Henry fucked her, the spine tingled that much more gloriously… But George didn't 

know that… 

 HONK! 

 Did he? George was drinking camel blood, and experiencing such vivid insights. The spirits were constantly 

encroaching from the earthly plane, and planes lower still… None of them could be trusted. No thing could be trusted. Even 

the Goddess might be a betrayer. 

 "George?" asked Ginger from the seat beside. 

 HONK! HONKHONK!!! 

 "Anything you want, sweetie," replied George with a smile and no thought, and he kissed her with the briefly 

summoned passion of his hottest ice, passing such from wrist to wrist. 

 The traffic light turned red. George put the pedal to the metal.  

 The paranoia was a result of some silly flimflams.  

 

 Blue and crimson, the blood, the glory, the power, 

 Ashes to ashes 

 And the dust where it belongs. 

 

 Painful, the memory 

 And hunting for what really happened. 

 

 Bob woke up, vomit and absinthe foaming between his gums, in a gutter in medieval Chrystal City. His memory of 

the night before was foggy, trippy, something like a dream. It involved dancing, naked midgets, and no-talent clowns.  

| Bob crawled through a swamp of mucus and puss, piss and rat droppings. He arrived within inches of the entrance 

to the Deflowering Suzie. His vision blurred momentarily, and then he managed to stand. 

 Bob stumbled into the Deflowering Suzie like a wind-tossed, alcohol-stained paper bag. The flaring nostrils meant 

trouble and fear. 

 The rest of the class was quite unimpressed w/imitation empresses. 

 Bob addressed the bartender, "I need a job." 

 She said, "Ok, you be the fucking bartender." She went in the back to cook food. 

 Bob became instantly Bob the Bartender. Not only that, She gave him a free plate of rice patties. 



 That was usually how those things had a recurring tendency to splendiferously work themselves out.  

 A man in a hooded white robe walked inside. As the door slammed shut behind him, he pulled the hood down low 

so that only the small of his chin remained free of the shadows. The shadows got his chin, too, when he turned his head. At 

last the light settled on the pale and pointy tip of his nose, as he settled into a barstool. 

 "Get me a beer Bob," said the hooded one, an Individuate on a Machiavellian waltz, judging from the way he held 

his nose, and the way he flashed his pointy teeth when he talked. 

 Bob was quick to fetch the beer before asking, "Do I know you, man?" 

 "The name's Jzearuth," he said. "I knew you in another life." 

 "That explains it," said Bob. "I've had so many of those lately, of course we must have run into each other." 

 "Are you drunk man?" Jzearuth asked Bob. 

 "Always," said Bob. "I can't help it… There's this creeping mushroom crawling up my coat tail." 

 "I guess I know the feeling," said Jzearuth. "Then again, you should probably get that looked at…" 

 Eddie steps inside. 

 A silver pen on a silver string dangles ominously from his right forefinger. His blue jeans carry the stains of dirty 

living in the time before detergent. His shirt is a little ripped. There is a rip to the right side of his chest intended to reveal a 

hairy little man-nipple and a splotch of freckled skin. His straight black hair is just barely long enough to cover his sad blue 

eyes. 

 Eddie picks a stool two stools down from was-a-Saint Jzearuth. 

 "Get me some chicken," says Eddie. 

 Bob shouts into the back, "Shey! Hey SHEY!!! Slice of chicken!" 

 Eddie surveys the room, winking at all the whores. The whores know to compete now for Eddie's favor and 

breadcrumbs.  

 The whiskey was going down smooth that night. Eddie had a papyrus-rolled fatty between his lips, and the more he 

sucked on that bad boy, even before the alcohol started to really kick in, the more the room started to shake.  

 Jzearuth shouts, "Pass that shit, bi-ATCH!" It was Jzearuth's shit anyway. So fucking dank you could smell it 

burning five miles down the road. Eddie got hisself a free bag earlier that morning. 

  "HEY BITCHES!" shouted Eddie. The whores aligned themselves to his person, a 10-person line. The most 

expensive two whores were supposedly still virgins. Bob promised a significant discount if that virginity happened to prove 

itself false.  

 Of course Eddie chose the "virgins". Who could predict what diseases a prostitute might pick up in a shithole like 

the Deflowering Suzie? 

 Blood and all, a true virgin. That girl, seventeen, creamy dawn-kissed brown hair swaying beside her narrow 

cheeks, her moist, fat lips, the lips of the flickering tongue. 

 Maybe she'd sucked a cock or two in the past but that was it.  

 Eddie couldn't stop sucking and squeezing on those creamy little breasts. He smacked that ass, too, you can believe 

it. Bitch started sucking on that dick like a mermaid. 

 Some awful nice semen shooting soon went down, down town in the vaginal place. It was really great, man. 

 Roughly 11 years later, Eddie comes wobbling downstairs. Tim and Jzearuth are at the bar talking. 

 Eddie wavers slowly back and forth, and he can't for the life of him decide if he's going to pass out… or if he's 

about to run twenty miles without breaking a sweat.  

 It takes over, you know? there';s nothing you can do but run with it. when the tid3es turn and it all flows in. Steady 

like the best boat in the harbor turning itto water, slipping through the cracks in a way impeachable. Yess…………..  

 The blunts seemed to last and last that night, and they kept on coming, whatever else happened. 

 "Are you high enough yet man?" Asked Jzearuth of Eddie. 

 "What the fuck is 'high enough'?" asked Eddie, snatching a blunt right out of Jzearuth's fingertips. 

 "I'm impressed," said Jzearuth. "You're really getting good at that whole time travel thing." 

 "For better or worse," said Eddie. "Although, I must say, I think it's been good for me." 

 "Indeed," said Jzearuth. "A pity you're still searching, though…" 

 "Yeah, well," said Eddie, "at least I'm fucking enjoying the ride." But there was that one great sorrow. 

 "I know a space where things go right," said Jzearuth. 

 "I've been there, man," said Eddie. "That blissful escape where you're not thinking about it, you're doing, 

experiencing, and it's the only thing you're experiencing, the only thing worth being experienced at that moment, A kind of 

unity between self and surroundings, a Proper cooperation of one's own karma, … I don't know, man, if that's what you 

were talking about." 

 "Pretty fucking close, if it isn't," said Jzearuth. "But hey man, let me ask you something: What are you looking 

for?" 

 

 It was at about that moment that I, the real writer here (God's mouthpiece), found out what I really want. 

 KB is the Virgin Whore. He would have given everything he had for a Her until he remembered the Is.  



 By that time, a network of women (or just a network), possibly a conspiracy of know-it-alls, even Aphrodite 

Herself, even the nazis in the hotel room, conspired to accept the virginity of the virgin whore. But he had already given it to 

the IS. 

 KB experienced a full-body orgasm w/o the sex. That was nice, beautiful. But it was still restricted to the body. 

And he held to no delusions that it was any better, was convinced in fact that it was inferior, to the transcendental out-of-

body orgasm that might have followed Kalith Alur's ceremony.  

 And he was flung into various erotic situations, and when his libido flamed up it burned not nearly so bright as it 

had in the past. So he cured himself of his addiction to masturbation. 

 And they or her indicated without saying, "Ask and yea shall receive." Even beyond that, "Act." 

 But I'm done chasing the pussy. Evolution, stability, life, death. I have turned my Will over to the Is. I am the 

Virgin Whore. 

 I must thank women for curing me of feminism. I love myself no more nor less than a steamy pile of poo, or a 

cigarette butt. God as Everything includes that steaming pile of poo, and that is the sense in which I love women. 

 

 But Eddie said, "I'm looking for my father." 

 Jzearuth said, "I am the Father, the Mother, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. None may come to God except through 

me." 

 Eddie said, "I agraa. The father and the sun. The mother and the daughter." 

 "No risk have yeah taken, child. A gra indeed, short of acceptance. The method is easy. Thou hadst it all along." 

 "Steak sauce?" inquired Eddie. 

 "A burning asshole for the gods," replied Jzearuth, drunk now, truly drunk on the finest liquors and the finest buds. 

 "Rose buds," said Eddie. 

 "Lie not to me," said Jzearuth. "I am truth alone. Lie to the women. They enjoy it." 

 "Alone?" asked Eddie. "I know well that feeling." 

 "You only think you do, my boy," Jzearuth replied. "Know yea not with whom thou speakest? Damn it, man! Damn 

it no more! You were never alone." 

 "I always felt alone," said Eddie. 

 "And so you were," Jzearuth replied. "But stop worshipping that fucking lie." 

 "What lie?" asked Eddie. 

 Jzearuth smacked Eddie with the might of ten men. Eddie saw not the back of that hand. 

 "OUCH!" 

 . . . 

 

 

 


